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aüsthact
This thesis investigates the existence of a Euclidean Algorithm 
in cubic fields with complex conjugates* This investigation is 
made using the following methods.
The first method is a modification of a result of Cassois 
which states that no field of discriminant less than 
—( ) = -(412.944. •) possesses a Euclidean Algorithm.
By using the modification it is possible to show that some fields 
of discriminant greater than the above bound, but close to it, 
also do not possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
A second method is to choose an algebraic integer ^ which 
is a divisor of l-t" , where € is the fundamental unit of the 
field in question and n is a rational integer. We then determine
whether there are any residue classes modulo p which do not 
contain on integer of norm of absolute value less than the absolute 
value of the norm of
The next method is on odaptation of a method of Barnes and 
Swinnerton-Oyer for the real quadratic fields, modified here for 
the fields in question. This method aims to isolate the points 
with minimum at least 1.
An indirect method, which is used as the final step of the 
last method described, is to determine the minimum of numbers of 
the form , where is an integer of the field in question
and n is a positive rational integer.
In addition to existing results, 37 fields have been shown
2
to possess a Euclidean Algorithm and it has been established 
that there is no Euclidean Algorithm in 289 fields* For some 
fields the iniioiaogeneous minimum has been determined#
The numerical results obtained are given in the last chapter 
of this work# The listings of the computer programs used for 
the above methods are in the appendix to this thesis*
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I.l If there are algebraic integers y3,5 in K such that 
^ 0 and
lN(^ lN( (Î )l (I.l)
for every algebraic integer X in K, where N represents the 
norm of the algebraic number, there is said to be no Euclidean 
Algorithm in the field#
1*2 Let L^, # • • ,L^ be n linear forms in the real variables 
, . . . of determinant A* Let , • • • ,s^) be the
co-ordinates of the point P in n-dimensional space, then, if 
y^j • • • ,y^ are real numbers and (y^, . • . ,y^) are the 
co-ordinates of the point P^, we say
p 5 p^ (mod 1) if Sj = y^, • . ♦ a y^ (mod 1).
We define
M( L_ , # # # )L ; P ) = min )L_ # * # #L |
A n o  P S P
o
and M( L j^ , « • • ,L^ ) «= max M( L^, « • • ,L^; P^) #
^o
M( L^, • . • ,L^ ) is then said to be the inhooogeneous minimum
of the linear forms L,, • « • ,L •1 ^ n
I# 3 If % = ( < / , , # . #  , ) where «<%, . # # are rational
and oC = is the value of Lj^  for (s,, • • • ,s^) = ( «^, > • • • , ) ;
o( is an algebraic number and • • • 9 ^ \  the corresponding
values of L^, # # # ,L^, ore its algebraic conjugates; we also 
have
N( «c ) =
and the set of values of over all rational values of 
(xj, • • • ,s^) constitute an algebraic number field K of 
discriminant D where D = ^ .
We now define
M( K,oi ) = oia 1 K( - « )1
where the □inimoa is over & H  algebraic integers t in K, and
a( K ) = aeix B( K,o< ) (1.2)
= max min 1 N( - X ) 1 
where the mmiimum is over all algebraic numbers ^ in K» We
then say M( K ) is the inhomogeneous minimum of the field K*
We have
M( KfOi ) = M( , • • • o< )
end M( K ) ^ M( L- , . . . ,L )
X R
with equality in the latter relationship when M( )
is attained at a rational point.
& « «
1.4 Since the quotient of any two numbers of K is itself a 
number in K, for all algebraic integers 5,^ in K we have
|N(4 - U )l « M( K )
for some algebraic integer Y in K; so tliat 
lN( 5 ,-/Y)l < M( K )|n ( ,3 )|.
Hence, if M( K ) <  1, the field has a Euclidean Algoritiim.
Conversely, if M( K ) ^ 1 there exists an algebraic number 
p( = ~ in K, where  ^9 are algebraic integers of K, so that
lN(i - )( )\ ? 1 
8
for every algebraic integer X in K, since every algebraic 
number in K may be expressed as the quotient of two algebraic 
integers in K; thus
lN( $ - )1 »  |n( |6 )1
for every algebraic integer X in K« Hence, if M( K ) ^  1, 
the field has no Euclidean Algorithm.
Thus
K has a Euclidean Algorithm if and only if M( K ) < 1 (1.3)
We see that a sufficient condition for the existence of a Euclidean 
Algorithm is
ll( . . . ,L^ ) < 1.
If m( K.,c<) ^ 1 for some algebraic number o( in K, 
immediately M( K ) >1; thus the non-existence of a Euclidean 
Algorithm in on algebraic number field may be established by 
finding a single algebraic number oC in K for which M( K,o^ ) ^ 1*
1*5 The question of a Euclidean Algorithm in complex quadratic 
fields was relatively easily answered, a proof is given in (22) 
of the fact that the complex quadratic field K(Vm) has a Euclidean 
Algorithm only when m = -1 ,-2 ,-3 ,-7 ,-11.
For tlio real quadratic fields, the fact that the field K(7d) 
of discriminant d > 0 does not have a Euclidean Algorithm if d 
is sufficiently large was first established by a combination of 
several results, notably those of Berg (3) , Behrbohm and Redei (4), 
Erdos and Ko (l5) and Heilbronn (24). Davenport (8) gave on 
independent proof of this result; the underlying principles of
the method employed ere given in (9)* Davenport’s method is based
on a consideration of the corresponding binary quadratic forms,
2 2the more general result given is tliats if f(x,y) = ax + bsy -F cy
is an indefinite binary quadratic form with real coefficients and
discriminant d = b^ - 4ac > 0 ,  and f(x,y) does not represent 
0 for any integral values of x,y other than 0,0 , there exist 
real numbers | with the property that
U( X + Ç , y + h )1 > KVd.
The proof is based on the construction of the point (§5^ ) from 
an infinite chain of reduced forms all equivalent to the original
form. In (s) the reduction due to Ilurwitz is used and leads to
—7 *a specific constant, 2 , in place of K • Davenport then goes
on to show that, when a, b, c are rational integers, § end ,
when constructed as above, ore rational, thus there is no Euclidean
7
Algorithm if >ld > 2 » Since there are only a finite number of 
real quadratic fields with bounded discriminant there are only a 
finite number of real quadratic fields with a Euclidean Algorithm.
Davenport used this basic method to show that there is a 
Euclidean Algorithm in only a finite number of cubic fields with 
complex conjugate fields (ll), and in only a finite number of 
complex quartic fields whose conjugate fields are also complex (l2).
1.6 Cassels (5) establishes the same general results as Davenport 
but with the following specific constants
For the real quadratic fields M( K ) > ^  ^
l&lFor the cubic fields with complex conjugate fields M( K ) > 420 
10
For the complex quartic fields whoso conjugate fields arc also 
complex M( K. ) >
Cassels in fact establishes these results for the minima of 
the corresponding linear forms end uses the same basic method in 
each case* A further consideration and extension of the cose of 
the cubic fields with complex conjugate fields is made in chapter 2 
of this thesis.
1.7 Chatlond (t) gives a summary of the results concerning the 
real quadratic fields end investigates those fields of discriminant 
less than 2^^ ,, Davenport’s bound. He states tliat there is no 
Euclidean Algorithm in K(7m) unless 
m = 2, 3, 6 , 6, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, 29, 33, 37, 41, 57, 73, 97 
except possibly when m = 193, 241, 313, 337, 457, 601. For 
these last sis cases Chatlond end Davenport (6) show that there 
is no Euclidean Algorithm by a modification of Davenport’s general 
method of (8). Inker! (25) used a method based on that of Erdos 
and Ko (l5) to give on independent proof of these results.
The statement tliat K(V97) has a Euclidean Algorithm was 
shown to be false by Bernes end Swinnerton-Dyer (2). In (2) the 
inhomogeneous minima of the norm forms f^ of the fields K(/m) 
for m $ 101, except for m = 46, 57, 67, 71, 73, 86, 94, are 
obtained; for these last seven forms an upper bound for W(f^) 
is given. Godwin (20) modified the method of Barnes and 
Swinnerton-Dyer to give M(f^) for these seven forms which are 
tiio norm forms of those fields with a large fundamental unit.
11
The basis of the method of (2) is to choose a value M’ 
slightly less then M(f^) end to show that for ,y^) in
all but a small sub-region R of a fundamental region modulo 1 
in the (s,y)—plane there is on integer point such that
Having found such a region R, any point P « (s ,y ) at which
M(f^,P ) > m ' must lie in R and also in its transform by the
fundamental outomorph E of fj^(x,y) ; hence points at which
M(f ) is taken oust lie in the set which is common tom 0
B^(E) , reduced modulo 1, for all integral values of n. This 
method is extended to the case of the cubic fields with complex 
conjugate fields in chapter 4 of this thesis.
1.8 Ennola (14) used a modification of Davenport’s method of (8) 
to obtain the result that for the real quadratic fields
& ) > ~X6 + 6^8 ^ 3Q^Q9« I» tiiia paper Ennola supplies a 
proof of the results concerning tlie existence of the Euclidean 
Algorithm in real quadratic fields which are stated above.
1.9 The results outlined so far are concerned with those fields 
which possess only one fundamental unit; there are no corresponding 
general results for other fields. Heilbronn (23) proves that 
Euclid's Algorithm holds in only a finite number of cyclic cubic 
fields. Godwin (l6) obtains on upper bound for the inhomogeneous 
minimum of some totally real cubic norm forms, which gives rise
to the fact that there is a Euclidean Algorithm in those fields 
of discriminant 49, 81, 148, 169, 220, 257, 316, and 361; an
12
upper bouud is also supplied for the iulioiaogeneous minimum of 
the field of discriminant 321 which was shown to possess a 
Euclidean Algorithm by Smith, the result being quoted in (lb).
Samet (2d) extends the method of Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer (2) 
to a special set of lineai forms, those corresponding to the 
field of discriminant 148, and shows that the inhomogeneous 
minimum is ^  so that the field has a Euclidean Algorithm,
In (27) Samet considers the fcuaily of fields defined by
0^  — a® — 20 -* a = 0 1.4
where a is a large positive integer; 0 + 1, 0 - 1 are units 
with norms —1 and +1 respectively and the discriminant is 
Ù  = 4a"^  + 13a^ + 32# He assumes that 1, 0, 0*^ is a basis 
for the field, which is the case if ^  has no squared factor 
other than 4 and a = 1, 2, 3 (mod 4). Then, if ?
are the forms
5 =s s + y0 + z 0
*1 = X + y4> +
^ = X + y f  +
where 0, <}>, Ajr are the roots of I#4, by using a modification 
of the method of Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer, Samet shows that for 
all sufficiently large a
(i) U = if a s 2 (aod 4)
and this value is taken only at points P 5 (0,0,^)
(ii) M =5 gfî'*^( 1 — if a 5 1 or 3 (mod 4)
and this value is taken only at points P = “*2a^*
Smith (28) uses Heilbronn*s method to show that the only cyclic
13
g
cubic fields of discriminant < 10 which may possess a Euclidean 
Algorithm are those of discriminants 7^, 9^, 18^, 19^, 31^, 37^,
43^, ei^, 07^, 73^, 103^, 109^, 127^ and 157^. He then goes 
on to use the method of Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer (2) , as extended 
by 3omet (26) , to give the values of the inhomogeneous minima of
the fields of discriminants 13^,19^,31^, 37^, 43^, end 73^ end
2 2to show that the fields of discriminants 01 0 ^>and 67 possess 
a Euclidean Algorithm# Davenport (lO) had previously obtained
the values of the inhomogeneous minima of the fields of discriminants
2 27 and 9 , end in this^way shown that they possess a Euclidean 
Algorithm, also, as stated above, Godwin (lO) had shown that the 
fields of discriminants 13^ (=109) and 19*^  (=301) are Euclidean. 
Smith shows theit the inhomogeneous minima of the fields of 
discriminants 13^, 19^, 31^, 37^ and 43^ are less than 1, 
end so the fields possess a Euclidean Algorithm; but that of the
' ■ ' g & ) Q  ^  ^ '
field of discriminant 73 ds "T, greater then 1, so that this
_   ^f ..
field does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
For fields of higher degree, Godwin (l7) has shown that the
totally real quartic fields with discriminants 725, 1125, 1600,
1957, 2225, 2304, 2624, 2777 end 4205 possess a Euclidean Algorithm,
as does the totally real quintic field £( 2cos( 2^ 11)), which
is the totally real quintic field of least discriminant.
I.10 I now turn to the cubic fields with complex conjugate fields,
Î
which are the subject of this thesis.* Godwin (iS) adapted his 
method of (16) end (l7) to show that the fields of discriminants
14
-23, -31, -44, -59, -76, -83, -87, -104, -107, -108, -116, -135,
-139, -140, -152 possess a Euclidean Algorithm. 4, The basis of 
this method is to show that, if a polynomial P(x) has zeros 
which oi'e not too far a%)art, the set of x for which P(x) < 1
\ S
contains a complete set of residues modulo 1. The fifteen fields 
shown to possess a Euclidean Algorithm are the first fifteen in 
the table of cubic fields with complex conjugate fields of Angell (l); 
the method yields no result for other fields, but by the methods 
described in tiiis thesis I have shown that the next two fields 
in the table, tliose of discriminants -172 and —175, also possess 
a Euclidean Algorithm. The next, that of discriminant -199, 
has inhomogeneous minimum 1; thus, it is tlie first in the table 
which does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
1.11 In the following (1,0,^) is an integral be^is for the
cubic number field K = £( 0 ) , where 9 is the real zero of
3 2the polynomial x - o x  + b x - c .  The field has discriminant
»
D where D < 0, and, if I is the index of the polynomial over 
the field,
A = 0 « t,s < t
where t and s arc rational integers.
€ is the fundamental unit of K satisfying 0 < € < 1 
and has algebraic conjugates 6 * = 6%
Let 6 have algebraic conjugates <|>,cl>ÿ and ^ have
—  I + t & + s
algebraic conjugates then y  = ---- •
Throughout the thesis, the terms number and integer without
15
qualification mean cubic number end cubic integer. Only fields 
of class number 1 will be considered, since this is a necessary
condition for the existence of a Euclidean Algoritiim*
?
Part I describes the theory of the methods of investigation. 
Chapter 1 gives a summary of the properties of relative minima,
Y 1 Y \
since these will be required in later chapters. Chapter 2 gives
on«extension of a result of Cassels# Chapter 3 considers the
fact* if there is no integer of K of norm of absolute value
less than |n ( ^ )| , congruent to Ç modulo /3 for two integers
and 5 in K, where ji is non-zero, there is no Euclidean
Algorithm in K; it is shown how this fact may be formulated
into a practicable method to show that a field does not possess
a Euclidean Algorithm# Chapter 4 shows how the method of Barnes
and Swinnerton-Dyer may be adapted to show that a field possesses
a Euclidean Algoritiim# Chapter 5 shows how tlie minimum of a
point of the form , where o( is an integer of £, may be1 — c
com%)uted. Chapter 5 uses one particular field to demonstrate 
each of the methods employed, and describes tlie limitations of 
each of these methods.
Part II gives descriptions of the actual programs used, and 
contains a table showing the results obtained#
16
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RELATIVE MINIMA AÎH) IDEALS WHOSE NORM IS A RATIONAL PRIME#
1*1 We give a short summary of certain properties of relative 
minima, in particular in the context of fields K which consist 
of elements s + y 0 + 2 0* where s, y, z ore rational numbers 
and 9 is the real root of a cubic equation of negative discriminant; 
relative minima will be used in some later chapters#
Consider the space B with general point ( x,y + iz ) , 
where x, y, z are elements of the reel number field# We define 
the space A to be the set of points S = ( &(0),6(^) ) whore 
o( = 6(0) » d^ S** + dg0 + dg is in K, and d^, d^, d^ arc rational
A
reel numbers; the isomorphism then establishes an
isomorphism K A# We have B o  A and addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division are defined conq)onont-wiso in B and 
in A#
1*2 If « = ( . x , y + i z )  is in B, the directional parameters
9 Px ore defined by
/ > , ( « )  = ( x |
A (  W )  =  +  Z^«
From their definitions /o* and are multiplicative#
A
The normed body of a point o( in A is defined to be the 
region V c B given by
V = { WI w  e B, j^( w ) < |»j( i >5 j = 1,2
A
1*3 If f is on ideal of K and has typical element , i is
18
A
the ideal lattice in A with tyjiical point oC, Multiplicative
A
lattices j in A ere those lattices for which the product of tmy 
two points of é also belongs to The ideal lattices are
multiplicative.
If ot is in ^ J  = {âï : IS € 0} is also in ^ and is 
a multiplicative lattice; point-lattice multiplication is defined 
by
A ^ A  A
If there exists a multiplicative lattice S such that i = â i , 
point-lattice division is defined by
OC
/V
1*4 A point of an ideal lattice in A is called a relative
I Îminimum of u if its normed body contains no other point of 3
except the origin*
2For a relative minimum tO- of J we define the region 
V ( Ü  ,d ) by
v( ) = C i * /),,( & ) < /)j,( A  ) = 1, 2, ^
’ PiS â  ) * ) + d
d a real non-negative number, = 1, 2,
From Minkowski * s convex body theorem there is a lattice point
A  A  A
A, which lies in V(Jb,d ) for some d > 0; and if is the
A
first such point obtained by increasing d from 0 , JL, is also
0
e relative minimum of j . If the point X satisfies the conditions
A
stated above for A,, -7 also satisfies them. Y* = ( x,y + iz )
A A
is chosen to be X or —X so that
19
X > 0 if j, — 2, Jq — 1
-g < arg(y + iz) ^ | if = 1, j2 2
/in this way Û, = X is uniquely defined, and will be said to
A
be the relative minimum adjacent to A  in the direction.
By this means a two-way chain of relative minima
A  A A A  A A
• • • À.,, f)i|, iQij, • • • may be defined# If • • •
A
are relative minima of A&, • • # are said to be relative
minima of j*#
A more detailed account of relative minima may be found in (13).
1*5 From now on, in this chapter, we restrict the consideration 
to the case when K is a cubic field of negative discriminant#
A / ^  \
In this case, if is in K, so that ot is in A, and N( o< )
is defined by
N ( i  )  =  ) ; » , (  A  ) ,
we have N ( « )  = |N( o( ) | .
LEMMA 1#1
Given an ideal if iQ»», • • • > • • • ere successive
relative minima of j', and i is divided by these relative minima 
to give the ideals
°   ° h....
for some k, is the unit ideal ( 1,0,A) and ûjj produces <f#
PROOF OF LEMàiA 1#1
As stated in the introduction, this thesis considers only 
cubic fields of negative discriminant with class number 1; thus 
there exists an integer o(, for which f - ( «i ) *
20
We suppose, first of all, that is not c relative miniuRim 
of j, we may find a relative minimum of J, such that
aad  ) ■* « .  )
which implies
lN(«‘*)l = N ( 5 » )  = P;,( 5») < «I )/)j( ^ 1 ) = N ( ^ , )  = |n(iX,)1,
this contradicts the choice of o(, as an integer which produces i «
From Voroaoi, as described in (l3) , there ere only a finite 
number of distinct ideals among j,, so
we have, for some rational integer f ,
it = for 0 < j 6 f - 1
so that £ =
. . .  .  A i+f _which gives = 6 «
Since of, is a relative minimum of i , for some rational
integers k, we have
‘0'k =
so that produces i*
Also, if t  = i
Ak .
N (  Jk ) =  N ( £ ^ )  =  1 ,  
where the norm of an ideal is the norm of eny integer which produces 
it, thus ik is the unit ideal*
1*6 We now turn to a description of the method used for computing, 
for any rational prime p, the ideals of norm p, the relative 
minima of each of these ideals and the integers which produce
the ideals* The method described follows that used by Angell (l)
21
for finding the ideals and corresponding relative minima for 
rational integers which are not necessarily prime*
Any ideal of norm p may be represented in the form
where i^, i^, i^, i^, i^, i^ are positive rational integers,
i^#ig#i^ = p end from the additive property of ideals 0 « i^ < i^, 
0 ^ i^< i^, 0 $ ig < i^, 0  ^ig < i^, 0 < i^ < i^. Since p is
prime we have i^= p, i^= 1, i^= 1, i^= 0, so the ideal may be
represented in the form
S = (p,6 + igj^ + ig) where 0 < ig < p, 0 ? ig < p. 
Thus, given p, for each pair of values, ig,ig, in the given 
range, a test is made for
S = (p, ® + ig)^ + ig) 
being an ideal* Automatically the additive property of ideals 
is held by S, now it remains to show that all the linear 
combinations of p, 9 + ig, + i^, when multiplied by en integer 
of the field, are in i* This is done by checking that p9, p^,
9* + igO, Ô/V + ig^, A0 + ig9, a' + i ^  all belong to » If 
all the conditions are satisfied then is an ideal of norm p#
We note that, since N( p ) = p , there are at most three distinct 
ideal factors of (p), other than the unit ideal, and so at most
V
three distinct ideals of norm p.
1.7 The method of determination of the relative minima of the 
ideals follows the steps of Voronoi*s algorithm as enumerated 
in (13). We have the ideal ^ = (p, 0 + i,~,A+ L.) , for application
22
of the algorithm we consider the ideal ^  = (l, ^  ^ ^—)
which under the transformation ^ = 3Ô - a, so that Ÿ  « q$ + n
for some rational integers q and n, becomes 
(i m, + mt*, + n, + n^^ + n,5*^\
for some rational integers m^, m^, n^, n^, n^, i^. Following
the steps of the algorithm we obtain a basis (l, Bg , 8 ,^) for
where 0g is the relative minimum of —* adjacent to 1 in the
ft direction; this basis is aaid to be the reduced basis of the
lattice. The ideal —  is divided by Bg to give the ideal with 
B 1basis snd the process is repeated to obtain a reduced
basis for this ideal.
In this way we obtain a sequence of ideals Y, = — , = “ûfe" j <
P 9^J
j ~ with reduced bases
Sfc’) = (Ij 6j, 9^), (l, 9j’, 0‘J’), . . . , (l, 8)4 respectively,
where i® the unit ideal. The reduced basis of the unit ideal
is previously found by applying one cycle of Voronoi’s algorithm 
to the ideal (l,9 , A).




and, when p = 1, the relative minima of the field are given by
1, Wg 9 Vg Og , 3^ Vg {7g , • • • • . ,
SO that i is the integral lattice of the field; in this case
k (0




AN ADAi^TATION OF A RESULT OF CASSELS.
2,1 Let £( 0 ) be the cubic field of discriminant D =
if 6 is a zero of the polynomial P(x) let t be the index
of P over the field. Define the space d to consist of points
(  Î  » ^ J 5 )  where J €. £ (  B )  and § Î  are the algebraic
conjugates of Ç ; let ( § > h  ? 5 ) said to be an integer 
point of d when $ is an integer of £( 0 ), then the integer 
points of d form a lattice j(g,
Cassels (5) shows that there exists a point (5 , i| , Ç ) 
of d  such that
“i'll $.( ?, + Ij, )1 > 81(5 + 3VJ) “ 412.@44...
where the minimum is over all points 5o) - (  ^  ^  5 l) #
In the following it will be shown that, for any field for
which ( = 1, a value M, which depends on the relative minima
of the field, may be found such that there exists a point ( { , , J )
of CL such that
Ii f 1 * s.  2lDl iPl ^ Q
m m  I 7. ( (, + Ho )1 > 81(9 + 543), “ 715.24...M
whore the minimum is over all points ( ) %) = ( t > 5 ) (aod l).
For any such field
2lDl ^   g j A l   3
81(9 + 543)M ^ 81(5 + 343)
we note that
81(9 + 5^3) = J3,81(5 + 3V3).
Using this result I have investigated two fields of discriminant 
such that no result concerning the Euclidean Algorithm can be
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obtained using Cassels* result5 both of these fields were shown 
to possess no Euclidean Algorithm.
In the more general case when t is not equal to 1 we nay 
establish that there exists a point ( ( >*])$) of A, such that
+ h: )1 >
whore the nininun is over all points >î.) H  (^od l) ,
for a particular value M* wiiich depends on tlie field in question. 
However, we cannot establish a relationship with Cessels* result 
similar to 2.3.
2.2 Suppose that is any three dimensional lattice which 
contains an infinite sequence of points j ®^ii) such
that
LEMMA 2.1
Define M = mas |o<,v( + ÏTr\î»)l
2
then, given p, q such that pq ^  M, there is a point of the 
lattice, P a ( ^ 9 ^ , o(), not equal to (0,0,0), such that
I I « P
This result is best possible for the value of the lower 
bound of pq^ when tlie sequence is a sequence of
relative minima of the lattice and is periodic.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1
Given p, we define n by
Un\ > p ^
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which is possible since the sequence is decreasing. If
q^ 1P*., + \
then pq^ < | U + Yrt.l ^ °M
which is false# Hence
^  1 (^n+i + I 
and ( 9 is the required point.
If the sequence is a sequence of relative minima
of the lattice, for any rational integer n there is no point 
( |2 , , oi ) for which
1 o( \ ^ \ O^ n \
and I/s' + XN < 1/2a4i + XZ, I •
If the sequence is periodic, there exists a rational integer m 
for which
^ ^ m4\ ) •
Let M* = M - 6 for some positive real number 5 and let p,q 
be such that
U' 6 pq^ < M 
P <
q < \ f + ^ m4r\ V 
then any point ( |3 , )^ , ) satisfying
I + t^\ $ q^ and l«^ \ $ p
must also satisfy
1 P + 1 1 end I W m t
which contradicts the definition of  ^ as a sequence of
relative minima* Hence U is best possible in this case*
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2*3 Let the linear forms L^, L^, L^ be defined by
L, w X + y6 + zX
L* = X + y 4» + 2*5
L3 « X + y<> + ZŸ
where x, y, z are rational, so tliat L^ and = Lg are tiie 






— 9^ — (|)X ^
^  — A X — ^
<fr — i* 9 — 4)
Define the linear forme M^, Mg, in the rational variables
u, V, w by
Ml ~ ( 4>^-5’>V)u + (+ - +)v + (* - 4>)w}
Mg = Y  {( 9t)u + ( s l - X ) v +  (6 ~?)w}
Mg = Y  K  8+ -  4>A)u + (X )v + (4>-9)w}
then is real, Mg, Mg are conjugate complex and are the algebraic
conjugates of Mg, Mg have determinant A*". We also
have
M^L^ + MgLg + MgLg t= ( :£U + yv + zw ) A 2.7
These definitions of , Mg, Mg, L^, Lg, Lg are then the
same as those given for the ternary cubic case in Cassels (5).
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2*4 There are rational integers a;^ , Ij, t^,
tg, tg, p^, Pg, pg such that A, Ÿ, Ÿ  the zeros of
3 2
X - a'j^x + b^s - cx 2*8
end s= t,X + t 6^ + tj
e' = t^A + tg^ + tg 2.9
0A = p^X + Pg6 + Pg ;
also, equalities corresponding to 2*8 hold for and for <t>,
Wo have = ( ^ - $ ) (  & x - A )  + p^(Y - + Pg(^ - <|) )
and (<f> + $)(<!>-4 ) = + t g ( 4 - $ ) ,
thus Ÿ ~ Ÿ = ( 4 " " ÿ ) (  ^ *"• —  —  I
9 - a + tx
I
and so
= (Â=_i) [ u(A _ a%) + (v - u p j ) ^ L = ^ )  + V + upg + ( " % 
with similar expressions for Mg and Mg*
Thus the linear forms M^, Mg, Mg may be given by
Ml «  ^  ^ 1 aAt^ +  v 9  + w J
Mg = \ ^ # 1  + V* +  w} 2 .1 0
Mg = { uït^ + vÿ + w}
and the set of points ( ^  ^ ) , for integer
values of u, v, w, forms a three dimensional lattice JCt . We 
also note that t^ = t, the index of F over K*
2*5 The general case when t may take any value is discussed 
in section 2.10*
We now restrict the consideration to the case when t = 1.
2 ^ —« —  2
We have A = 6 , Ÿ  = 4^ and = <f> thus
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Ml = u® + v 6
Mg =  ^^   ^+ v i ^  +  w|
Mg = ( ^  7— ^ [ + v ^ +  w) ,
then ( ji 9 li 9 a < )  9 where *( ,  ^t iK are values of , Mg, Mg
respectively, is a point of J C ^  if and only if there is a point 
( ^  , ^  ) of such that
< = (jL=jL)^ ; f + i^); f _ 1% . (4^=-&)(S.- ih)
In the field K we may find an infinite sequence of relative 
minima {^ «} which corresponds to an infinite sequence of points 
of -Kg, ( 5,>hn> In) for which
) u t  >  i t i  
U»-i + h«.i) ^ 1 1  + h« I  •
Thus there is a sequence of points {^n>Vn»‘^nl in ^ t > for which
.. th.t U.I . - W „ . l !
that is Wn\ ^ \<^ n+\\ •
Also
Pn + i%. = + i hJ
p. - lY. =
so that
I pA + %*l %*+( + hn+i I
® t &h+i + n^+'i I) 
that is )(&A+ %A I < t (Îam+ + i I •
We also have the sequence & sequence of relative
minima of the lattice if not, for some integer n there is
a point ( , ÿ ; 01 ) of such that
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I p' + ^ 1
\ ot \ < 9
which implies that there is a point of K$ for which
ir + h"i ^ it:+, + h n
1 1^ ^ \^nl
which contradicts the definition of ^  ^ sequence of
relative minima of K^m 
Now lot
M = IBM 1^„( ) I
and Kp = la^ )|
= OM£l($ - (j>)(6 - $ ) ( * -G)ll^%( ?n*i + hn*i ) I
A
= U l a ^ i q (  C*. + h«+< )lr\
lAljy
2*6 Define E by
8(1 , Ï) =
when €. 5 « Ç
&'(S + ih) = (%' + lY)
€" ( § - it|) = -* iY) I
then for some reitional integer f > 0 and every rational integer n
= (L.p , (see chapter l)
so that 6?n = $n+P,
and if ~ € 6 ,
fg ( C  + hn) = ( (m + f + hn.p) 
for every rational integer n#
Thus we have
* Sn*f (1n,.tf + hn«4p)' = %/»(( C m  + HnM )l
= I 5«( In*, + C*i)l
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hence U = . ,l4*(3n*, + hn\i) • 2.11
Therefore, in calculating M only one loop of relative minima
of K need be considered; we note that, since the sequence
periodic, the sequence I f a i s  also periodic
Wo now see tliat the sequence satisfies the
2
conditions of lemma 2.1, hence, given p, q such that pq ^
there is a point of the lattice, not equal to (0,0,0),
such that
Ip/ + 6 q2
\cl\ ( p;
thus, by definition of ( |^ , ^  , a ) ,  there exist integer values 
of u, V, w, not all zero, such that
iMjl $ p, iMgl = I Mg I 4 q.
2*7 We now have the following lemua corresponding to lemma 12 
of (5),
L B M m  2.2
Let k > 1 be given. There is an infinite sot of values 
) IXt,9 of Mg, Mg corresponding to integer values
u^, v^, w^ of u, V, w, as used in the expressions 2.6, such that
(i)





PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2
By construction of 11^  there is a set of values /A#, V©
satisfying (i). Now define />*», by induction, given
®^ n-\ 9
\*^ n\ ^ hence (ii) is satisfied
\hX\ ^ ^ f  hence (iii) is satisfied.I C^ «-\ I
/Amy CXist siuce = l^lM.
At each stage the smallest satisfying (iv) is chosen,
otherwise instead of would have been chosen at the
previous stage.
We now have the following two lemmas, reproduced from lemmas 
13 and 14 of (s).
LEMMA 2.3
If k > 2, we may find values x^, y^, of x, y, z, 
as used in the definitions 2.5, such that
n^c^u^ + y^v„ + z^w^ll ^ 2(k"-^) 
for all n; where u^, v^, w^ are the values of u, v, w, in 
the definitions 2.6, corresponding to the values o<n> /A^ y of 
M^y Mg, Mg, and
II XII = minim - xj 
where the minimum is over rational integer values of m.
LEMMA 2.4
Suppose that k > 2
r = , q . kr-^
SO that qr^= k, q + 2q* = 2r + r ^ « A (say).(k + ki)*
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If t; El, p are positive numbers such that
^ t ^  qpy m ^ rp
then t + 2ia $ Xp.
2*8 Now let (f; % "h i^; % - il\ be values taken by L^, L^, Lg 
for some
( X, y, z ) 5 ( %Q, yg, Zg ) (mod l),
and let r and q be defined in terms of k as for lemma 2*4.
Choose n such tliat
^ r ^ l 5 l M f  + f p ( I M U ) ‘ 4
then by (iii) of lemma 2.2
Uni 4 4 - H h M M U l M ) ’
I I
U „ \  < q l ? r M s ’'+ h* I' (l&t M)' .
By applying lemma 2*4 with
t = I Id ,  I ,  B = |(^ + iV])^nl and P = I11M 1*^  + V l ’ (U lM )’
we have
l$dnl + 2 t ( (  + l»)Ynl < î l l î l M f  + H‘ )*(UlM)-‘ ,
but
I All SU  ^ + + ZW^ I = !5*<n + (1 + lt|)/*n + (5 -
S I )<n| + 2 l ( f  + it|)/*nl;
thus, since
I' %.*n + yo%, + Zo’fn»-»
iDlf(k)
= a  2 * •
f(k) attains a masiatna, F, when k = (</3 + l)^> so we have
I , / ,1 , , i\I . IPI (2 + 2J3Ÿ (5 + 3V3f 21DI . IDl__
I 7 IS + 1 7 ' '  a 2'(3 + 2V3): (G + 373)' “ 81(9 + 57s)a '' M.715.24...
that is the result 2.2.
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2.9 For the second part of the result we note that in lemma 11
of (5) it is stated that:
if p > 0 , q > 0  arô given and pq^ :> 3'% then tliere
exist integer values u, v, w (as in 2.10), not all zero, such
that
iMjl 4 P , iHgl = iMgl S q;
2
but from lemma 2.1, if p > 0, q > 0 ere given and pq ^  
there exist integer values u, v, w, not all zero, such that
4 p , (Mgl = iMgl « q .
But lemma 2.1 also states that = |A| M is best possible as
2a lower bound of pq , thus we have
hence
2lD| \D1F lAl’F lAl’F 1A13'F 2|6|
81(9 + 573)M - 14.2^  “ M.lAl.2'^ ' I Z F a ^  " 2^ “ 81(5 + 3/3)
that is
8lDl . 2161
81(9 + 5V3)M ' 81(5 + 3V3)
which is the result 2.3.
2*10 I return now to the case when t may have any value. We 
note, from 2.10, that ( /3 , "6 ) is a point of Kr if and only
if there is a point K, such that
(i) J = X + y6 + z9^ = X* + y*9 + zt^X
for some rational integers x, y, x* , y* , z
(ii)oc= = i%); A - iii =
We now define K* to be that subset of K which has basis 
(l, 9 ,9^), that is the subset with basis (l, 9, tA). K* is
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also a field, end the suhlattice jfg of K 5 which consists 
of those points ( & y y ^  ) y where  ^fe K^, is a multiplicative 
lattice.  ^ = X + y 0 + ztA is said to be an integer of 
when X, y, z are all rational integers; and (  ^,  ^) is
said to be an integer point of when  ^ is on integer of K*.
Since S(q is a multiplicative lattice, we may find an infinite 
sequence of relative minima ($*) in K* which corresponds to 
an infinite sequence of integer points of U * yhnjînî 5 for
which
i C . i >  i C \ .
I S : : ,  < \ s * ;
and a corresponding sequence, I {^ my)^ Ay<^ A^  y iu éCj such that
\ ^  I \
+ C ' t  < 1 (^ A
However, this sequence in is not necessarily a sequence of
relative minima; nor can it be shown to be periodic, since the 
field K* cannot be shown to have a fundamental automorphism.
Following the arguments of 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8 with M replaced
by M*, where
so that I <<n( p:*l + '(n*x ) 1
lAltM* lAlM*
= I» = I' '
and eventually we obtain
I ï( S' + m*81(9 + 573)’ the result 2.4.
2.11 For comi^uting this method, the sequence of numbers Wg, . . . ,Wg,
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corresponding to the ideal of integers of the field, are calculated 
as described in chapter 1# We now observe that, in obtaining 
the products of these numbers to give the relative minima of the 
field, if r^O^ + r^G + r^, where r^, r^, r^ are rational integers, 
is such a relative minimum, the coefficients r^, r^, r^ become 
large in absolute value as the relative minima become closer 
to 6. This fact causes loss of accuracy in the calculation 
of GO in the calculation of M, even with double
precision arithmetic.
Suppose
e = it@' + 3^ 0 + kg
then = (1^4^ + + kg)
= if ( Gf - aO + b)^ + jf ( 0^ - a0 + b) + kf
+ igjeC^ uG 4- b) (a — 9)
+ igk^(G — a^ + 2b) + jgkg(a — 0).
From this expression we see that if the coefficients of 1 , 8 , 0 '  
in the expression for C are 0(n) then those in the expression 
for 6** are O(n^).
2.12 We have a complete loop of relative minima of the field 
given by
1 y y ^  G j ,  .  *  .  # j T T S g j
 ^ (1)
since TT0g is the fundamental unit of the field
( ,n<)'; ( .nej’)-;------------- ( b;^)\ i,  ttoS’
is also a complete loop of relative minima of the field when j 
is an integer satisfying 0 ( j 3 k#
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We choose j so that the order of magnitude of the coefficients 
of 1; G, o' in the expression for and in that for ( TT G- ) *
i»i  ^ t»j*i J
will be approximately the some. In view of the result stated above 
for the coefficients in the expressions for 6 and 6"', we choose 
j e where li] represents the greatest integer loss than i#
* p * k $
When this particular loop of relative minima has been calculated, 
we may calculate the and and so M; the loss of accuracy
when using double precision arithmetic is not now significant.
The multiplication and division routines used in calculating 
the relative minima check for the possibility of overflow, which 
in this case is interpreted as the result yielding an integer 
with more digits than double precision arithmetic allows significant 
figures.
i
In this way we find a lower bound on the inhomogeneous 
minimum of the field; for simplicity, in the program the constant 
715.24.•• is replaced by 720.
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CttâïTEB 3
A METHOD %HICH OSES CONGHÜENCES TO FIND A POINT « IN K FOK 
VSHIÜH M( &,«() > 1.
3.1 I.l is equivalent to the statement that tliere is no integer 
of K with norm of absolute value less than lN(|S)l congruent
to 5 modulo
The method of congruences which is used to prove that tliere 
is no Euclidean Algorithm in a particular field is based on this 
fact, and may be summarized in the following steps;
(I) An integer jS is chosen and representatives of each
of its non—zero residue classes are calculated; suppose 
these representatives are denoted by i,, i&y . * . ,
where r^  = |N( j) ) | - 1. Let Z = { ; 1 5 j i r^} be
the set of representatives.
(II) For each ideal j of norm of absolute value less than 
|n(|3)1 , an integer o4 which produces it is calculated; we 
then have i c= (*). Let the set of these integers be 
(dj% 1  ^ j ^ m}, then any integer of norm of absolute value
less than lN(p )| is of the form for some j
satisfying 1 j 6 m and some rational integer w.
(ill) If h is the smallest positive rational integer for 
which 6^  = 1 (p); we find the set A  defined by
A  = {$J« a«(j£” (p), 1 5 j S B, 0 4 W 4 h - 1, 6 z}.
If Z e A  then no conclusion is reached about the
existence of a Euclidean Algorithm in K. If there is a
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representative 5 ® 5. *bere 1 $ L $ and ^ is in ( Z - A ) ,  
there is no Euclidean Algorithm in K«
The remainder of this chapter describes the method of computing 
this algoritiim.
3.2 An underlying problem of this method is to find, for any 
given positive rational integer n, the distinct ideals of norm 
n and the integers which produce them.
If n =: p, a rational i^rime, the ideals and corresponding 
integers are found as described in chapter 1.
I»
%fe now consider the case when n = p , where p is e rational 
prime and r is a positive rational integer not equal to 1#
It has been noted in chapter 1 that (p) has at most three 
distinct ideal factors; we also note that (p) has a square 
factor if and only if p divides D , the discriminant of the 
field. The possible factorizations of (p) and consequently 
the ideals of norm n are as follows
(i) (p) is a prime ideal in K hence there are no ideals
of norm p; this may occur only if p does not divide D.
There will only be an ideal of norm n if r is a multiple 
of 3, when the only such ideal is (pS); if r is not a 
multiple of 3, (n) is a prime ideal in £.
(ii) (p) = i.Q where J is an ideal of norm p and Q
2
is a prime ideal of norm p ; this may occur only if p
does not divide D. There is one ideal («t) of norm p
and one ideal (fi) of norm p^; the ideals of norm p^
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ai'e where 2 divides r - u and r n a 0.
(iii) (p) = j' where j is an ideal of norm p; we only 
have this situation if p divides D# There is just one 
ideal (o< ) of norm p and, consequently, just ohe ideal 
(y ) of norm p*^ .
(iv) (p) = where and ij are ideals of norm p;
this happens only if p divides D* There are two ideals
(c(^ ) and (d%) of norm p end the ideals of norm p*^  ore
(o^r^L )^ where r % u » 0#
(v) (p) - where i,, j» , ere ideals of norm p;
does not
this occurs only if p/divide D. There are three ideals (&^), 
(^x) and (o^ j) of norm p, the ideals of norm p^ ere
'*) whore r % u & 0, r ^ v : > 0 ,  r ^ ^ u  + v ^ O .
r r r3.3 Finally we consider the case n = p * p * $...p where 
Pj, * $ . , p^ are rational primes and r^, . . . , r^ are 
positive rational integers. The ideals of norm n are of the form 
(y%*i##«dw) where (d\) is on ideal of norm pT^  for i = 1, . . , u; 
all ideals of norm n are found by conôidering all products
for all possible values of o<, , « • • ,d*.
For both of the cases where n is composite, having found 
the ideals of norm a prime p, and the integers which produce 
them, for all p less than n; by using the expressions 
enumerated in section 3.2, it is possible to calculate all ideals 
of norm n and the integers which produce them.
3.4 Having chosen a value for ^ tlie next problem is to find
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a complete set of residues modulo f #
LEMMA 3.1
Suppose that r is the smallest positive rational integer
for which r + l H O  (jj), 
q is the smallest positive rational integer 
for which (q + 1)6 + 0 ( ) , for
some satisfying 0 < w^ $ r
and p is the smallest positive rational integer
for which (p + l)X + v^G + w^ = 0 ( ) ,
for some w^ satisfying 0 S w* 6 r
and some v^ satisfying 0 4 v^ $ q,
then Z = { p j p = u A + v 9 + w |  0 4 u * p, 0 4 v & q, 0 3 w 3 r}
is a complete set of residues modulo .
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1
Suppose that d^X + d^G + dg is some integer of the field, then
djA + dgG + d g =  djA + dgO + dg ( p )
• I ♦
for some rational integers d^, dg and some rational integer d^
satisfying 0 4 d^ 4 p since (p + l)X 5 - w^ ( /& ) ,
* t * # _ * * y * v
djX 4* dg9 + dg = d^A + dgO + dg ( ^  )
II t
for some rational integer d., and some rational integer d^
O 6
ik
satisfying 0 6 dg 6 q since (q + l)G S -w^ ( ^  ) ,
t * H _ *
djA 4- dgS 4* dg H d^X 4- dgO 4* dg (p )
* t
for some rational integer dg which satisfies 0 < dg $ r since
r + 1 = 0 (p).
•f/: 9lfi ^
Thus djX 4" dgS + dg= d^A 4- d^G + dg where 0 $ d^ 4 p,
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0 5  dg ( q, 0 ( dg 3 r; that is every integer of the field is 
congruent to an integer of Z, thus Z contains a complete set 
of residues modulo p#
It remains to show that no two elements of Z are congruent 
to each other. Suppose
dj^ A + dg@ + dg= G j^ A + SgB + eg ( |5 )
0 ^ 5 d^ 5 p
0 f dg 5  q, 0 6 Og 4 q
where
0 * dg 3 r, 0 S 6g $ r,
then (d^ - e^)A + (dg - e^)9 + dg - O g S  0 (p) 3,1
and 0 4 d- - e, 5 p,1 1
If d g *  6g end dg * Cg we have
0 4 dg - 6g 5 q
0 3 dg - 6g 5 r,
thus 3.1 implies
dj = «1* da ” °2’ *^ 3 “ ®3 
as a result of the definitions of p, q, end r.
If dg * eg end dg < we have
0 < r + 1 + (dg - 6g) 4 r
O f  dg - Cg S q,
but (dj - e^)A + (dg - Gg)6 + r + 1 + (dg - eg) = 0 ( jS )
as a result of the definition of r, this is a contradiction.
If dg < Og then
0 < q + 1 + (dg - 6g) * q 
and w* may be chosen such that
0 6 w* 5 r
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end w* = + dg - Gg (p ) from the definition of r,
but (dj^  — e^)A + (q 4* 1 + d^ — 6^)0 + w* = 0 ( P )
as a result of the definitions of q end w^. This egain is 
a contradiction. Hence d^ = e^, dg = dg « Og, thus Z is 
a complete set of residue classes modulo P .
3*5 The choice of the integer is made so that the method 
may be most efficient. For every number * of K there is 
a positive rational integer h such that
sot (l) ,
and h is the smallest positive rational integer for which such 
a congruence is true. Hence
{e'' - 1)* = 0 (1)5
thus, if o( = I , ^ divides fe'’ - 1 > that is
e'' H 1 (f).
Now suppose that the distinct ideals
of norm n, then every integer of norm n is congruent to
for some rational integers v and j satisfying 0 5 w 5 h - 1,
1 5 j 5 m^. Thus, for given n, the smaller h the fewer
incongruent integers there will be of norm n; hence, the smaller 
h the fewer incongruent integers there will be with norm of 
absolute value less than lN(p)l. Thus the smaller h the 
lower the probability will be of all the residue classes modulo 
P being covered.
3.6 For the real quadratic fields for which results are known 
( (2) and (21) ), the numbers for which M(K) = M(K, o( ) satisfy
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= cd (l)
or 6o< 2 -o( (l)
or, in one case, S -oc (l).
Thus the possible values of ^ are the factors of fi— 1 , € + 1  
or of 6^ + 1. Yie note that if the ideals of norm n ore
(d\), , * . , (#u), any integer of norm n will bo of tiie form
for some rational integers k and i such that 1 5  i 5 u.
In considering the residue classes which contain integers of norm 
n we must, therefore, consider every integer of the form 
for 0 5 k 5 h - 1 and 1 $ i 5 u. However, if we restrict
the values of p to factors of 6 - 1  or 6 + 1, we only need 
consider the integers for 1 5 i 5 u. In order to restrict
the number of integers p considered for any one field, only
those values of p the norm of which is a rational prime or
the cube of a rational prime are used; the latter are included 
so that any rational prime factors of 6 — 1 or of 6 + 1  are 
considered#
To prevent the time spent in searching for uncovered residue 
classes becomin^^ too large, P was further restricted so that 
lN(p )l was less than 500; this was found, by experiment, to 
be a reasonable limit, in particular since most fields for which 
there was a possibility of considering integers f with lN(p)l 
greater than 500 gave overflow warnings# . All routines involving 
multiplication or division where tlie numbers involved were likely 
to cause overflow, in the sense that the integer answer could have 
coefficients which consist of more digits than the number of
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significant figures allowed, included tests for the possibility 
of overflow, and monitored such possibilities.
‘ . -Î i#yc' \ V -.is, L
4 f i  firi& :• e f  i s & :
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CHAPTER 4
AN ADAPTATION OF A METHOD OF BARNES AND 8WINNERT0N-DYER FOR 
CUBIC FIELDS WITH COMPLEX CONJUGATES.
4.1 This chapter describes a method of isolating those points 
ec in K for which M(K,o() is greater than a chosen bound#
By this means we may either show that M(£,ot) < 1 for all #< in K,
so that K has a Euclidean Algoritiim; or we may find a point * 
such that M( K ) e in this way we determine the
inhomogeneous minimum of the field end consequently whether or 
not it possesses a Euclidean Algorithm# The method described 
is an adaptation of that used by Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer in (2).
4.2 If a number o( in K is given by ftC = d( 6 ) = d^8 + dg9 + dg,
where d,, d , d„ are rational numbers, let o( be represented 
I 2 d
in the space d by
5  = ( Re d ( ÿ ), Im d ( ^ ), d ( 0 ) ) (cartesian co-ordinates)
= ( I d( ) I 9 arg d( ^  ) , d( 0 ) ) (cylindrical polar
i
co-ordinates)
then the isomorphism establishes an isomorphism K ^  d#
Now define
N(5) = N(o<) = d( 9)d(*)d( t)
= d(B)( (Re d(*))^ + (IB à ( ^ ) f  ), 
thus, generally, if oc is the point (^ , ÿ ,5) then
n(5) = 7(<1 + )").
If (X is an integer in K, S  is said to be an integer point
of dm Let the transformation E on points of d be defined by
E(5) = when 6% = where oc, /Î are in K;
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expressed in cylindrical polar co-ordinates, E is then the 
tr ans f ormati on
(/> ) -^  (/»/%,"+We
where 0 < = g < 1, , so that = 1 and Wg = arg «
4.3 If R is a set of points of A, the statement % 6 R (mod l)
^ /V
meons that, for some integer X in Û , 2 — X is in R.
THEOREM 4.1
Let R he a bounded point set in the space A. such that, 
for some given set R* in A and some given integer point X 
in ft, any point 2  in B has the property that either 
E( o^  ) 6 R^ (mod l) or E(oi) - X 6 Rj and further that E ^( 3:)
is congruent to a point of R^ or of R. If S  6 R and E*'( .<: )
is not congruent to a point of R^ for any n $ 0, %  is the
fixed point of E defined by
The generalized form of this theorem, for algebraic fields 
of any given degree, is due to Cassels (quoted in (2) )j since 
a proof was not readily available I provide one for this particular
case, analogous to that given for the quadratic case in (2).
LEMMA 4.2
Let S be the transformation
(f ,W + Wf , )
where 6 > 1 and -7T < Wg 5 7T; and let R be a bounded point set. 
Suppose s''( ) G R for all n * 0, then 2, lies on the line
/> = 0, the origin 0 belongs to the closure R of E,
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oad S“ {5,)-* 0 as n-^ w>. If s“ (<.) £ B for all n f  0
/V à XLi ** \
then lies on the plane 7 = 0  end S “^ 0  as n — 00,
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2
Let be the point (/*, 9(^)19 then
s“ (^ ?.) = (ff>, , M.+ aWg,
Thus, since R is bounded, €*^ 10, is bounded as n-» ^  ; hence, 
since 6 > 1, it follows that = 0. Also
) s= ( 0 , € *'5i) 0 as n -*> o® ,
hence O C R .
Similarly, if 3^ « ( Wj., then
s“ (SfJ = ( g % ,  «X+
and 5a . i s  bounded as n--> - 00, hence = 0 and
S*'(5a) = 1^19^1+ nMff, 0)-^0 as n->-«*.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
Suppose that 3^ e R end that is not congruent to
a point of R* for any n * 0.
Let 8 be the point (3;,h*;5*) = and define
the transformation F by
F(% )  = E ( S )  - % .
Then, since F ( &  ) 5 E(Si) (mod l) for all F^(2@) is not
congruent to a point of R for any n * 0.
If the origin is now changed to p , that is = o( - p, 
the transformation F becomes
:5') ( / > / % : + 5%)




F(o^ . ) SS E(o<. ) — X as 6 R
F^(5.) = F(%,) = E{5,) - X = s^€ R
cupul ultimately
S„ = f “ (S.) e E for all n * 0.
It now follows from lemma 4*2 that (& 4 R, as n-w ^
end 3. lies on the line /o* = 0, that is the line % - = h ~ hp = 0,
If 3 is a point in R such that E ^(S) 6 R (mod l) then
there is en integer point jX such that
E"^(3 ) = jiA + S where & & R,
thus
Oft a= E ( ^  ) + E ( 6 ) .
Since 3 is a point of R and, by hypothesis, 6 ) — ^ R,
we have E ( ) = -X so that yA = -E~’^ ( X ) which is independent
of S. Hence there is on integer point ^  such that, for any
given 3  in R, either £ ^(3 ) £ R (mod l) or E ^(o<) — ^  £ R.
Thus, by similar reasoning to that used for n * 0, in which for
n 5 0 we replace E by E""^  and 8 by jA, we find that S* 
lies on the plane 5 - 5^  = 0, Hence %» lies at the intersection 
of the line = h - = 0 with the plane J - = 0 ,
thus 5» = p.
4.4 Theorem 4.1 soy be generalized to the case of a finite 
number of bounded point sets as follows.
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TIlfîOilEM 4 .3
Let R . 9 . . . 9 H , be a finite number of bounded
0 1 m—1
3lC
point sets. Suppose that for some R and some integer points
A/ . : V
9 . . . 9 Xw every point in (i c= 0, 1, , * * , m - 1 )
has the property that either
E ( » J  € B* (aod 1) 
or E(*i) - ^ (where is B^).
Let
% =  %m +  E ( L . , )  +  +  .  .  .  +  e “ “ ^ ( X . )
and let jS be the fixed point of defined by
Further suppose that any oc^  in has tlie property that either
^ ( ;iod l) or E*"^ (c/i) 6 R. (mod l) for some j
J
satisfying 0 f j $ m — 1. If S  € R^ and E^( ) is not
ft
congruent to a point of R for any n ^ 0 then oi is the
fixed point |S of E^.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 .3
First suppose that 5 is in R^ and e “ (5 )  is not congruent 
to a point of R for any n & 0# By hypothesis 
E ( S )  = + X; ïi in R^
E(5, ) = 3L + in Rg
E(C-,) = 2* + in = ^q 9
E^(% ) = + %* + E ( + • .  • + E ^(%\)
E*^ (©< ) - % = in R q .
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thus
Now suppose that %  is in and E^(oi) is not congruent
to a point of R* for any n 3 0, By hypothesis for some i,
A/
0 < i 6 m - 1; there is an integer point such that
# ^(*&) = &L Si in B^,
thus ot c E(6;,) + E(ju‘J,
Also, by hypothesis,
E(?l) - € R.+i
thus we have = B^, hence i = m — 1,
and so
which is independent of dT # Thus there is on integer such
that
£"^(S) = + JiM-i fim-v \ - l *
Similarly there are integers , . # # , ^  such that
h (^m.) = ^ SfA-i ^m—2
E ^(6,) K So + ^0 So
and we have
E-“ (S) = £-<“-!> (jr^-o + + . . .  +juL. + f . .
Hence
.-«2/
Thus, by applying theorem 4.1 with E replaced by E*^ , theorem 4.3 
follows.
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4.5 A fundamental region 3 of ÛL is one such that for every 
point S, of ft there is a point in ï such that
o<, 5 (mod l) ,
and for any two points 5,, both in ^ the congruence holds 
if and only if S, = %i.
The method of covering may now be summarized as follows 
I. A fundamental region 3 of A is chosen.
II. Either a). For every number ec in K, such that %
is in it is shown that there exists an integer
point & in ft such that, for a given real
number C < 1,
|N(% « C 4.1
If this is possible, K has a Euclidean Algorithm.
 ^“ For this case it is sufficient to show that 4.1
holds for every point of 
or b). .Regions R^, R^, . . . , R^_^^ and integer
A* A, Af
points %i; . . # , ft ore found such
that
(i) tlie conditions of tiieorem 4.3 are satisfied 
with
! ( * = # -  u 'e ..
i»o 1
(it) if (Î is the fixed point of E* 
satisfying
2  + %
and mini N(/S - 6 )| *= C
where the minimum is over integers S in P,
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for every point %  in R* for which is 
in K
min|N(% -8)1 < C
A.
where the minimum is over integers 8 in Cl.
If XI(fo) is followed then C = max mini N(% - 8)1 where the 
uinimuia is over all integers ^  in ft and the maximum is over 
points 5  in (ft for which U  is in Kj tims C is the 
inliomogeneoas minimum of K, and so the field has a Euclidean 
Algorithm if and only if C ^ 1,
The alternatives Il(a) and II(fo) are provided since if it is 
possible to follow II(a) the method is shorter, as no consideration 
of transformation by the fundamental unit is required.
4.6 In order to satisfy the conditions of Il(&) or of Il(b), 
the fundamental region is divided into sub-regions , • * • , ^ .
A finite set i of .integer points of ft is chosen. Then, for 
given C we establish for every i = 1, . . . ,n, whether
there is an integer point 5 in i such that
for every point S  in In(^ - t)\ ^ C. 4.2
Now each region , for which there is no such 0, is itself 
subdivided and its sub-regions tested as wore the regions .
After repetition of this testing a practical nuiubcr of times, 
either Il(a) will be satisfied or there will be regions R^, . . * , 
for which no integer point of é con be found which satisfies 4.2. 
Having calculated the transformations of points of R^, . . . , R^ 
by E; we will have one or both of the following situations*
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(i) There are regions , . . , where 1 < jULi f m
for i = 1; . • . , n such that, if S  is in B^^, for
i*
some rational integer « 3 - (mod l).
In which case, for i = l ,  . . .  , n  there is an integer point
, not in J, which satisfies 4.2 for ot in B^ *^ .
(ii) For V ss 1, 2, • • • , p there are regions • • • ,
and integer points Sv,i, * # » , where belongs to
the set \Rj , • * * , R^] such that if %  is in B^^,
E(o< ) - Sv,CUO Rif.UtO where Bv,mv=Bv,»>
and if there are regions B^j satisfying (i) , R^^ ^ R for 
v = l , «  # # , p , i = 0, # # # , , 3 = 1,* • » , n.
In the second case each of the sets of regions B^ • • • , B^xwyi)
satisfies tiieorem 4.3. Let yîy be the corresponding fixed point 
of in By,o J fit in K; then, if we have
C = max min)N(A^- 6 )|
V «
^  * 
where 1 ^ v p and S is an integer in ft, where the maximum is
attained for v = V©, II(b) is satisfied with the regions
v^.*o> • ♦ • 5 It should be noted that tiie sets
• * . , for y = 1, . . . , p ore not necessarily
disjoint, and the value of is not necessarily unique.
4.7 The fundamental region 3^ is chosen in order to allow a 
simple and efficient algoritlim for selecting the integer points in 
é so that, for a given integer % in j there is a high 
probability of the existence of a subregion of which satisfies
4.2. With this in mind, ^ is chosen so that, if %  in ^ is
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given by % = we define
•= max 1 ( C  + ‘ll + 5x)l >
XIA*
then J0| is as small as possible. The method used to do this 
is now described*
4*8 If ( 1, M (9 ) 5 Q ( 0 ) ) is a basis for K where Af is 
linear and monic in 9 and Q  is a quadratic with coefficient 
for 9^,
[(0,0,0), (1,0,1), (Be>M((|»), Im>M((j) ),/1(e )),
(ReQ ( <(i ) , Ie6i(<j> ) , <2( 9 ))i
is a basis for the lattice of integers of d* The actual choice
of and Q  is made so that the scalar product
(1,0,1). (Re ImJVl((f) ),iA1 (0)),= ) + M( 0 )
is a minimum over all possible choices of say for and
the scalar products
(1,0,1).(Be Q (4), Im Q(4), 0(9)) « Be 0(4 ) +(3(0 )
and
(He \M'( (j) ) , Im ,M'( <|) ) , / ( » ) ) . (Re @((^), Im â ( (J) ) , Q ( 9 ))
= Re iM*( ^  ) .Re <S ( (^ ) + Im Al*( ) .Im @ ( ^  ) + /W'( 6 ) , Q { 9  )
are each a minimum over all possible choices of Q, say for Q .
? is then chosen to be the set of points ( | , Cj , ^  ) where
Ç = s + y.Be^^( 4 ) + z.Be Q ( 4 )
*1 « y.Im(W\ 4 ) + z.ImO ( 4 ) 4.3
 ^= X + y . M ( 0 )  + z . Q ' ( 0 )
end ~§ < = 3 5 , -i < y 3 i' -i < 2 3 i'
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We determine end as follows. Suppose 
^ ( 0 )  = 0 — k 
and Q ( 0 ) = A - p 0 - q ,
then we require
Re<j) + 0 — 2k a minimum over all possible rational integer
values of k.
Let k^ = [Re 4 + 6j
and kg k^ if k^ is even
kj + 1 if k^ is odd and Re4 + 8 > 0
k^ - 1 if k^ is odd and Re 4 + 0 < 0;
then k_ is even and is that even integer closest to Re 4 + 9*
If k* = |kj^ j W  ( 0 ) = 6 - k* satisfies the conditions stated above 
for \M^(d )• To find the rational integer values of p end q 
such that Q ( 0 )  satisfies the conditions for 0 ( 0 ), we require
Re>V + X - p(Re4 + 0 )  - 2q 
end Re*>y(Re4 — k* ) + Im>p Im4 + X(@ - k')
— p(Re 4 (Re4 - k*) + Ira4 1^4 + 9(0 — k* ) )
- q(Re4 + 0 - 2k*)
to be a minimum over all rational integers p and q. Suppose 
p^ and are the real numbers which when substituted for p
and q respectively cause the above two expressions to become 
zero. Let
1





2 if ^r ^ 0
4k if 0,
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and p' = [Pr + Pgl
q' = [q^ + q^]>
Q ( 9 )  « X  — ^*9 — q* then satisfies the conditions stated above
for Q'( 0 )•
4.9 The method of subdivision of 3 is chosen to simplify the 
testing for an integer for which a sub-region satisfies 4.2. The 
smallest cuboid '& which contains all points of and which has 
faces parallel to the co-ordinate planes, is chosen. € is then
divided into 10x10x10 similar cuboids , i » 1, . . . , 10;
j = 1, . . . , 10; k = 1, . . . , 10. Each 'Gyk has a flog
flCyi, which is set to 2 for those regions which do not contain
any point of 3 and to 1 otherwise. jEcjk is subsequently set 
to 0 when an integer point 8 is found for which «îjk satisfies
4.2.
If the region to be tested is the set of points ( t *  ^> 5)
for which
t, ( § ( I
* h s hi
5. M  i  %
then intersects with 5 only if at least one of (!>i>hj»î|«)
(i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2) lies in ^ ; which is so if there
is a set i, j, k with i = 1 or 2, j » 1 or 2, k = 1 or 2
such that
h  = X + y.He<Af'(4) + z.Be.0^(4)
= y.ImA)'( 4 ) + z.Imâ^(4)
^  = X + y.vM^ ( 6) + z.  Q^ ( 0 )
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where 1x 1 « ly\ $ Iz\ * -|.
If If is the point ia an integer point for
which satisfies 4.2 only if, when wo define
td « max(\ I 5» - 5^ 1 )
= mox(i "" h» ( ) lh% ~ h*l)
$4 « lit -4*1, I ÎI - 5» I ) ,
we have < C .
After testing using all points of those *Sljk for which 
Zÿk is equal to 1 ore subdivided and tested as was • The 
process is continued, using further subdivisions, until those 
regions for which on integer point cannot be found to satisfy 4.2 
con be combined to give regions E^, • . . , to satisfy Il(b),
or until II(a) is shown to be satisfied.
4.10 The choice of àF as a fundamental region such that if 5 
is in ?, -S is in Ï has the following advantages
(i) When considering the set of sub-regions of the original 
region ^ , we need only consider those points (? ,^ | , 5 )» 
given by 4.3, for which $ -|, \yl < 0 ^ z ^ -g. When
subsequently testing these sub-regions all points must be 
considered.
(ii) The quantities involved in the above expressions are all 
of tlie same order of magnitude, usually of absolute value less 
than 10; so with on accuracy of fifteen significant figures,
as on the cotaputer used, rounding error will not cause inaccuracies 
in the results when C is quoted to just four decimal places, 
as in the program used.
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4,11 I now turn to the choice of the set J of integer points.
Suppose that ^ is the set of (?,*!,$) for which
St ( % s t.
hi  ^ h  ^ ht
5i O   ^%
and that the cuboids i = 1, . , , ,n, for which we are
trying to find integer points to satisfy 4,2, are the sets of 
( 1 ? h » J  ^ for which
ti < 5 { î ! '
ht « h s h-
5c’  ^ 5 ^ 5f’
where
iL = 10 (t) = IK say
h^ ~ h - 10 hu. •" ht) ~ hw say
say
It’ = “iiIk + It 5 ht’ = Ogihk + ht* 5Ï’ =
for some positive rational integer h and non-negative rational 
integers
It is required that the set i should contain those integer 
points % = such that
for some all 2 » satisfy In (5 - Ï )1 < C
4.4
and as few other points as possible. Now
| n (5 - X  )l = I ($ic-?*) ((Sm- î ï ) ^  +
thus bounds may be found for , for those X for which
there is a high probability that 4.4 holds, in terms of the bounds
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on for 3 in '6 .
In order that
+ (h*-H»)^)l < C for all U in
^ + (h.-h,)') ^ 4.5
* in 4.6
Thus we may either restrict the values of and end so find
bounds for % ,  or restrict the value of and so find bounds
for Gnd *]*,
First of all we restrict the values of f^  , and I] y, so that 
they are close to the values of X«c ond I]** for %  in '6, by 
the inequalities
— 0*1 ^  ^ 0.1
4,7
end - 0,1 $ + 0*1
The constant 0,1 is chosen bearing in mind tliat the critical 
value for C, so for as the Euclidean Algorithm is concerned, is 1, 
With 1^, 1)^  satisfying 4*7, a sufficient condition for 
satisfying 4,4 is
l(5«-5«)t <
where f>^  = m o x K l  -5,)^ + (h
and the maximum is over all points where f is in '6 '^^
and 1n (^-'^)\< C, A necessary bound for is then ht) •
-|mas{ 5 ,^ was in fact used as this lower bound since it was 
thought to be a more efficient expression to use when programming.
A  ( 2 (Ih +hK )*■) < 6 i  (Ih + C ) ‘
so that some extra points would be included in ^ » However, it
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was found necessary to impose bounds on the coefficients y^, z
where  ^+ y^  AÎ *( I? ) + z ^ 0)j with the result that 5t
does not come near the bound calculated, using either of tlie 
above bounds for when C is close to 1. Thus a necessary
condition for the integer point % to be included in the set S 
is that when 6 satisfies 4,7 it further satisfies
for which a necessary condition is
^ + (mSus,J)4 ?  * 4.8
We now find necessary conditions for W in f by first
restricting the value of 5y so that it is close to the values
token by for 2 in we use the inequality
5( - 0.1 < St 3 + 0.1 4.9
With satisfying 4,9 a sufficient condition for h*
satisfying 4.0 is
I < TThere ^  = nas - 5» |
and the maximum is token over all points ^ where
ft' ^ 5 ^ CÜ'» h ( *1»* iNCp-"?)! < C. A accessory
lower bound for Z, is then i  Thus a necessary condition11 W w
for the integer point 8 to be included in S is that when it
satisfies 4.9 it farther satisfies
2 . u \ 2 ,  .  ac
for which necessary conditions are
L  + (
4r. XU, aLivi . , / au. 1
and >ic -  (  h .
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4.12 Having found the regions # . . , for which there is
no integer point t satisfying 4.2, it is necessary to determine 
with which of those regions the translates of the regions,
E(B^), . . .  5 E(R^), intersect.
We suppose that, for some n where 1 * n a m, B^ is the 
set of points ( t *  ^* 5 ) which satisfy
C s  Ç . C  
C ’ M  « '7^  
* 5 s
For each of these vertices, ( i = 1,2, j = 1,2,
k = 1 ,2, we find the cylindrical polar co-ordinates ( paj>5®*uîj)j • 
If the fundamental unit € has cylindrical polar co-ordinates 
the transform of a point (/^  , ot , ^  ) by 6 is
"*■ 5 thus transforms of the vortices of B^ will
be > ^ clj) “*■ ^ 6 )  ^ i = 1,2 , j = 1*2 , k = 1,2.
E(B^) is then the cuboid with these points as vertices. We 
suppose now that E(B^) is the set of points ( 5 > *5  ^ which
satisfy
S»e ^ S  ^?i«
•tu 1
We wish to find the set J of those points Ï which cause
A# y
E(B^) - ÿ to intersect with the original fundamental region J,
in order that we may find which of R_, . . . , B , if any, intersect
i m
with the translates of E(B^).
For each triplet ( i, j, k ) we find a tried (x^\ ,y^k »zyk )
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such that
Su “ + yijfc R0<w'(<l» ) + zg'k ReQ'(4» )
'îT c  =  y î j k  <|> )  +  z 'yv . Im  Q '(  4) )
5kfi = ^ ) + z^jk Q'( 6).
The rational integers Y^, Y^, are then defined
such that X^, Z^ are the greatest and X^, Y^, Z^ are 
the least rational integers to satisfy
s 2 -jk ^ Z,
over all i, j, k where i = 1,2, j = 1,2, k =  1,2, The possible
integers % = (I*;%**$%) are then among those which satisfy
S, = X + y.Be^X 4 ) + z.Re 4 )
= y#Ira\iyi\^) + 4 )
= X + y.A^X 0 ) + z.O’ ( 0 )
where
< = * %u
?t * y * ?u
Z# j$ 3 s Z ;
we define J  to be the set of integer points which satisfy these
A# y
conditions. For each integer Ï in J we then test whether, 
for p = 1, . * , , m, Rp + % intersects with E(R^),
4,13 The program which perforas this testing calculates the 
basis of tlie lattice and then reads the values of the coefficients
of the vertices of R^, . , . , R^ as data, in a format with ten
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decimal pieces. To ensure that no points are lost due to rounding
(ji)
error the values of Si ? and for n = 1, . , , , m are
decreased by 10*^^ taid the values of and are
increased by 10 before any transformations arc performed.
The values of , 5^ will foe accurate within the limits
of the machine, that is fifteen significant fi^çares, as the 
coefficients of €. relative to the basis ( l,i/VI^(0), Q ‘(0) ) 
are road in as rational integers and ^  are determined
using the basis which is calculated#
Since 0 < 6 < 1 wo also have
/ic ~ /« /c
ÎU =
C  “  ^ +®<e)) i = 1,2, j = 1,2.
C  =  ^“ 1'2 ) j = 1,2.
its = +o‘6 )) i = 1,2, j = 1,2.
+ i = 1,2 , j = 1 ,2.
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CHAPTER 5 
THE MINIMUM OF ir'-- .
5*1 For a given number , where o< is an algebraic integer,
we wish to find the minimum C of iN( — ■ ^ - % )| for integers
% in K; from 1*3, if C is greater than or equal to 1 then 
the field is non-Euclideon, The special number ^ ^  is
chosen since for every number  ^ in K there is a positive 
rational integer n such that
£"5 = 5 (1)
thus 5 if 5 “ ^  »
( 1 - 6")| = 0 (1)
hence p divides 1 — 6*; therefore, without loss of generality,
we may restrict to values of the form 1 - 6*,
We obtain bounds for the coefficients p, q, r in the
canonical representation of % as pK+ qô + r : using these
bounds we can conduct a computer search for possible 8 # The 
bounds are obtained by showing that values of N(  ^ - X )
are equal to those taken by a restricted set of %'s, since the 
norm remains unchanged under certain transformations of tlie lattice 
of integers,
5,2 In the trivial case when la an integer then C = 0.




The number — - transforms into itself if the elements
1 - e"
of K are transformed by
8 — 
e 5*1
+ Q< - -8 ( 1 - e*)\
PROOF OF LEMMA 5*1 brivicd.
For any given integer % in K




“ 1 '- e" "
since N(e") = 1 and N is multiplicative;
W e  n o w  W a v e  
LEMMA 5*2
for every rational integer i*
5*3 If is an arbitrary real number such that j
under the transformation 5*1 the set of integers % in K for 
which % T( is transformed into that set for which
% >y —  > T(. since 0 < < 1 when n % 1*
If is an arbitrary real number such that X^< ^ >
the set of integers Ï for which % t T* is transformed into that 
set for which
I $ - < TwL since 0 < C'' <  1 when n % 1*
Now define the sets A and B;
A = I X 8 Ï integer in £ and Ti 3 % < J
B = [ X 8 X integer in K and —  < X $
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Suppose X is an integer in £ which satisfies
< X < -ct
mid that T^(* ) does not belong to A for any rational integer i, 
in particular for any positive rational integer i# We have
so that
Ï —  ot 6 — I -
T( x )  > 0
since 0 <  6* < 1* Thus
for every positive rational integer i.
Since % < T( X ) < — - , but T(X ) does not belong
to A hence "
T( 8 ) < T^.
Thus T ^ ( S ) < Tj for every positive rational integer i.
We now have
< 1^ 8 ) < n
for every positive rational integer i, so that 
for every positive rational integer i,
I < + vZe-'i
 ^ i«o
for every positive rational integer i, hence
where e is arbitrarily small since is fixed and 0 < €* < 1;
but this contradicts
Thus, for some positive rational integer i, T^(y ) belongs to A.
07
Nov sujipose that X is an integer in K which satisfies
and that T^(X ) does not belong to A for any rational integer i, 
in particujlar for any negative rational integer i#
X > " hence T~^( X ) >
T X ) does not belong to A hence
T - \ X )  >
consequently
)> J E i ^
for every positive rational integer i* Therefore, ve have
JfO c
for every positive rational integer i, thus
x > €. jio
for every positive rational integer i since 0 < 6* < 1#
Hence X > M for arbitrarily large M since and oC are fixed,
This contradicts any particular choice of X ; hence, if X is 
an integer such that
X > 5.3
then for some rational integer i, T^(X) belongs to A#
Similarly, if X is an integer such that
then for some rational integer i, T ( x )  belongs to B.
From lemma 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, for any integer X% in K 
there is an integer iii A u B such that
1  £« “ Xi) = N(j ^  gÂ - XJ.
G8
Thus, if is any positive real number and there is an integer
X, in K such that
-  S,)l <  Cj, 5.5
tile re is on integer in A u B  such that 5.5 holds with X,
replaced by In particular if
C = m i n i — X)l 
where the minimum is over integers X in K, we have
C = min|H(|-^„ - 8)1 
whore the minioam is over integers % in A u B .
5.4 Following the notation described in tlie introduction, the 
number 5 = p^A + q*# + r^ may be represented in the space (X by 
the point I = ( (v » %) "0^ here
5» = PjA + q,6 +
(k = p,Be^+ q,Re4+
= Pk ImY + q*Im4 .
If
wo have
A  « K $ 1
Re\|f Re 4 1
Im^ Im4 0
P% «= %  9 1




=k 5, 1 / A
Bey f, 1
Imy 0
 ^ ® 5, / ^  •
Bex|> Bo 4 1,
Imv|f Ini(t>
^  may be represented by the point
= ( L* > 5o<^  •
1 -  €
5.G
In searching for the points t for which
for some chosen positive real number if Xu ere arbitrarily
chosen real numbers such that
from the above it is sufficient to consider those X for which
« 5, < 5.7
5.8andT. t 5, >
5.5 Consider, first of all, those H  which satisfy 5.7. If
1(5% -  5«*)l( l% “  + (7% -  ^ G^,
since 5% & * 5k*
we have
(?, - 5«*)^ + (ÿ, - * ■= tf, say.Tt - 5k*
Thus, in searching for those X satisfying 5.6 end 5.7, it is
sufficient to consider those X which also satisfy
S«* - tf, < 2% * Ck* + <f,
>)K« “ tf, S S + tf, •
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From the bounds on 5^? \ % 9  y,, we mey calculate , p*^),
q r , r s u c h  that, to find those X satisfying
6.6 and 5.7, it is sufficient to consider those X for which
S P, « p(^) 5.9
(  q ,  *  q i ^ )  5 . i o
a r, * r»^^. 5.11
We now suppose p^f^ - p^^^ g q “ q%^^> then, since
V, ” P,Iat + q>In4> ,
for any 5 with py satisfying 5.9, which also satisfies 5.6
end 5,7 we have
»«* -  A -  Ptlia-y < „ < W  + d, -  p,la>t> r. 19
since 4 Eiay be chosen such that Im4 is positive.
Ç, = PyBe'V + q,Ret +
thus, for any ? with p^  satisfying 5.9 and q, satisfying 
5.12, for which 5.6 and 5.7 hold
U *  ~ 6, - p,&e4 - q,Bo4 ^  ry $ + a, - p^Re-v - q^Re4 #
In this way we obtain bounds on the values of Py, and r^  ;
and so have a finite number of possibilities for X satisfying 
5.b and 5.7#
If Py^) - Py^) > q - q,^) then, for any X with q^
satisfying 5.10 which also satisfies 5.G and 5.7 we have
- a, ~ Qylmt < « < JZüff + d, ~ 5.13
Im^ * P' * InxV
since Ia>^ > > 0  as ^ ^  tlia^ ^ is chosen such
that In4 is positive, B + SRe^ = a hence Re4 = —  ^ ^ > 0
since a > 1 end 0 < 6 < 1.
le now have, for cny X with q^ satisfying 5.10 and p^
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satisfying 5.13,
1^ * - 6* - PyUe>^ f - q,Re4 $ ^ + 6, - p%Re4 - q,Re4 #
Again we have bounds on the possible values of p ^ , q^ end 
, and so a finite number of possibilities for % satisfying 
5*6 and 5.7.
5*6 Now we consider those X satisfying 5.8
X »4 - ®c
^ 7% ^
end if
1(5% -  5 *» ){ ( î»  -  ?»«)^ + (% -  *  Gj
we have
~ + (*, - 1:— - CÎj!' say.
Thus in the some way os that used for X satisfying 5.6 and 5,7
with d*, replaced by , we may find a finite number of
possibilities for X satisfying 5.6 and 5.8.
5.7 In some cases the range of values of X in A and B
may be very large, we, therefore, choose integers , . . . ,
such that
< T, =   <
1 - 6*
and integers , # . . , such that
r r <  . . . . < Ti'> » -c.< *
1 -  Ê" *
Then, using the method outlined above for X satisfying 5.7,
we consider, in turn, those Î satisfying 
_(i) .
a 5, < for i = 1, . . . , k - 1
replacing by x[‘’ throughout.
m,*
We then use the method outlined above for X satisfying 5.8
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to consider, in turn, those % satisfying
f*» < 3 T* for i w l ,  # $ * , m  — 1
replacing by throughout.
5.7 When determining 1 ^  -X)l for X in A u B ,  wo
first determine the integer pt — X(l-€*') then calculate its 
norm and divide this by N(l -€*). The integers involved in 
these calculations often become very large; consequently double 
precision oritlimetic is used, and a message is monitored when 
the quantities involved are likely to cause integer overflow, 
that is a loss of accuracy in the double precision entities#
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CHAPTER 6
A NUMERICAL CONSIDERATION OP THE METHODS EMPLOYED.
6.1 This chapter gives ea example of the application of each 
of the methods of this thesis, using the cubic field with 
discriminant —199 as example. Also included in this chapter 
are descriptions of some of the basic routines employed and 
observations on the limitations of the methods.
6.2 Each of the methods described involves the determination 
of the real zero 6 of the defining polynomial of the field,
a basis for the field, and a basis for the lattice of integers.
If a field has defining polynomial x - ox + bx - c,
’ ‘ '  ^■' 3 2
the zeroes are the roots of the equation x - ax + b x - c » O j
L "V + a
we make the substitution y = 3x — a, that is x « 3" ) then
y - q y - n  = 0 6.1
where q * 3a — 9b, n « 27c - 9ab + 2a ;
. ’i- ' - '■ ■ 3 3 '■ :i- :
if we now let q = 3uv, n = u + v then ®  = u + v is the real
zero of the polynomial 6.1. This theory is used to determine
®  a } ' a ' ' L  a?’.
®  and 0 » — g— , the former is required for the application
of Voronoi*s algorithm which is initially referred to in chapter 1.
The cubic field £ witii discriminant -199 has defining
polynomial x - 2x + 5x - ‘ 3 thus
n = 7, q S3 —33
and we obtain
9 = .73727772, 
(3> = .21183316,
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The index of the polynomial relative to the field is 1, thus 
the basis is ( 1, 8 , A) where A « 6^* We now have the basis 
for the lattice of integers
(0,0,0), (1,0,1), ( .63130110..., 1.9158303...., .73727772... ),
(-3.2717892...., 2.4191617...., .54357843... ).
6*3 Most of the methods employed require the determination of 
the coefficients of 1 ,  P , A in the expressions for A and
@A ; these values are subsequently used in routines for the
product and the quotient of two algebraic numbers* For the
field K we find, since A = 6 ,^
6^ ss 1A +o6 +0 
A =  —lA  “ “7 ^  + 6  
6A = 2A -5p +3.
Some of the methods require the determination of the norm 
of an algebraic number, the product of two algebraic numbers or 
the quotient of two algebraic numbers* It is in the routines 
for these operations that there is the greatest danger of integer 
overflow; to prevent undetected overflow, the coefficients with 
respect to the basis of the field of the algebraic integer or 
integers involved are tested to ensure that the coefficients of 
the resultant integer will not require more significant figures 
than possible with the computer in order to give an exact result* 
When the product of n coefficients is involved, for single 
precision arithmetic we ensure that no product may exceed 10^^^, 
and for double precision arithmetic we ensure that no product may
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exceed 10^^ where, in each case, t is the smallest power
of 10 which exceeds tiie greatest constant multiplier of the
products of coefficients involved in the particular subroutine 
xn questxoh# . * » * * «.,* n.
f * 1 T » » . * r*
6*4 I now turn to the adaptation of C assois* result described 
in chapter 2# We start with the ideal 
( 1, », » ■ ) . (
which has reduced form
/ - 7 + ®  + (S)^  \
( 1) 9 » 9
and the next ideal in the loop is also this ideal. The reduced
ideal, expressed in terms of 6, is given by
( 1 , 1 — 9 , 1 — ),
\
and we see that one complete sequence of relative minima is
1, 1 - 6  
and 6 = 1 - 6. We then have 
> U = 3.8033007 
thus ■= .0726 5
715)24^  “ *0731 ■ 412^944 ° »®^42.
Using the method for fields in the table of (l) no results
concerning the existence of the Euclidean algorithm could be found.
The field with discriminant —100087 was shown to have 44
distinct relative minima, tims the chain calculated consisted of 
3 ~ ] ~ relative minima "before" 1 and 29 "after".
The resultant value of U was 188.308,,# so that
1.1807 > 1,
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hence the field does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
Similarly, for the field with discriminant -109571 
M = 107*130... thus
and this field does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
6.5 For the method described in chapter 3 we have t = 1 - 6 
hence E - 1 = -8 and N(e - l) = -3. Thus tlie only divisor 
of 6 - 1  is 6 - 1  itself, and multiples of it by the fundamental 
unit. However, any integer of norm 2 or 3 will have the 
fundamental unit of the field, or its negative, as a member of 
its non-zero residue classes; consequently, no result can be 
obtained by considering residue classes modulo 6 - 1.
6 + 1 = -9 + 2 has norm 7, thus any factor, not a power of 
the fundamental unit, must be a multiple of 6 + 1 by a power 
of the fundamental unit.
The method used for calculating integers of a given norm 
causes congruences to be considered modulo = 8 + 5 = ( €  + l)/6
We then have 6 5 - 1  ( ) thus -6 5 1 ( jS ) * There are no 
integers of norm 2 and so none of norms 4 or 0.
3 = 6(8*“ - 26 + 5) where 6*“ - 28 + 5 is an algebraic prime of 
norm 9. Thus integers of norm 3 are either congruent to 
0 S 2 ( ji) or to -8 5 5 (fi)» There are no integers of norm 5. 
Thus we see that there are no integers of norm loss than In((S)\ 
congruent to 3 or 4 modulo /Î, and so the field does not 
possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
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When using this method it was found that, as the size of 
the coefficients of the fundamental unit with respect to the field 
increased, the magnitude of the norms of 6 — 1 and of 6 + 1  
also increased and had prime factors of norm greater than 500, 
with the result that no conclusion was reached; also, for such 
fields, overflow warning messages were given, both in calculating 
tlie integers of a given norm and in establishing to which 
congruence class any particular integer belonged, thus invalidating 
any results which may have been obtained. With these points 
in mind only those fields with discriminant of absolute value 
less than 5,000 were investigated by means of the program, 
but some additional ones were investigated "by hand",
Generally, when ct is an integer of norm less than lN((S)| , 
we determine to which congruence class it belongs by establishing 
for which )j, where 1 * j 3 r^, ^ divides However,
this method becomes time consulting when lN(jS)l is lai'ge; we 
note that when lN( f)\ is a rational prime the residue classes 
modulo p are represented by the rational integers 0, 1, . . . , |N(jS)|-l 
and we have 8 = ig ( ^  ) and A 5 i& for some rational integers
i0 and i;^  satisfying 0 a 1*3 \N( p )| - 1 and
0 3 ix S |N( |i)l - 1; hence, for any * = pA + qO + r we have
oc s pix + qie + r (p). By reducing the expression modulo 1n( p)l
we establish to which residue class o< belongs. In some cases 
this modification reduced the time token to establish a result 
from over 120 seconds of central processor time to less than 
5 seconds.
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6.6 We now consider the adaptation of the method of Bernes end
Swinnerton-Dyor as described in chapter 4# Starting from the basis
for K and the corresponding basis for A described above, and
following the arguments of 4*8, we obtain the basis
(l , 6 -  1,6*’- 9  + a) for K then the corresponding basis for ft
is
(0,0,0), (1,0,1), ( -.3683388604, 1.9158303963, -.2627222793 ),
(-1.9031503584, .5033313285, 1,8063007167 ).
This results in ^ being the set of points (| ,Ç) given by
IJI ^ 1.6358946094
1^1 3 1.2095808624
I y  4 1.5345114980.
In the following a region which satisfies 4.2 will be said to be 
covered.
On subdivision of € into sub-regions, with C = .9999, 
tiiere are 14 uncovered regions with  ^^ 0; but only one of
these regions contains uncovered sub-regions itself, namely ,
that given by
-1.3087156875  ^f ^ -.9815367656 
.9076646399 6 $ 1.2095808624
.3069022996 ( ) 6 .6133045992,
R contains five uncovered sub-regions but only two of tlie se
I
contain uncovered sub-regions themselves, namely
R n  t
-1,2759977953 s § $ -1.2432799031 
1,0100479244 & ly f 1,0402395416 




-1.2759977953 * J « -1.2432799031 
1.0402395416 * 4 1.0644311589
.3682827595 $ ^ ^ .3989729895
On further subdivision^ contains three uncovered sub—regions,
tvro of which themselves contain uncovered sub-regions, namely
*111 ‘
-1.2629106384 f ^ $ -1.2596388492
1.0354012182 f $ 1.0378203799 
.3744208055 $ 5 $ ,3774898285
-1.2596388492 f ^ 6 -1.2563670600
1.0354012182 S ij $ 1.0378203799 
.3744208055 s $ S .8774898285
contains four uncovered sub-regions, but none of these contain 
uncovered sub-regions themselves.
Rill contains two and ^ 2^2 uncovered sub-regions
which are all contained in the region R given by
-1.2599660281 & ( -1.2589844914
1.0366107991 S C 1.0378203800 
.3756484147 5 ^ $ .3759553170,
thus any point %  in 3 with |N(o( — % ) I > .9999, where % is 
an integer in , must be in R or in R^, where R^ is the
set of those points #c for which -5 is in R.
We find that any point ^  in R satisfies either
E( o? ) - % is in R where K = (l + 2 ( 0 -  l))
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or E(S) £  ( 3  -  ( R ü B J )  (m o d  l ) .
Thus any point S  in R satisfies either
E*(% ) - E( X ) + Î is in B 
o r  E(») - X £ (3 - ( R u R j )  (m od  1),
In the latter case %  must have minimum less than .9999.
The required fixed point |S of is given by
- 6(20 - 1) + 20 - 1 = 
where 6 = - 8 +  1, = ô** - 20 + 1
and we have
(S '"  - 2.9 + l ) p  -  ( - 2 0 ^  +  3 6  -  l )  +  2 &  -  1 =  jî
_ -2Gf + e -26’' + 6
r 6' - 7.6 £t-l '
It now remains to calculate
min)N( 6 - 6 ) 1 ,
Î
where the minimum is over integers 5 in K; this will be done 
using the method described in chapter 5. From above, we know 
that for every ^  in 5 such that 5  is not equal to ^
minlN(5 - ’? ) ! <  .9999.
I
6*7 When using the method of chapter 4, it was found that as 
the absolute value of the discriminant of the field increased, 
the number of uncovered sub-regions of a particular region became 
large with C = .9999, the "crucial" value in the investigation 
of the Euclidean Algorithm. To avoid very large amounts of 
output, when the number of uncovered sub-regions of a particular 
region exceeded a bound given es date at run-ti le, only tiie 
number of sub-regions, and not their nature, was printed; when
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the nature of the sub—regions was required, a modified version 
of the program was used, this determined and printed the bounds 
on the co-ordinates of points in the smallest cuboid, with sides 
parallel to tlie co-ordinate axes, which contained all of tlie 
uncovered sub—regions of a given region#
However, even with the modified program, it was found that 
the number of regions to be considered, when attempting to satisfy 
11(a) or 11(b) of chapter 4, became so large as to make the method 
require a large amount of computing for those fields of discriminants 
-680 end -o87, and completely impractical for that witli 
discriminent -1004# Consequently, with the exception of the 
field with discriminant -1004, no investigation was made of 
fields after that with discriminant -687 in the table of (l).
6#8 1 now turn to the determination of the minimum of
—2 + 0 2 0^ — 0
 [--- —  = — =— using the method of chapter 5#
Ê: — I 1 — fc
Eote that
ae'- - 8 -  3© , : .s
and
1 5  . 2.3,58,^31 - ?.■
ss is fixed under 6^, and > 0; is
20^ — S
used here instead of to simplify calculations#
Ï ’  18  « . . p o i n t
Be [ ^4^^+ 15 j ^ 3Ee$_±_15.^ .740661704 =
I g , |â4L+Jâ| „ lîail = 1.036783597 = 
that i s , "3* is the point { .740661764, 1.036783597, 2.375819331j
= •
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If = 5 and = -5 we have < 5** < We wish
to consider those points Î = (1*,%*,^#) for which
|N(Z* - % )l < 2
where 2 is chosen as a value greater then 1# Wo note that if





= -.271619232...S, - .015016455...Ij, + .271619232...?,
qy = .342979656...!, + .540928484.. .V}, - .342979656...?,
r, = -.105224901...%, - .390651899.. .>7, + 1.105224901...?,
f 4
check: the determinant of the coefficients is -•14177624 = ""jïgg
and — = the determinant of the coefficients of the equations 6.2.
Following the reasoning of chapter 5, we first consider those 
points Ï for which
■Ct 4 5
using the notation of chapter 5
6, = (g * = .873007817
and we have
- S, = -.132346053 ( !, < + <, = 1.613669581
- S, = .163775780 « S + «1 ■= 1.909791414
= 5 ( ?, $ = 40.394753039.
We now obtain the bounds
.891114170 3 p, 3 11.005430200 
-13.811379521 < q, < -.128381867
4.610262640 S r* & 44.595233710
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hence 1 « S 11
—13 $ ^ —1
5 4 r, S 44.
For each value of we may obtain smaller ranges for q,,





.085485532 - 1.262722280p* < q^ ^ .996847852 - 1.202722280p, 
f(= - p.gRe<|)^  - q^Re^
-.132346053 + 3.271789219p, - .6313G11396q,
3 r* 3 1.613669581 + 3.271789219p* - .6313611396q,.
1 requires q, = -1 ( r% = 4 - ^  )) = 1
or r. = 5 ^  - % ) ! =  1
p = 2 requires q* = -2
3 requires q, = -3
8 ^  \N(a* - I X M .  
21
lor r, = 9 ^  lN(«i* — Ÿ)| = ^
r, = 12 \N(ôt*
or r, = 13 4  \N(a* _ ?)| = 111
p_ = 4 gives no integer values of q^.
= 5 requires q, = —8 r* = 21 \U(*i* — ?)l = ^
n i  
1)1 = 1
28 ^  \N(a‘ -'5)1 
or r, = 29 *  lN(a* -1j)| = ^
p = 6 requires q^ = -7





= 8 requires = -10 f r^  = 83 IN(%* - ?)\ =
py = 9 requires q^ = -11
21
or r, = 34 IN(5*^ -ï)l = I g
r^  = 37 :3» In  (ci* — %)l = ^
[or r, = 38 4» |N(%* - 1 ) 1  = %
p^  = 10 requires q^ = -12 r^  = 41 ^  |N(&* - ï)l = 1
309
esp^ ” = 11 requires q^ = -13 r^  = 45 => |N(&* - 1)1 =
■c
We must now consider those points t for which
» u  >
and we have
hence
€. = (-T— = .52072072... V  + 6
£
and we proceed as above to reach eventually the conclusion
minlN(r--2-^ - ï)! = 1.
% 1 — t
We now have the result that the cubic field with discriminant 
-199 does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm; it has inhomogeneous 
minimum 1 and this minimum is attained at the numbers congruent 
to ± Ÿ -âl) (mod 1).
6.9 For the method of chapter 5, as the value of n increases 
becomes so snail that the range of values of p ^ , q^, r^  to 
be considered becomes too large to be practical. For the field 
of discriminant -680 it was found that no result could be 
obtained with n = 3 within 60 seconds central processor time.
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This program is that used for the method of chapiter 2* In 
this and other program descriptions the subroutines will be described 
before the main program; widely used values are passed between the 
subroutines by means of COMMON variables.
FUNCTION lOF(l)
The answer returned is the greatest power of 10 which 
exceeds the value of I. This value is required when we ore 




The field has defining polynomial x - lA.x + IB.x - IC, 
discriminant IDET, and the index of tiie polynomial over the field 
is INDEX* The routine determines the values PH = Ip = y = q,
I M  » RN « n, HHH = ®* and ZZ = HOT - q> where ®, q and n 
are as defined in 6.2. These values ere all required in the 
application of Voronoi's algoritiim in the subroutine MINIMA.
The values ILl, IL2, IL3, ITl, IT2, IT3, IPl, IP2, IP3 where
= ILl. A + IL2.0 + IL3
= ITl,A + IT2.6 + IT3
0A  = IPX .A  + IP2.Ô + IP3
are also determined. From these values we now have a basis for
the lattice of integers
(0,0,i>), (B(1),U(1),H(1)), (B(2),U(2),II(2)), (B(3) ,U(3) ,H(3))
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Finally the subroutine is used to detormina the upper bounds on 
the product of the coefficients of the algebraic integers for the 
subroutines MULTCB end DIVCD, which are used for double precision 
multiplication end division respectively.
The subroutines 8UB(l,J,K;L), INVER(l,J,K,iO)ET) , 
ICF(IJ,IK,IL,IH) , ICF2(lJ,IK,IL;in) and
MULT(J1 ,J2,J3,K1 ,K2,K3,L1 ,L2,L3) ore those used by Angell in (l) 
chapter 6.
SUBROUTINE PHITll{ll ,12,13,ID ,J1 ,J2,J3,JD)
Given II, 12, 13, B), this routine finds Jl, J2, J3, JD 
such that
II + 12.® + 13.®’' Jl.X + J 2.8 + J3 
ID JD
SÜDROUTIKE DIVCD(LI ,JH ,N1 ,LN ,L2,M2,N2 ,LD ,L ,M,N ,IR)
L, M, N and LR are determined such that
L.X + M,6 + N / Ll.X + Ml.© + NX \ !, L2.A + M2.6 + N2 \
 LB------- =-(------- m ------ LD---------
the coefficients in the numerator and denominator are first tested 
for the possibility of overflow.
SUmODTIL’fi MÜLTCD (L1 ,M1 ,N1 ,LN ,L2 ,M2 ,N2 ,LD ,L ,M ,K ,LB)
L, M, N and LR are determined such that
L.A + M .6 + N , Ll.A + Ml.e + NX \ , L2.A + M2.B + N2 ,.
LB ' LN LD  ^'
again the coefficients in the numerator and denominator are first 
tested for the possibility of overflow*
DOUBLE FUNCTION DCl(X,Y,Z,RD)
The answer returned is the co-ordln(xte of X + Y.0 + Z * A
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in the or  ^ direction when HD is the array R, Ü or H
respectively.
SUBROUTINE ML TIMA
SECTION 1 of this routine closely follows the subroutine 
UNIT of (l) chapter 6* On exit froia SECTION 1 we have a loop
of N lattices
/ , IAN(1,J) + IAN(2,J)J®+ IAN(3,J).©‘
( 1,    ---------
JAN(1,J) + JAN(2,J).® + JAN(3,J)«®‘ \
NP(J) '
for J = 1, . . # ,N, end the first and Nth lattices ore the same. 
From these lattices we obtain a sequence of relative minima
l(i,ilat).A + L(2 ,ILAï).6 + L(3,ILAT) 
for ILAT = 1, . . , , N; and if NQP = tVa],+ 1 we have
L(l,N2P).X + L(2,NgP).8 + L(3,NyP) = 1.
From these relative minima we obtain the value EEMN which is 
the value M of chapter 2; thus wo obtain the value of 
BET/720.REMN whore BET is a real variable with the same value 
as IBET.
TIIE MAIN PROGRAM.
The main program sim%?ly co-ordinates the execution of the 
subroutines, and reads and prints relevant information about 
the fields.
Following: the reasoning of chapter 2, this program only gives 




The method of chapter 3 ia put into practice by using this 
progrem. The subroutines ICF2(lJ,IK.,IL,IH), SUB(l,J,K,Ii), 
ICF(IJ,IK,IL,IH), INVEB(l^,K,KDET), H0LT(J1,J2,J3,K1,K2,K3,L1,L2,L3), 
DIVCD(Ll,Ml,Nl,LN,Ii2,M2,N2,U),L,U,N,R) and IOF(I) are «« for 
the program RELMIN. The subroutine MULT2(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I) 
is the double precision version of MULT as described in chapter 6 
of (1).
SUBROUTINE BASE
This routine is basically similar to BASEil in the program
RELMIN. BASE does not calculate a basis for the lattice of
integers. Additionally, BASE finds upper bounds for the product 
of the coefficients of the algebraic integers for the subroutines 
MÜLTC and DIVC.
SUBROUTINE FACTOR(NN,NF,NP,NL,l)
This routine is used to determine the rational prime factors
of NN which are less than 500. NL is chosen by tiie calling
routine to be an integer greater than the number of distinct 
rational prime factors of NN. Finally I is the number of 
distinct rational prime factors of NN and these factors are in 
the array NF such that NP(l) is the power to which NF(l) 
is a factor of NN. In the routine we note tliat on integer n 
has at least one factor less than n^,unless it is prime.
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SUBROUTINE IJ)EAL(N,ISC)
IDEAL is Û simplified version of the subroutine FACTOR 
of (l) chapter 6 | IDEAL finds the ideals of norm N, where N 
is restricted to be a rational prime*
NOEL(KB) = N((0' + KT.0 + KB)/l )
O O
where L is the index of the polynomial x - I Ax + IBx - 10,
and KT, KS are such that X = ^
N011N(J) = N(e + J).
The ideals of norm N are
(A(I), B(l).e + C(I), D ( I ) . A  + E(I).9 + G(I)) 
for 1 = 1 , . , . ,  ISC.
SUmOUIINE CHANGE (I ,J ,K ,L,I1 ,J1 ,K1)
The integers I, J, K, L are supplied to the routine;
II, Jl, K1 arc found such that II,A + J1.9 + K1 = (l.©' + J.© + K)/L.
SUBHOUTINE FRIN(INK)
This subroutine, as the subroutine MINIMA of chapter 7, 
is based on the subroutine UNIT of (l).
When INK is equal to 1, starting from the basis (l, 8 , A) 
the routine finds the reduced basis for the unit ideal of the
field, which is given by
, MDl + MU 2 0 +  M03©*' NUl + MU2® + NUG®^x 
 ^ IGÜ1 » IGUl
When INK is greater than 1, given the ideal 
(JA, JB.9 + JC, JD.A + JE*9 + JF) of norm INK the routine 
finds on integer JP.A + JR.@ + JS which produces the ideal.
These calculations are based on the theory of chapter 1*
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PRIN also includes tests on the arguments of the routines 
MULT2 and CHANGE to check for the possibility of integer 
overflow,
DOUBLE FUNCTION FDET(I1,12,13,J1,J2,J3,K1 ,K2,K3)
The answer returned is the value of the determinant
II 12 13
Jl J2 J3
El K 2 K3
In the program RELMIN this was written as a function
statement in the subroutine DIVCD; but the compiler used for 
this program appeared to loop when attempting to optimise the 
expression for the determinant, this was overcome by compiling 
this subroutine alone without full optimisation. The different 
compiler was used since the one for this program considerably 
increased the compile-time but greatly reduced the run-time; 
the latter was important for this program due to the extent to 
which it was used, ‘
i
FUNCTION IALM0D(IP,IR,IS,JP,JB:JS)
If JP.A + JR.8 + JS divides IP.A + IN.© + IS, the answer 
returned is 0; the answer 1 is returned otherwise. The 
result is obtained by testing wlietlier the denominator of the 
quotient of these two algebraic integers is 1.
SUBROUTINE INC ON ( J P , JR ,J8 ,M, ICP, ICR, ICS ,LIC )
N0RN(JJ,J) = N(JJ.@ + J)
The routine sets ICp(l).A + ICR(l).© + ICS(l) for 1 = 1 , . .  , M
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to representatives of tlie non—zero residue classes modulo 
JP.A + JR.0 + JS where M = 1n(JP,X + JE.0 + JS)| - 1, Also 
LIC(l) is set to 1 for I = 1, . . . , M,
SUBROUTINE MODAL(KP,KU,KS,ICP,ICR,ICS,LIC ,M,JP,JR,JS)
U is again In(JP,X + JR,0 + JS)1 — 1, The routine finds
tlie values of I, where 1 < I 4 M such that KP.X + KR.9 + KS
or -(KP.A + KR.0 + KS) is congruent to ICP(l),X + ICR(l),8 + ICS(l) 
modulo JP.A + JR*6 + JS* For these values of I, LIC(l) is
set to 0,
When IPRIME equels 0, JP#A + JR#0 + JS does not have 
norm a rational prime and the representatives of the residue 
classes must foe tested in turn until the relevant ones are found*
When IPRIME equals 1, JP.X + JH.0 + JS is on algebraic
prime and we have 0 5 ITilSTA and X s ILAM hence 
KP.A + KR.0 + KS s KP.ILAM + KR.ITHEÏA + KS = KPRS 
and -{KP.X + KR.& + KS) 3 -KPRS.
When IPRIME equals 2, KP.X + KR.Ô + KS is equal to 0
or to A  and we only wish to find the residue class to which 
+ 6 or +A belong.
SUBROUTINE TEST
Each integer of norm MF is considered, where MF is a 
factor of N(G + l) or of N(ê — l). We have IM.A + JM.0 + KM
equal to 6 + 1 or to 6 - 1, aa appropriate, and
JP.A + JR.0 + JS is the integer of norm MF currently being
considered. ICL = MF — 1.
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First, we test whether JP.X + JR.0 + JS divides IM.X + JM.G + KM; 
if so, we find the representatives of the set of non—zero residue 
classes modulo JP.X + JR.6 + JS, otherwise we turn to the next
integer of norm MF* The set of representatives is
ICP(I),X + ICR(l).e + ICS(I) for 1 = 1 , * * .  , ICL. We note
that if and only if JP.X + JR.0 + JS has norm a rational prime,
the set of representatives of its non-zero residue classes will be
1, . . .  , ICL hence ICS(ICL) = ICL. When JP.X + JR.0 + JS
has norm a rational prime, IPRIME is set to 2 and we find
the values ILAM and ITHETA such that ILAM S A (JP.A + JR.6 + JS) 
end ITHETA S 9 (jP.A + JR.9 + JS), IPRIME is then set to 1; 
the initial setting ILAM = ITHETA = 0 allows for the case when 
JP.A + JR*0 + JS divides 8 or X* Those values LIC(l) which 
have been set to 0 in finding ILAM and ITHETA ore reset to 1. 
In the case when the norm of JP.A + JR.0 + JS does not have norm
a rational prime IPRIME is set to 0.
We now test for the residue classes to which +6 and -fe
belong, and then find which other residue classes contain integers 
of norm less than MF; finally JCOUNT is the number of residue 
classes which do not contain such an integer* If JCOÜNT equals 0
we go on to the next integer of norm MF. When JCOÜNT does not
equal 0 the representatives of the residue classes which do not 
contain on integer of norm less tlion MF ere printed together 
with the nature of JP.X + JR.9 + JS, and we sdt EUCLID to 1 to 
indicate that the field does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm.
Originally MP is the power to which MF is a factor of
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N( IM.X + JM.B + km ) , it is reduced by 1 each time that on 
integer of norm MF has been considered in the manner described 
above, which indicates that the integer is a factor of
» ) f
IM,X + JM,8 + KM; MP ss 0 causes exit from the routine,
SUBROUTINE Dive (LI,Ml,N1,L2,MS,N2 ,L,M,N) . . . .
KBET(I1,I2,I3,J1,J2,J3,K1,K2,K3) is tiie single precision 
version of the double precision function FDET,
" The routine yields the quotient . , ,
L.X + M.6 + N = (Ll.X + Ml,9 + N1)/(L2.X + M2.0 + N2) 
end is used only when we know tîiat the quotient is on algebraic 
integer. The routine also includes tests for the possibility 
of integer overflow,
SUBROUTINE â«JLTC(Ll ,M1 ,N1 ,L2,M2 ,N2,L,M,N)
The routine gives the product 
L.X + + N = (Ll.A + Ml.6 ‘+ N1).(L2.A + M2.0 + N2)
and also checks for tie possibility of integer overflow,
DOUBLE FUNCTION DN0UM(IP,IR,IS)
The answer returned is
N( IP.A + IR.& + IS ) 
end checks are mede for the possibility of integer overflow.
THE MAIN PROGRAM
The program reads the details of the field to give defining
polynomial - lA.x^ + IB.x - IC, discriminant -IDET and the
index of the polynomial relative to the field is INDEX; the
1 0  ^ + J 0 + K
fundamental unit of the field ia — -- g— =------ . The subroutine
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BASE ' is called; then we use the routine CHANGE to give the 
rational integers II, Jl, HI such that € = I1.À + J1.6 + HI,
We now set the rational integers AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF such 
that the ideal (AA, BB.9 + CC, ÜÜ.A + EE.8 + FF) is the unit 
ideal, then call PRIN(l) to find the reduced basis of this 
ideal # .... , « ,
EUCLID is set to 0 to iadicote that the Euclidean property 
of the field is unknown, end ICHEGK is set to -1 as we begin 
to consider congruences modulo integers which ore, factors of € - 1,
Eventually IP(l),A + IB(l).0 + IS(l) for 1 = 1, . . . ,  MAPC - 1 
will be the integers so far calculated which produce distinct ideals; 
thus M P C  points to the first "empty" element of the arrays 
IP, lU, IS and so is set to 1 here, We now set 
IM.A + JM.0 + KM =s 6 — 1 and MAX to be the greatest member of 
the set
■t ri * I * ‘
{ f j f  = p or f = p , p a rational prime, f divides In (ê - l)|
and f < 500 } *
On this cycle MLX will be set to 2 end we now turn to
the determination of all distinct algebraic integers of norm of
absolute value between 2 and MAX inclusive. These integers 
are determined according to the theory of chapter 3, and we have 
the integers of norm INORM as IP(l)#A + IR(i )«9 + IS(l) 
for I between MAP(lNORM,l) and MAP(lN0RM,2).
The method allows for a maximum of 2000 integers of norm 
of absolute value at most MAX. Reaching tliis limit, or an 
attempt to exceed it, would result in the printing of a diagnostic
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and the value of MAX being reduced so that the above condition 
is satisfied.
We now go on to consider the rational integers MF, where MF
ia either a rational prime or the cube of a rational prime, MF
divides N( IM.A + JM.0 + KM ), and MF is at most MAX. If, 
after a call on the subroutine TEST, EUCLID is equal to 1, 
we know that the field does not possess a Euclidean Algorithm 
and so proceed no further. When all rational integers MF have 
been considered we set IM.A + JM.G + KM to £ + 1, and IGHECK 
to 1 to indicate that factors of £ + 1 are being considered.
We now repeat the above process noting that:
if MLX is first set to MAX, MAX is set to the 
greatest member of the set
{ f s f = p  or f = p , p a rational prime,
f divides |N(£ + l)l and f < 500 ) , 
we only need to calculate the integers of norm of absolute value 
between MIX and MAX on this second cycle.
We consider congruences modulo integers with norm the cube 
of a rational prime to ensure that all the rational prime factors 
of £ + 1 and £ - 1 are token into account.
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CHAPTER 9 
TUE PROGRAMS CUBOIB, PCDB AMD CÜBX
These tliroe programs, which are basically similar, are those
used to put the method of chapter 4 into practice. CUBOID is
»
that used for the first subdivision of the smallest cuboid which 
contains the fundamental region, then FGÜB is used for subsequent 
subdivisions. CUBX is used to find the smallest cuboid which 
contains the uncovered sub—regions of a particular* region, when 
the number of such sub—regions is large*
The function subroutine Cl is the single precision version 
of the function subroutine DCI of chapter 7.
SÜDH0ÜT1NE BASIS
This subroutine is basically the same as the subroutine 
BASEH of chapter 7, with the following exceptions* Only the
values T and S where A = (9* + T»9 + 8)/INDEX are found
and not the other coefficients in the expressions for 6* , A 
and 9A* No bounds to be used for the prevention of integer 
overflow are found since they are not necessary for this program. 
Additionally, this routine adjusts the basis, given in the arrays 
11, Ü end U, to be that one which corresponds to the basis 
(l, 0 ) , (3*(6)) for the field as described in 4.8. Details
of the basis of the field and that of the lattice are printed
only for the program CUBOID,
SUBROUTINE BOUND(E,AL,AU)
We note that a basis for e fundamental region of the lattice
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IS
(0,0,0), (1,0,1) = (E(l),ü(l),H(l)), (E(2),0(2),H(2)),
(B(3),ü(3),H(3)) 9.1
where R, ü, n are the COMMON arrays of the main program*
Thus the vertices of this region are given by (? $ ^  ) $) where
I = x.li(l) + y*R(2) + 2*R(3)
) = x.U(l) + y*U(2) + z*U(3) 9*2
 ^ + y*h(2) + z*ü(3)
sad X, y, z each take the values 0 , 1*
BOUND is used to find the moximum and minimuo values of 
% ?  ^ or 5 when R is the main program array R, U or H 
respectively*
SUBROUTINE USB
This routine is uéed to determine the set S of integer
points to be used in testing* S consists of the points
corresponding to the integers of K given by Pii(l) + PN(i)*6 + PO(l)*X
for 1 = 1 , *  * * , KZ* If KZ reaches the value 1000 no more
integers are added to the set*
SUBROUTINE COVEU(X,Y,Z,L,ICOUNT)
For each element of i, this routine determines for which 
sub-regions of the region under consideration 4*2 is satisfied, 
that is we have these sub-regions covered* If at any stage wo find 
that all sub-regions ore covered, a return to the callirq*' program 
is made immediately* ICOÜNT is the number of sub-regions left 
uncovered after consideration of any element of i* When en
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element of f is found such that we show that the sub—region with 
vertices
(x(l 4* t.), Y(J + t.), Z(K + t. ) ) for t. = 0,1; t . = 0,1,
J K 1 3
tj^  = 0,1,
is covered, we set L(I,J,K) to 0.
V?e note that for the program CUBOID we are considering the 
whole of the cuboid containing the fundamental region, and this 
cuboid is symmetrical about the origin; so we need only consider 
those regions containing points ( J ,  ^, ^  ) which are in regions 
9*3 where K takes values between 6 and 10$
THE MAIN PROGRAM CUBOID
The details of the field are first read; the field has
3 2
discriminant —IDET, defining polynomial x - lA.x + IB#x - XC
and this polynomial has index relative to the field INDEX.
The subroutine BASIS is called to determine the basis of 
the field. We now use the subroutine BOUND to find the values 
XL, XU, YL, YU, ZL, ZU such that the smallest cuboid containing 
the fundamental region with vertices 9.2 is the set of points 
i t  9 ^  f such that
XL S S $ XU
YL 3 % < YU
ZL < ; * ZU.
We then adjust these values so that the similar fundamental region 
which is symmetric about the origin is contained in the cuboid 
which is the set of points (5 , ^  ^ ) such that
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\% \ % Xü « -XL 
1 V I 5 YU « -YL ,
1 5 1 ^ ZU -ZL.
BK is assigned the value C of chapter 4. CIN = .1 is 
the ratio of the side of a sub—region which we are attempting to 
cover to that of the original cuboid containing; the fundamental 
region, that is the value 10 of chapter 4» AM was a value 
used when the program was employed to find the inhomogeneous 
minimum of a field; it was a measure of the amount by which the 
value of C was to foe altered if the number of uncovered 
sub-regions was greater than the value LIMIT. Since we are only 
concerned here with the Euclidean property of the field, LIMIT 
was made so large that the value of C was not adjusted.
IBC is the greatest absolute value of the coefficients 
of the integer points, this bound was used to prevent the number 
of elements of S becoming too large. For the fields with the 
smaller values of IDET this value was fixed at 10 in the program, 
but it was found necessary to be able to make it smaller as the 
value of IDET increased. The subroutine USE is then called.
The sub-regions are to be those with vertices 9.3 for 
I = 1, . • . , 10; J ~ 1, » # # ) 10; K = 1, . . « , 10; and 
by symmetry we need only consider the values X = 0, . . , , 10.
For these values of I, J, K we set L(I,3,K) to 1 to indicate 
that the corresponding sub-region has not yet been "covered", in the 
sense of 0.0. Then we determine the values of the elements of 
the arrays X, Y and Z.
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Wo now wish to set L(l,J,£) to 2 for those sub—regions 
which do not intersect with the fundamental region. We note 
that if it 9 ) 9  ^) is a point of„the cuboid,
I « x.U(l) 4- y.R(2) 4* z.B(3)
^ ~ x.U(l) 4- y.U{2) 4- z .U(3)
) = x .H(1) 4* y.H(2) + z.H(3)
for some real numbers x, y, z. This point is also a point of 
the fundamental region only if
I
9.4
i  ^ \y\ ^ -I*,29 w  . - 2
Thus a sub-region intersects with the fundamental region only if 
at least one of its vertices satisfies these conditions.
It should be pointed out that the determinant of the coefficients 
in 9.4 is
1 Re^ - k Re*4# - p.Reÿ - q
0 Im<^  - Im\ÿ - p.Im^
1 6 — k K — r>p.9 — q
1 Re^ ReŸ
0 Im^  ImŸ
1 0 . K
1 * 4  
1
1 e  X
i A t
which has absolute value ^  “ "g? where A  = JDET .












m s E Z
<= (lni*«9 4- Re*«2»Ro(^ Im^ — ((Re(^ ) — (ln*)^).Im*
- 2.Ro^.Im*.B)/lNDSX 
“ ~ 2.Re(^ ,Iia<^  + (Be^ )^  + (im*)^ )
> 0
1 ^
thus the value of the determinant is — IDET^. Consequently, the 
efficiency of this program could have been improved by using this 
expression.
We now call the subroutine COVER to find the number ICOUNT 
of sub—regions which are left uncovered, and print the value of 
IGOÜNT. If ICOÜNT is not equal to 0, and is less than LIMIT, 
the values of X(l), Y(j), Z(K) for those regions for which 
L(I,J,X) is equal to 1 are printed; these values are also
punched onto cards for later use by FCUB.
THE MAIN PROGRAM FCUB
This program finds the smallest cuboid containing the
fundamental region, then reads the values BK and IBC as in
-h
CUBOID. The value CIN = 10 must be read by this program, 
then the subroutine USE is called.
LIMIT is again the maximum number of uncovered regions 
for which the vertices are to be printed. M is the number of
regions which ere to be subdivided. Each of these regions is 
now treated as the cuboid containing the fundamental region was
treated by CUBOID; with the exception that we must now consider
the values I = 1, . # # ? 19; J = l , . . # ,  10; K = l , . # * ,  10#
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TliE MAIN PROGRAM CUBX
This program is basically the same as FCUB with the following 
exceptions. We do not read a value LIMIT. On return from the 
subroutine COVER we find the values XLVÏ, XÜP, YLV., ÏÜP, ZLW, ZÜP 
such that the uncovered sub—regions of the particular region in 
question are contained in the cuboid which consists of the set of 
points ( ^ 9 ) 9 ^) where
2LW * 3 a XÜP 
* % s YUP 




From the programs of chapter 9 wo find regions R ^ , • • * , R^, 
we wish to determine the intersections of the transformations of 
these regions by the fnndmuental unit with the regions themselves; 
this program is used to achieve this. The subroutine BASIS and 
the function subroutine Cl are tlie seme as for the progroms of 
chapter 9.
FUNCTION ADJ(B,0,I,J)




On return from this subroutine 
RL = min(BL,TR)
RÜ = max(BU,TR)
SUBROUTINE ROUNJDI (RC ,IR)
IR takes the value of RC rounded to the nearest integer.
FUNCTION DC0RR(X,J)
When this function subroutine is called, X is a bound on 
the co-ordinates of one of the uncovered regions. J = 1 indicates 
that X is a lower bound and the answer returned is X - 0.1,
J = 2 indicates that X is an upper bound and the answer returned 
is X + 0.1. In this way we avoid the possibility of rounding
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error concealing the intersection of on uncovered region with the 
transform of some uncovered region.
THE MAIN i'RüGIlAM THAi^ lS
Vie note that if the point ( Ç 9 ^) has cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates { p ,« , ^ , and the point of the lattice corresponding 
to the fundamental unit has cylindrical polar cO-Ordinates 
(/« = 6 ), the transform of the point by the fundamental
unit has cylindrical polar co-ordinates
, «  + <x j .
Wo will define li^ to be the set of points 5 where -) is in 
Bj# Bj + % will be defined as tlie set of points ) + Ï where 
^ is in Bj.
TRANS reads the values EXE, E Y C , EZC whore
6 = E X C .li( l)  + E Y C .Ii(2 ) + E Z C .n (3 ).
It should be noted that E X G , E YC, EZC are the coefficients of 
6 relative to the basis (l, VW'( 9 ) ,Q'( 9 ) ) and not (l,6 ,A), 
(EX,EY,EZ) are the cartesian co-ordinates of the point i of
the lattice of integers, and (EH,EALP,EZ) are its cylindrical
polar co-ordinates*
N is the number of regions to foe considered; these regions 
are for 1 = 1, , . • , N  where is the set of points
( J , , ^  ) such that
X(1,I) f Î $ X(2,I)
Ï(1,I) S I, « Ï(2 ,I)
2(1,1) s 5 « 2 (2 ,1)
for 1 = 1, • # • , N .  When N is large, which usually means
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greater than 15, the amount of time talcen to consider the intersection 
of the transform of each region with the appropriate translates of 
the original region becomes large; consequently, Ml and M2 
ore read such that the transforms of the regions for
1 = Ml; . . * ; M 2 are considered in this run.
We now consider each region in turn. For the vertes 
(x(ll;l), Y (J J ;l); Z(KK;I)) we determine its cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates (EA;ALP;Z(KK;I)), and from these the cylindrical 
polar co-ordinates of its transform by the fundamental unit 
(TRAjTALiP,TZ) ; we note that RA and ALP, and consequently TEA 
and TALP, are independent of Z(KK,l) and so may be determined 
in an outer loop. This vertex is then the point 5 where 
5 = TXC,n(l) + TYC,H(2) + TZC,I1(3), After inspecting the eight 
vertices, the transformed region is the set of points (J , 1^ , 5 ) 
where
XL 6 % * XU 
YL $ y 3 YU 
ZL a Ï 3 ZU; 
and if J = s.H(l) + y,Il(2) + z,n(3)
XLC < X < XUC 
YIC 3 y e YUC 
ZLC 3 z a zuc.
Since the fundamental region consists of the points J where 
= x.H(l) + y.Ii(2) + z.U(3) and Ixl « lyi ê
if XLC, XUC, ÏLC, YUC, GIC, ZUC, when rounded to tlie nearest 
integer, become IXL, IXÜ, lYL, lYU, IZL, IZÜ respectively, we
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oust consider for each integer point Î, where
5 = x,ll(l) + y,H(2) + z,li(3) , X is between IXL and IXÜ, y is 
between lYL and lYU, z is between IZL and IZÜ, whether 
Rj + % or R ^  + t intersects with E(Rj) for J between 1 





The method of chapter 5 is implemented by this program.
The subroutine BASES is basically the same as the subroutine 
BASER of RELMIN, but the bounds which it finds for the prevention 
of integer overflow ore for the arguments of DNORM and MÜLTD,
The subroutine MULTD is the double precision version of the 
subroutine MÜLTC of the program CONG, The function subroutine 
DCI is the scxie routine as that for the program RELMIN, The 
function subroutine BAJ is the double precision version of the 
function ADJ of the program TRANS, The subroutine CHANGE 
and the function subroutine DNORM ore the same as those for 
the program CONG,
LOWUP (XT ,XV ,X\( ,XL ,XU)
The routine finds XL and XU such that
XL « XT.Y(l) + XV.Y(2) + Xii.Y(3) 
where YL(l) « Y(l) « YU(l) for I = 1,2,3
and the arrays YL and YU are passed across to the subroutine 
as COMMON arrays,
l i m i t l (x x l ,i x l )
IXL is the least integer greater than XXL, A diagnostic 
is given if the resultant integer would require more than 14 digits; 




IXU is the greatest integer less then XXÜ, A diagnostic 
is again given if the resultant integer would require more then 14 
digits,
THE MAIN PROGRAM EXCEP
The field being considered has discriminent -IDET, defining 
3 2
polynomial x — IA,x + IB.x - IC and the index of the polynomial 
relative to the field is INDEX, BASES is called to find the 
details of the basis of the field end of the lattice of integers.
If we ore finding the minimum of y  ^  , then = — — — -^lY,^
and 1 - e*' = — ^ JY,& + and Il(2) = 0 , We then have
AX + AY.9 + AZ.A = IIX + I1Y.9 + I1Z.A = * -
BX + BY.9 + BZ.A = JIX + J1Y.9 + JIZ.X =
dn
and we obtain AN = oC, BE = 1 - 6 ' ' ,
The transformation on the lattice is 0 ^  --g « X — B E '
so we determine the values BP = 1 - BE and ABP = -AN/(l - BE),
OK = SK is the value of of chapter 5; C£ is a double
precision quantity, SK is single precision,
*4*
The conjugates of « are ANV i.ANW and those of 1-6* are
BEV ^ i,BEW, then the conjugates of are ABV ^ i,ABW,
BNORM is the norm of 1 — 6*,
TLl = SLl is the value of chapter 5; then TUI =
We are to investigate the range of values of of chapter 5
in sections given by
TML3 Ï* < TU such that TU - TL 6 100.
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With this ill dnd we set TL = TLl and TÜ = min(Tül, TL + lOO) • 
RMINIM is to eventually take the value of tae mini jum of 
5 it is initially set to the vodue SK, which should be 
chosen by the user so that it will be greater than tne minimum.
NEXT is set to 1 when we are considering velues of 5v greater 
than and to 2 when we are considering values of 5y
loss than oc
1 - 6"' '
SB is the value of chapter 5. We must consider the
integers % = such that
VL $ t, ( VÜ 
WL  ^ \m
TL < « TÜ.
If 5» = P»X + q.9 + r
for some rational integers p, q and r, we investigate the 
values of p and q where
IPL f p ( IPÜ 
lÜL 6 q 5 IQÜ,
the range of values for r will be found for any particular 
pair of values of p and q. If the range of integer values 
for p or that for q is null, a diagnostic is printed and the 
program terminates. We determine which of p end q has the 
smaller range of values. If p has the smaller range, for each 
value of p we determine the integer values I^LT, lyUT such 
that we must consider the reduced range of values of q given by
lyLT 6 q 6 lyUT,
Then for each value of q in this range, we determine the integer
111
V( lues ISLT, ISUÎ such that we oust consider the values of r
in the range
ISLÏ ^ r ^ ISÜT.
For each value of r we than determine the value of N( — ^  - "5 )
1 — fe.
in the form N(«< - ^  (l - &*))/N(l - €")• When q has the smaller
range, for each value of q we determine the range for p, then for
each value of p we determine the range for r$
Raving considered the range of values of 5 y given by
TL ^ 5t ^ TÜ, if TÜ is less than TUI, TL is set to the value
TU and TU to min(TUl, TU + lOO) then the above process is
repeated; when TU = TUI we go on to consider values of %
less than T-— . First KfiXT is set to NEXT + 1  = 2,
1 — G
TUI = SÜ1 is the value of of chapter 5, then TLl =
Again we are to consider values of in "sections", therefore,
we set TU = TUI and TL = max(TU - 100, TLl). SB is now the
value of chapter 5. The relevant integers are investigated
in the manner described above; then, if TL >  TLl, we set 
TU = TL and then TL = max(TU - 100, TLl), otherwise we print 




The following table includes all the results obtained by
the methods of this thesis. For each field we give the discriminant,
D, the coefficients a, b, c of the defining polynomial 
3 2
X - a x  + b s - c ,  and the index, L, of the polynomial relative 
to the field, as given in the table in (l).
The "property" of the field is indicated by E if the field
possesses a Euclidean. Algorithm and by N if it does not. The 
last column has an entry when further information about the field
is included at the end of this chapter, the entry is a reference
to that information.
The results for the first fifteen fields, those with 
discriminants between —23 and —152 inclusive, were obtained 
by Godwin (l8); these fields were not investigated by the methods 









-31 1 3 4 1 E (1
-44 1 4 6 2 E (1
-59 1 3 5 2 E (1
-7G 1 2 4 2 E (1
-83 1 5 9 4 E (1
-87 1 4 7 3 E (1
-104 1 6 11 4 E (1
-107 1 2 4 1 E (1
-108 1 6 12 6 E (1
-116 1 5 8 2 E (1
-135 1 3 6 3 E (1
-139 1 4 6 1 £ (1
-140 1 3 5 1 E (1
-152 1 8 19 10 E (1
-172 1 7 15 7 E (2
-175 1 5 10 5 E (3
-199 1 2 5 3 N (4
-200 1 4 7 2 E
-204 1 5 9 3 E
-211 1 6 10 1 E
-212 1 2 5 2 E
-216 1 3 6 2 E
-231 1 7 16 9 E
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D L a, b, c Property
-239 1 G 11 3 E
-243 1 0 12 5 E
-244 1 10 29 18 £
-247 1 6 13 7 E
-255 1 5 8 1 E
-268 1 7 13 1 E
-300 1 8 18 6 E
-307 1 4 8 3 N
-324 1 9 24 14 E
-327 1 8 19 9 N
-335 1 4 9 5 N
-339 1 7 15 6 N
-351 1 3 6 1 N
-356 5 12 4 E
-364 1 3 7 3 N
-367 1 4 7 1 N
-379 1 5 9 2 E
-^Ul 1 2 6 3 E
-419 1 9 23 10 E
-424 2 7 16 4 E
-431 2 9 26 16 E
-436 1 6 13 6 N






D a, b, c P rop erty
-451  1 10 28 13 E
-4 5 9  1 9 21 2 K
—460 1 2 6 2 E
-4 7 2  1 9 22 6 E
-4 8 4  1 4 9 4 E
-^192 1 4 8 2 E
-4 9 9  1 3 7 2 E
-5 0 3  2 7 18 8 E
-5 1 5  1 8 20 11 E
-5 1 6  2 8 22 12 E
-5 1 9  1 10 29 17 E
-5 2 4  1 5 11 5 N
-527  1 3 8 5 N
-5 4 3  1 5 10 3 E
-547  1 8 18 5 N
-5 6 7  1 9 24 13 N
-6 2 0  1 11 35 23 N
-6 2 8  2 7 20 12 E
-6 5 2  2 4 12 4 E
-6 5 5  1 7 16 7 N
-671  1 6 11 1 N
-6 7 5  1 6 12 3 N
-6 7 9  1 6 13 5 N






























a, b, c Property
S 21 13 N
4 10 5 N
2 7 3 N
5 10 2 N
11 33 13 N
9 22 5 N
8 19 7 N
7 18 11 N
8 23 12 N
9 23 3 N
9 25 15 N
4 11 7 N
6 12 2 N
2 7 1 N
6 14 6 N
7 14 I N
11 35 22 N
6 16 4 N
5 16 8 N
7 17 8 N
7 18 4 N
5 12 5 N
10 27 7 N
10 30 19 N
117
D L R, b, c Property
-1164 1 7 15 3 R
-1172 2 7 21 11 K
-1175 1 3 8 1 N
-1187 1 2 8 5 K
-1191 1 14 55 39 N
-1196 1 5 13 7 N
-1207 1 11 34 17 N
-1208 2 4 13 2 N
-1219 1 12 40 21 N
-1231 1 10 29 15 N
-1235 1 10 28 11 N
-1259 1 13 47 28 N
-1267 1 2 8 3 N
-1291 1 9 25 14 N
-1292 1 12 38 10 N
-1295 1 7 16 5 N
-1315 1 13 45 16 N
-1316 2 4 14 4 N
-1319 1 9 26 17 N
-1327 1 6 13 3 N
-1351 1 8 21 11 N
-1355 1 6 14 5 N
-1363 1 11 31 2 N
-1383 1 4 11 5 N
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D L a, b, c Property
-1388 1 2 8 2 N
-1407 1 11 32 7 N
-1431 1 6 15 7 N
-1448 2 6 17 4 N
-1452 1 10 26 2 N
-1547 1 7 15 2 N
-1557 1 8 19 5 N
-1579 1 6 16 9 N
-1580 1 4 10 2 N
-1533 1 11 36 25 N
-1599 3 7 24 9 N
-1603 2 12 43 28 N
-1615 1 3 10 5 N
-1619 1 8 22 13 N
-1647 1 12 39 15 N
-1675 1 4 12 7 N
-1687 1 9 22 3 N
-1700 2 2 13 4 N
-1708 1 10 28 10 N
-1736 2 9 29 17 N
-1743 1 13 48 33 N
-1751 3 11 36 9 N
-1755 2 9 30 20 N
-1763 1 14 52 19 N
119
D L a, b, c Property
-1772 1 7 19 11 N
-1807 1 2 9 5 N
-1815 1 5 12 3 N
-1868 2 7 23 13 N
-1871 1 2 9 7 N
-1895 1 12 41 25 N
-1955 1 11 35 20 N
-1959 1 2 9 3 N
-1967 3 8 27 9 N
-2023 1 4 11 3 N
-2036 2 2 14 8 N
-2039 1 7 20 13 N
-2047 1 3 10 3 N
-2063 3 10 31 3 N
-2159 1 10 29 13 N
-2167 1 13 44 9 N
-2199 3 9 30 9 R
-2207 1 10 27 5 N
-2228 1 6 17 10 N
-2235 1 10 28 9 N
-2283 3 9 33 18 N
-2315 1 5 13 4 N
-2316 1 7 17 5 N



























a, b, c Property
12 42 29 N
8 25 10 N
11 42 27 N
9 23 5 N
12 37 3 N
10 31 10 N
7 18 7 N
12 40 19 N
11 39 25 N
11 33 10 N
10 39 27 N
11 36 23 N
2 10 6 N
2 10 7 N
12 44 28 K
4 13 7 N
9 25 11 N
9 26 4 N
9 29 13 N
3 11 4 N
6 14 2 N
5 12 1 N
10 31 19 N



























a, b, c Property
5 13 3 N
5 15 8 N
14 55 37 N
10 32 12 N
4 11 1 N
9 30 5 N
8 20 5 N
5 14 5 N
6 16 6 N
9 23 4 N
7 20 11 N
" 6 19 2 N
15 58 11 N
G 23 14 N
13 43 2 N
16 69 37 N
16 72 52 N
3 12 7 N
12 39 13 N
3 17 7 N
13 45 14 N
12 41 23 N
6 20 4 N
9 25 10 N
122
D L a, b, c Property
-3244 1 12 40 18 N
-3259 1 4 14 9 N
-3263 1 9 26 13 N
-3308 8 24 4 N
-3311 1 8 21 7 N
-3331 1 5 13 2 N
-3359 1 4 13 5 N
-3371 1 3 11 2 N
-3404 2 16 4 N
-3439 1 14 51 11 N
-3451 1 10 28 7 N
-3483 2 3 18 12 N
-3495 1 10 27 3 N
-3543 3 10 37 15 N
-3547 3 8 28 3 N
-3560 2 13 45 5 N
-3575 3 7 28 9 N
-3591 1 3 12 5 N
-3599 1 11 34 13 N
-3615 1 2 11 7 N
-3619 1 10 32 21 N
-3647 1 7 18 5 N
-3671 1 8 19 1 N


























a, b, c Property
2 11 5 N
5 16 9 N
5 19 3 N
6 17 7 N
5 26 13 N
4 20 12 N
11 36 21 N
9 30 12 N
7 19 7 N
4 25 15 N
13 46 19 N
11 35 5 N
2 11 3 N
9 36 19 N
10 31 17 N
8 24 14 N
6 27 9 N
5 14 3 N
14 52 17 N
7 27 17 N
16 71 51 N
8 20 3 N
8 23 11 N
3 24 17 N
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D L a, bg c Property
-4239 1 3 12 3 N
-4266 1 7 20 9 N
-4291 2 14 51 2 N
-4295 3 11 44 25 N
-4307 1 9 23 2 N
-4359 1 17 80 61 N
-4304 1 5 17 11 N
-4411 2 4 19 4 N
-4455 1 9 24 5 N
-4487 1 14 53 23 N
-4511 1 10 33 23 N
-4555 2 7 26 12 N
-4556 2 10 36 20 N
-4559 1 9 26 11 N
-4567 1 9 28 17 N
-4575 3 2 23 19 N
-4639 1 6 19 11 N
-4691 1 8 24 13 N
-4699 1 14 54 29 N
-4715 2 15 62 28 N
-4727 1 5 16 7 N
-4735 1 14 55 35 N
-4771 2 8 27 8 N
-4823 1 13 48 29 N
126
D L a, b, c Property
-4831 1 17 70 29 N
-4844 1 8 20 2 K
-4859 1 2 12 7 N
-4903 3 10 41 23 N
-4908 1 2 12 6 N
-4935 3 7 30 9 W
-4903 1 18 88 59 N
-10011 3 10 42 9 N
-10019 2 10 75 50 N
-10028 2 17 75 7 N
-19899 3 18 90 61 N
-19927 2 6 31 2 N
-19939 1 9 31 12 N
-19976 2 22 129 68 N
-1G0087 1 0 1 77 N




We now have the additional information concerning the indicated 
fields.
(1) These results are those obtained by Godwin (18).
3
(2) The inliomogenoous minimum is ~  and is attained at number
congruent to i( - 250 + 14 ^
3
(3) The inhoaogeneoué minimum is -p and is attained at numbers
o
j. j j. / 30 — G0 + 3 \congruent to ±( ---- :--- 7----  ).i  — t»
(4) The inhomogeneous minimum is 1 end is attained at numbers
39
congruent to ±( ^ ^  )•
(5) The inhomogeneous minimum is and is attained at numbers
congruent to i( — — ) end transforms of them by
the fundamental unit.
T 9
(o) The inhomogeneous minimum is —  and is attained at numbers
4 0
t (  l ? « ‘  ~  "  ) .
(7) Numbers congruent to t( f , and transforms
44712of them by the fundamental unit, have minimum ,_ « thus ^  ^ 4o747 ’
the inhoQogeneous minimum of the field is at least this 
value but is less than 1.
(S) Numbers congruent to ±( t ) 9 and transforms
1 — c
of them by the fund mirent al unit,have minimum , thus
the inliomogcneous minimum of the field is at least this 
value but is less than 1.
(9) Numbers congruent to *{ — — ; ) 9 and transforms of
X —  c
them by the fundamental unit, have minimum thus the
945
127
inhociogeneous minimum of the field is at least this value 
but is less than 1*
(lO) These results were obtained by the method of chapter 2*
128
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E U C L ID 'S  ALGORITHM  IN CUBIC F IE L D S
W ITH C O M PL E X  CO NJU G A TES
A P PE N D IX
E L IZ A B E T H  M ARY TA Y LOR  
ROYAL HOLLOW AY C O L L E G E , LONDON
S u p e rv is o r  : PR O FE SSO R  H J  GODWIN
CO NTEN TS
T he l i s t in g s  o f th e  p ro g r a m s
RE EM IN  3
C O N G  25
CUBOID 58
E C U S  58
CUBX 58
TRANS 76
E X C E P  85
and  th e i r  s u b ro u t in e s .  E a c h  p ro g r a m  l is t in g  is  
p re c e d e d  by  a  t i t le  page  w hich  g iv e s
1. th e  p ro g ra m  n am e
2. th e  n a m e s  of th o s e  s u b ro u tin e s  w hich  it u s e s  and 
w h ich  a r e  l i s t e d  in  th e  sa m e  sec tio n
3. th e  n a m e s  of th o s e  s u b ro u tin e s  w hich  it u s e s  and 
w hich  h av e  b e en  l i s t e d  in  a p re v io u s  s ec tio n .
L is tin g s  of th o s e  ro u t in e s  co p ie d  fro m  A n g e ll( l) ,  o r  
w hich  a r e  m o d if ic a tio n s  of s u b ro u tin e s  of A ngell a r e  
in c lu d e d  fo r  c o m p le te n e s s .
THE PROGRAM RELMIN
SUBROUTINES - A L L  L IST E D  IN  THIS SECTION
BASEH 5 M U L T 19
MINIMA 8 PH IT H 20
SUB 15 DIVCD 21
IN V ER 16 M ULTC D 22
IC E 17 DCI 23
IC E 2 18 lO E 24
PROGRAM RELMINdNPUT.OUTPUT)
C





C...READ IN DETAILS OF THE FIELD. A BLANK CARD WHICH SETS IDET TO ZERO, 
C...INDICATES t h e END OF THE DATA DECK.
10 2 READ 101,IDET.INDEX,lA,IB,IC
101 F0Rm a t (I6,I2,3I5)
IF(IOET.EO.O) STOP




102 F0RMAT(1HI,1X,26HTHE FIELD HAS DISCRIMINANT,18,6H INDEX,13,28H AND 
I POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS,316)
C...NOW FIND X WHERE THE FIELD IS K(X) AND ALSO A BASIS FOR THE FIELD.
20 CALL BASEH
PRINT 103
103 F0RMAT(/,1X,45HTHE FIELD IS K(X) AND HAS BASIS (Y,X,1) WHERE) 




104 F0RMAT(12X,A4,2H =,I10,3HY +,I10,3HX +,110)
C...NOW FIND THE LOOP OF IDEALS STARTING WITH I AND A CHAIN OF RELATIVE 
C...MINIMA FOR THIS FIELD.
30 CALL m i n i m a
C...REPEAT THE CYCLE 











10 C...WHEN CONSIDERING THE FIELD K(X) SUPPOSE PH=3*X-IA THEN PH
C...SATISFIES AM EQUATION PH*«-3-IO*PH-INN=0. FIND PH AND PH*PH-IQ 
C...FOR USE IN THE SUBROUTINE MINIMA.
C
A=FLOAT(IA) £ B=FLOAT(IB) £ C=FLOAT(IC)
IS I0=3*TA*IA-9*IB





V3 = DSQRT (V2**2-4.0DO<^VI**3)
V4=(V2+V3)/2.000 
VS=(V2-V3)/2.0DO 
IF(V4.NE.0.0D0) GO TO 51 
2S V6=0.0D0 £ GO TO 52
51 0=1.000
IF(V4.GE.0.0D0) GO TO 53 
V4=-V4 £ D=-1.0D0
53 V6=DEXP((DL0G(V4))/3.0D0)*D 
30 52 IF(V5.NE.0.0D0) GO TO 54
V7=0.0D0 £ GO TO 55
54 D=1.0D0
IF(V5.GE.0.0D0) GO TO 56 
V5=-VS £ D=-1.0D0 
35 56 V7=DEXP((DL0G(V5))/3.0D0)*D





H(1)=1.0D0 £ R(l)=1.000 £ U(1)=0.000 
C...R(N)+I.U(N) AND R(N)-I.U(N) ARE THE CONJUGATES OF H(N) FOR N=l,2,3. 
C
C...(H(l),H(2),H(3))=(1,X,Y) IS A BASIS FOR THE FIELD.
45 C...Y=(X**2+IT*X+IS)/INDEX, IT AND IS ARE NOW CALCULATED.
C
IN=INOEX
IN2=IN**2 £ IN3=IN2*IN 
IF(INDEX.NE.l) GO TO 1 
50 IT=0 £ IS=0 £ GO TO 2
1 K]=IA**2-2*TB e K4=IB**2-2*IA*IC £ K5=IA*IB-3*IC 
DO 3 ITC=1,IN
IT=ITC-1 
DO 4 TSC=1.IN 
55 IS=ISC-1
JA=K1+IT*IA+3*IS 
IF(M0D(JA,IN).NE.O) GO TO 4
JB=K4+IT**2*IB+3»IS**2+IT*K5+2*IS*K1+2*IS*IT*IA 
IF(M00(JB,IN2).NE.O) GO TO 4 
60 JC=I5**3+IT**3*IC+IC**2+IS**2*IT*IA+IS*K4+IS*IT**2*IB+IT*IB*IC
1+IT**2*IA*IC+IS**2*K1+IS*IT*K5 
IF(MOD(JC,IN3).NE.O) g o t o 4 



















C...NOW FIND A BOUND ON THE RELEVANT PRODUCTS OF ARGUMENTS OF MULTCD AND 
C...DIVCD FOR TESTING FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF OVERFLOW.
C
85 IL1A=IABS(ILl) £ IL2A=IABS(IL2) £ IL3A=IABS(IL3)
ITIA=IABS (ITl) £ IT2A=IABS(IT2) £ IT3A = IABS(IT3)








95 IF(IOBL.GT.IOBP) GO TO 20
IF(IOBP.GT.IOBT) GO TO 21 
IOBAS=IOBP*IOBT 
GO TO 22 
21 IOBAS=IOBP«IOBP 
100 GO TO 22
20 IF(IOBP.GT.IOBT) GO TO 23 
IORAS=IOBL*IOBT 









DOUBLE L (3,99),DA,DB,DC,ZPL,DD,DE,DF,ZPJ,ZO,X1,Y 1,XY1 






d i m e n s i o n  L I (8),JAN(3,99),K(4,3),NPJ(99),NP(99),IAN(3,99)
10 C...RHO IS THE SQUARE OF THE DISTANCE OF THE POINT P+V*PH+W*PH**2
C...FROM THE REAL AXIS.





C . ..BEGIN WITH THE IDEAL (1,X,Y).
LI(1)=1 £ LI(4)=0 £ LI(3)=INDEX £ LI(2)=0
20 L I (7)=1 £ LI(6)=-IY £ L I (5)=-IZ £ L I (8)=INDEX
C...BASIS FOR LATTICE IS
C... 11,(M1+M2»PH+M3*PH**2)/IG,(NI+N2*PH+N3*PH**2)/IG1.





C   A,B,C ARE COEFFICIENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED BINARY QUADRATIC FORM
A=R=C=0.
30 C...PARTS (I),....,(VIII) ARE THE STEPS OF VORONOI'S ALGORITHM AS
C...DESCRIBED IN DELONE AND FADDEEV.
C.... ( I )................................................................... .
C   TEST THAT M2*N3-M3*N2 IS GREATER THAN 0 .
10 IF(M2»N3-M3*N2 .GT.O.) GO TO 20
35 I1=M1 £ I?=M2 £ 13= M3
M1=N1 E M2=N2 £ M3= N3 
Nl=Il £ N2=I2 £ N3=I3
C.... ( II ) ................................................................
C   PRODUCTION OF INITIAL VALUES OF A,B,C ....
40 20 R1=M1 £ R2=M2 £ R3=M3
Sl=Nl £ S2=M2 £ S3=N3 
G=IG
A=R2«R2 + R2*R3<»PH + R3*R3*ZZ 
B=R2*S2+(R2*S3+R3*S2)*PH*0.5+R3*S3*ZZ 
45 C=S2*S?+S2*S3*PH+S3*S3*ZZ
C.... ( III ) ..............................................................
C... (Ill) AND (IV) FIND THE TWO BASIS ELEMENTS OE THE REDUCED HEXAGON 
C...OE ZELLING.
IF(B.GT.O.)G0 TO 22 
50 CALL SUB(0,1,-1,0)
c.... ( T V )  .......................................................... .
22 IF(A-B.LT.0.) g o t o 32
IF(C-B.GT.O.) GO TO 50 
32 IF(A-C.GT.O.) GO TO 40
55 ID=TNT(B/A)
CALL SUB(].-10,0,1)
GO TO 22 
40 1D=1NT(B/C)
CALL SUB(1,0,-ID, 1)
60 GO TO 22
C. ... ( V )....................................................................
C...TO FIND THE TWO ZELLING HEXAGON BASIS ELEMENTS WHICH COVER THE 
C...NEGATIVE 'XSI' AXIS.
50 R?=M2 E R1=M3 E S2=N2 £ S3=N3
65 RR=R2-R3*PH £ RD=S2-S3*PH
RljP=RO-RB
IF(RR.LT.O.) GO TO 60 
IF(RD.LT.O.) GO TO 90 
IF (RUP.GT.O.) GO TO 55 
70 CALL SUR(0.-1.1,1)
GO TO 90 
55 CALL SUB(-1,-1,1,0)
GO TO 90 
60 IF(RD.LT.O.) GO TO 70
75 CALL SUB(-1,0,0,-1)
GO TO 90 
70 IF(RD-RB.GT.O.) GO TO 80
CALL SUB(1,1,-1,0)
GO TO 90
80 80 CALL SUB(0,1,-1.-1)
C. ... ( VI ) ................................................................
C...FINDING THE PINHEADS CORRESPONDING TO (M1+M2*PH+M3*PH**2)/IG AND 
C. . . (Nl+N2»PH + N3*PH*i»2) / IG.
90 R1=M1 £ R2=M2 £ R3=M3
85 S1=N1 £ S2=N2 £ S3=N3
T=(R1+R2*PH+R3*HHH)/G 
I=IFIX(T)
IF(T.GT.O.) GO TO 4001 
1 = 1-1
90 4001 M1=M1-I*IG
S=(S1+S2*PH + S3->HHH)/G 
I=I£IX(S)
IF(S.GT.O.) GO TO 4002 
1 =  1 - 1
95 4002 N1=N1-I*IG
C. . . . ( VIT ) ...............................................................
C...CHOOSING THE TWO ELEMENTS OF THE REDUCED BASIS OF THE LATTICE FROM 
C...THE SEVEN POSSIBILITIES BY FINDING THE TWO WITH MINIMUM RHO VALUE. 
200 R1=M1 £ S1=N1 £ G2=2.*G
100 XA=(2.*(R1+R3*0)-R2*PH-R3*HHH)/G2
xr= (2.*(S1+S3*Q)-S?*PH-S3»hHH)/G2 
TF(XA-0.5.GT.0.) GO TO 201 
K(l,l)=Ml £ K(1,2)=M2 £ K(1.3)=M3 
GO TO 202
105 201 K(1,1)=IG-M1 £ K(l,2)= -M2 £ K(l,3)= -M3
202 IF(XC-0.5.GT.0.) GO TO 203 
K(2.1)=M1 £ K(2,2)=N2 £ K(2,3)=N3 
GO TO 204
203 K(2,1)=IG-N1 £ K (2,2)= -M2 E K (2,3)= -N3
110 204 T=(R1+R2*PH+R3^HHH)/G
S=(S1+S2*PH+S3*HHH)/G 
IF(T-S.LT.O.) GO TO 220 
IF(XA-XC.GT.0.5) GO TO 210 
K (3,1)=M1-N1 £ K(3,2)=M2-N2 £ K(3,3)=M3-N3 
115 GO TO 240
210 K(3,1)=IG-M1+N1 £ K(3,2)= -M2+N2 £ K (3,3)= -M3+N3
GO TO 240 
220 IF(XC-XA.GT.0.5) GO TO 230
K(3,1)=N1-M1 £ K (3.2)=N2-M2 £ K (3,3)=N3-M3 
120 GO TO 240




125 IF(RZ2.l t .RZO) GO TO 280
IF(RZ?.LT.RZ1) g o TO 260 
IF(T+S.GT.1.)GO TO 250 
IF(XA+XC.GT.0.5) GO TO 250
K(4,1)=M1+N1 £ K(4,2)=M2+N2 E K (4,3)=M3+N3 
130 RZ3=RH0(FLOAT(K(4,1)).FLOAT(K(4,2)).FLOAT(K(4,3)))
IF(RZ3.GT.RZ0) GO TO 245 
IF(RZ3.GT.RZ1) GO TO 244 
M1=K(4,1) £ M2=K(4,2) £ M3=K(4,3)
IF(RZO.GT.RZI) g o t o 243 
135 N1=K(1,1) £ N2=K(1,2) £ N3=K(1,3)
GO TO 300
243 N1=K(2,1) £ N2=K(2.2) £ N3=K(2,3)
GO TO 300
244 M1=K(2,1) £ M2=K(2,2) £ M3=K(2.3)
140 N1=K(4,1) £ N2=K(4,2) £ N3=K(4,3)
GO TO 300
245 IF(RZ3.GT.RZ1) GO TO 250
M1=K(1,1) £ M2=K(1,2) £ M3=K(1,3)
N1=K(4,1) £ N2=K(4,2) £ N3=K(4,3)
145 GO TO 300
250 IF(RZO.GT.RZI) GO TO 255
M1=K(1,1) £ M2=K(1.2) £ M3=K(1,3)
N1=K(2,1) £ M2=K(2,2) £ N3=K(2,3)
GO TO 300
150 255 M1=K(2,1) £ M2=K(2,2) £ M3=K(2,3)
10
N1=K(1.1) £ N2=K(1.2) £ N3=K(1,3)
GO TO 300
260 M1=K(1,1) £ M2=K(1,2) £ M3=K(1,3)
N1=K(3.1) £ N2=K(3,2) £ N3=K(3,3)
155 GO TO 300
280 IF(RZl.GT.RZ2) GO TO 290
M1=K(2,1) £ M2=K(2.2) £ M3=K(2,3)
N1=K(3,1) £ N2=K(3,2) £ N3=K(3,3)
GO TO 300
160 290 IF(RZO.GT.RZl) GO TO 295
M1=K(3,1) £ M2=K(3,2) £ M3=K(3,3)
N1=K(1.1) € N2=K(1,2) £ N3=K(1,3)
GO TO 300
295 M1=K(3,1) £ M2=K(3.2) £ M3=K(3,3)
165 N1=K(2,1) £ N2=K(2,2) £ N3=K(2,3)
C.... ( VIII ) ...............................................................
300 JAN(1,N)=N1 £ JAN(2,N)=N2 £ JAN(3,N)=N3 £ NP(N)=IG
IAN(1.N)=M1 £ IAN(2.N)=M2 £ IAN(3,N)=M3
N0Q=N-1
170......... C ........FIND THE INVERSE OF THE SECOND BASIS ELEMENT,THE FIRST RELATIVE
C  OF THE LATTICE ............
8988 CALL INVER(Ml,M2,M3.JDET)
I1=M3(1)*IG £ I2=MB(2)*IG £ I3=MB(3)*IG 
CALL ICF(I1,I2,I3,IF1)




M1=J1/IF £ M2=J2/IF £ M3=J3/IF 
180 M1=I1/IF £ N2=I2/IF £ N3=I3/IF £ IG=JDET/IF
IF(N.FQ.l) GO TO 501 
C...CHECK IF OLD LATTICE COMPLETED THE LOOP.
IF(IAN(1,N).NE.IAN11) GO TO 502 
IF(IAN(2,M).NE.IAN21) GO TO 502 
185 IF(IAN(3,M).NE.IAN31) GO TO 502
IF(JAN(1,N).NE.JANll) GO TO 502 
IF(JAN(2,N).NE.JAN21) GO TO 502 
IF(JAN(3,N).NE.JAN31) GO TO 502 
IF(NP(N).EQ.NP1) GO TO 600 
190 GO TO 502
501 IAN11=IAN(1,1) £ IAN21=IAN(2,1) £ IAN31=IAN(3,1)
JAM11=JAN(1,1) £ JAN2l=JAN(2,l) £ JAN31=JAN(3,1) £ NP1=NP(1)
502 N=N+1
C .... IF N.GT.99 PRINT DIAGNOSTIC...........
195 IF(N.LT.99) GO TO 10
PRINT n i l
n i l  F0RMAT(39H LATTICE LOOP HAS MORE THAN 99 MEMBERS )
GO TO 7
200 c**** SECTION 2 ********************************************************
C...NOW PRINT OUT THE LATTICES IN THIS CHAIN.
600 PRINT 112
112 FORMAT(/,IX,81HTHE ELEMENTS OF THE LOOP ARE, WHEN EXPRESSED IN TER 
205 IMS OF THE BASIS (1,PHI,PHI**2))
DO 700 JIM=1,N
PRINT 113,IAN(1,JIM),IAN(2,JIM),IAN(3,JIM),NP(JIM),J A N (1,JIM), 
1JAN(2,JIM),J A N (3,JIM),NP(JIM)
113 F0RMAT(/,1X,3I15,» /»,IS,/,3X,3115,* /*,I5)
210 700 CONTINUE
PRINT 114
114 FORMAT(//,IX,57HWHEN EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF THE BASIS (Y,X,1) THESE 
1 BECOME)
C...WHEN THE THIRD ELEMENT OF EACH LATTICE BASIS HAS BEEN PRINTED THEN 
215 C...IT IS NO LONGER NEEDED AND SO THE ARRAY JAN MAY BE USED TO STORE THE
C...VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE SECOND ELEMENT IN TERMS OF THE











N P J (JIM)=NNPI 
800 CONTINUE
230 C
C...THE RELATIVE MINIMA ARE TO BE L (1,ILAT)*Y+L(2,ILAT)*X+L(3,ILAT) FOR 
C...ILAT=1,N. THE RELATIVE MINIMUM 1 IS TO BE PUT AT 'ABOUT ONE THIRD' 







240 C...NOW CALCULATE THOSE RELATIVE MINIMA WHICH COME 'BEFORE' 1.













C...NOW CALCULATE THOSE RELATIVE MINIMA WHICH COME 'AFTER' 1.
MOU=NOQ-NQH £ NQPP=N0H+1 
255 DO 901 ILAT=1,NQU
NQP=NQPP 
N0PP=N0PP+1









C...NOW PRINT OUT THIS CHAIN OF RELATIVE MINIMA.
C...FOP N=1 TO NOD CALCULATE Z(N)» (X(N+1)« X (N+1)+Y(N+1)*Y(N+1)) WHERE 
C...Z(N) IS THE NTH RELATIVE MINIMUM OF THE CHAIN AND X(M)+I.Y(N),
270 C...X(N)-I.Y(N) ARE ITS CONJUGATES.
C
PRINT 115













990 FORMAT(/,IX,3HZ0=,024.16,4H X1=,D24.16,4H Y1=,D24.16,/,1X ,11HGIVIN
I G XY1 = ,D24.16,lOH AMD RNMN=,D24.16)
Z0=OCI(DF,DE,DD,H)
I F (RMMM.GT.REMN) RFMN=RNMN 
290 902 CONTINUE
C
C...NOW FIND AND PRINT THE CALCULATED LOWER BOUND ON THE MINIMUM OF THE 


















C ALTERS THE BASIS OF THE LATTICE AND CALCULATES THE NEW VALUES OFA,B AND C.
C
5 C0MM0N/D7/M1,M2,M3,N1,N2,N3.A,8,C
RI = I P. RJ=J £ RK=K £ RL=L 
A1=A*RI»RI+2.*B*RI*RK+C*RK*RK 
BI=RI*RJ*A+B*(RI*RL+RJ*RK)+C*RK*RL 
Cl = A*RJ«RJ + 2.i^B*RJ*RL + C*RL*RL 
10 A=A1 £ 8=81 £ C=C1
I1=M1 £ I2=M2 £ I3=M3 £ J1=N1 £ J2=N2 £ J3=N3 
M1=I*I1+K«J1 £ M2=I*I2+K*J2 £ M3=I«I3+K*J3 















.FINDS THE INVERSE OF THE ALGEBRAIC INTEGER I+J*PH+K*PH**2 
,THE INVERSE IS (N(1,1)+ N (1,2)*PH+N(1,3)*PH*»2)/KDET.
C0MM0N/D9/I0,IN,Q,RN/D8/N(3)
LA=I R LB=J£ LC=K 
L0=IN*K £ LE=I+IQ*K £ LF=J 
LG=IN^^J £ LH=IQ*J + IN*K £ LI = I + IO*K 
N(1)=LE*LI-LH«LF
N (2)=LC^LH-LB*LI £ N (3)=LB»LF-LE*LC 
MA=N(1) £ MB=LG*LF-LD#LI £ MC=LD«LH-LG*LE 
JDET=LA*MA+LB*MB+LC*MC 
KDET=IABS(JDET)
IF(JDET.GT.O) GO TO 10 











SURROUTIME ICE(IJ» IK,IL »IH)
C
C   FINDS IH .THE H.C.F. OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF 3 INTEGERS IJ,IK,IL.
C
S N=1 e J=IABS(IJ) £ K=IABS(TK) £ L=IA8S(IL)
1 IF(K.EO.O) GO TO 7
IF(J.NE.O) GO TO R 
J=K £ GO TO 1
7 IF(J.NE.O) GO TO 8
10 IH=IL £ GO TO 50
8 K=J £ GO TO 1
9 lE(J.LT.K) GO TO 10
I=J £ J=K £ K=I
10 M=MOD(K,J)
15 IF(m .EQ.O) g o t o 30
IF(M.FO.l) GO TO 31
K=J £ J=M £ GO TO 10
30 IH=J
IF(N.EG.2) GO TO 50











J=IJ E K=IK £ L=IL 
lEdJ.GT.O.) GO TO 100 
J=-J
10 100 IFdK.GT.O.) GO TO 101
K=-K
101 IFdL.GT.O.) GO TO 102 
L = -L
102 continue
15 1 IF(K.EQ.O) GO TO 7
IF(J.NE.O) GO TO 9 
J=K £ GO TO 1
7 lE(J.NE.O) GO TO 8
IH=L £ GO TO 50
20 8 K=J £ GO TO 1
9 IF(J.LT.K) GO TO 10
I=J £ J=K £ K=I
10 H=DMOD(K,J)
IF(H.EQ.O.) GO TO 30
25 IF(H.EQ.l) GO TO 31
K=J £ J=H £ GO TO 10
30 IH=J
IE(N.EQ.2) GO TO 50























J3=I1-IA*I2+I3*IA*I4 £ J2=3*I2-6*IA*I3 
J1=P*I3 £ JO=IO










C...DIVCD IS A DOUBLE PRECISION ROUTINE WHICH EINDS THE QUOTIENT OF 









C...FIRST TEST FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF OVERFLOW.
LA=DABS(L1) £ MA=DABS(M1) £ NA=DABS(N1)
15 0DIV1=DMAX1(LA.MA,NA)
LA=DABS(L2) £ MA=DABS(M2) £ NA=DABS(N2)
DDIV2=DMAX1(LA,MA,NA)
IE(D0IV1.GT.DDIV2) GO TO 1 
DDIV=DDIV2*DDIV2*DDIV2 
20 GO TO 2
1 DDIV=DDIV1*DDIV2*DDIV2 
? IF(DDIV.LT.lOBDD) GO TO 3 
PRINT 50







K1=L2 £ K2=M2 £ K3=N2
JDET=KDET(I1,I2,I3,J1,J2,J3,K1,K2,K3)
L=KDET(LI,M1,N1,Jl,J2,J3,K1 ,K2,K3)*LD 












C...MULTCO IS A DOUBLE PRECISION ROUTINE WHICH FINDS THE PRODUCT OF 






10 C...FIRST TEST FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF OVERFLOW.
LA=DABS(L1) £ MA=DABS(M1) £ NA=DA8S(N1)
MULT1=DMAX1(LA.MA.NA)
LA=DABS(L2) £ MA=DABS(M2) £ NA=DABS(N2)
MULT2=DMAX1(LA.MA.NA)
15 MULT=MULT1*MULT2
IF (MIJLT.LT. lOBQ) GO TO 1 
PRINT 50
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C...THIS PROGRAM TESTS WHETHER ANY OE THE RESIDUE CLASSES MODULO THE 
C...FACTORS OE E+1 AND E-l CONTAIN ANY INTEGERS NOT CONGRUENT TO AN 
C...INTEGER WITH NORM LESS IN ABSOLUTE VALUE THAN THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 
5 C...THE N O R M  OE THE MODULUS UNDER CONSIDERATION. IE THIS IS SO THEN THE


















DIMENSION N E (100), NP(IOO)
25 DIMENSION IPW(100),IRW(100),ISW(100)
C
C...THE PROGRAM BEGINS 
C
40 READ 101,IDET.INDEX,IA,IB,IC,I,J,K,L 
30 lE(IDET.EQ.O) STOP
101 FORMAT(16,12,315,3116.13)
C...THE FIELD BEING CONSIDERED HAS DISCRIMINANT -IDET, AND IS K(X) WHERE 




102 FORMAT(IHl,IX.26HTHE FIELD HAS DISCRIMINANT,18,7H, INDEX,13,
129H, AND POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS,316)
CALL BASE
40 C...AN INTEGRAL BASIS FOR THE FIELD IS (l.X.Y) WHERE
C... X**2=IT1*Y + IT2*X , IT3
C... Y**2=IL1*Y + IL2*X + IL3
C... X*Y =IR1*Y + IP2*X + IP3
C...AND SO Y=(X**2-IT2*X-IT3)/IT1, IT1=INDEX.
45 PRINT 103
103 FORMAT(/,IX,45HTHE FIELD IS K(X) AND HAS BASIS (Y,X,1) WHERE) 





104 FORMAT(12X,A4,2H =,I10,3HY +,I10,3HX +,110)
CALL CHANGE(I,J,K,L,I1,J1,K1)
C...E=(I*X**2+J*X+K)/L=I1*Y+J1*X+K1 
I = T1 P, J=J1 £ K=K1 
55 C...E=I*Y+I*X+K
108 FORMAT;IX,26HTHE UNIT OE THE FIELD IS ( , 116,1 H,,116,IH,,116,IH) ) 
PRINT 108.I,J,K 
C...THE 'REDUCED' FORM OE THE UNIT IDEAL IS NOW CALCULATED.
AA=PR=DD=1 £ CC=EE=EE=0 
60 CALL RRIN(l)
EUCLID=0 £ ICHECK=-1 
MAPC=1
C...EUCLID=n WHEN THE EUCLIDEAN PROPERTY OF THE FIELD IS UNKNOWN AND IS 
C...EQUAL TO 1 WHEN THE FIELD IS FOUND TO BE NON-EUCLIDEAN.
65 C...MAPC IS A POINTER TO THE NEXT 'EMPTY* ELEMENT OE (IP,IR,IS).
C...ICHECK=-1 WHEN CONSIDERING E-l AND ICHECK=1 WHEN CONSIDERING E+1 
C...WE NOW BEGIN A CONSIDERATION OF E-l.
MAX = 0
IM=T P. JM=J £ KM=K-1 
70 C...IM*Y+JM*X+KM=E+ICHECK.




75 IF(DN.LT.1.0D14) GO TO 956
PRINT 957,ICHECK
957 FORMAT(IX,10(IH«),10HNORM OE E+,I2,24HIS TOO LARGE FOR INTEGER,
110(IH*))
GO TO 20
80 956 PRINT 107,ICHECK.N
107 FORMAT(/,IX,36HN0W CONSIDER THE FACTORIZATION OF E+,I2,15H WHICH H 
IAS NORM,116)
N=IABS(N)
EN=ELOAT(N) £ REN=SQRT(EN) E MAXR = IFIX(REN)+ 1 £ MAXE=MAXR/2+1 
85 MAXF=MINO(lOO.MAXE)
C...MAXF IS AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OE DISTINCT PRIME FACTORS 
C...OF M.
CALL f a c t o r (N,NE,NP.MAXF,NEC)
C...NFC IS THE EXACT NUMBER OF DISTINCT PRIME FACTORS OE N. N P (I) IS THE 
QO C...POWER TO WHICH N E (I) IS A FACTOR OF N.
C...NOW f i n d  m a x  WHICH IS THE LARGEST NUMBER OF 
C...(E:E=R OR R**3 WHERE R IS A FACTOR OF N) .
I7FRO=0
lE(ICHECK.EQ.-l) GO TO 15 
95 IF(MAX.NE.MBX) 60 TO 17
15 MRX=1
DO 2 11=1,NEC 
IF(NP(II).LT.3) GO TO 21 
MBXX1=MF(II)**3 
100 IF(MBXX1.LT.500) GO TO 22
27
21 MRXX1=NF(II)
IF(MRXX1.GT.500) GO TO 2
22 MBX=MAXO(MBX,MBXX1)
2 CONTINUE
105 IF(MBX.GT.I) GO TO 1
PRINT 105,ICHECK 
105 FORMAT(IX,2HE+,12,29H HAS NO FACTORS LESS THAN 500)
m a x =m b x
GO TO 20




109 FORMAT;IX,49H ALL INTEGERS WITH NORM OE ABSOLUTE VALUE BETWEEN,15,
115 14H AN0,I5,25H INCLUSIVE ARE CALCULATED)
C...ALL INTEGERS WITH NORM BETWEEN MLX AND MAX ARE NOW CALCULATED.
DO 3 INORM=MLX,MAX 
IE(IM0RM.EQ.2) GO TO R
FN0RM=FL0AT(IN0RM) £ RNORM=SQRT(FNORM) £ NNORM=IEIX(RNORM)
120 DO 7 INM=2,NN0PM
IE{M0D(IN0RM,INM).EQ.O) GO TO 9 
7 CONTINUE 
GO TO 8
9 MAP(IN0RM,1)=MAPC £ NN0RM=IN0RM/2
125 C .... HAVING REACHED THIS POINT INORM IS COMPOSITE SO FIND THE ALGEBRAIC
C .....INTEGERS OE NORM INORM BY CONSIDERING THE PRIME FACTORS OE INORM.
C .....MAP(INORM,1) IS THE FIRST POSITION IN THE ARRAYS (IP,IR,IS) IN
C .....WHICH AN INTEGER OF NORM INORM APPEARS. NNORM IS THE GREATEST
C .....POSSIBLE PROPER RATIONAL INTEGRAL FACTOR OE INORM.
130 IP(MARC)=0 £ IP(MARC)=0 £ IS(MAPC)=1
C .....SET THIS FIRST POSITION INITIALLY TO 1 SO THAT AS PRIME FACTORS OF
C .....INORM ARE FOUND, THE ALGEBRAIC INTEGERS OE NORM THESE PRIMES
C .....RAISED TO THE POWER TO WHICH THEY DIVIDE INORM CAN BE MULTIPLIED
C .....TOGETHER SO THAT ALL THE INTEGERS OF NORM INORM ARE FOUND.
135 MAPC=MAPC+1 £ IINORM=TNORM
C...IINORM IS SET TO INORM HERE SO THAT AS PRIME FACTORS OF INORM ARE 
C...FOUND IINORM MAY BE DIVIDED BY A SUITABLE POWER OF THAT PRIME WHILE 
C...SAVING INORM.
DO 50 INM=2,NNORM
140 C .... LOOK FOR A FACTOR OE IINORM I.E. A PRIME FACTOR OF INORM.
IF(MOD(IINORM.INM).NE.0) GO TO 50
C .....HAVING FOUND A PRIME FACTOR, FIND TO WHAT POWER, INPW, IT DIVIDES
C .....IINORM.
INPW=0
145 81 IF(MOD(IINORM,INM).NE.0) GO TO 80
IIN0RM=IIN0RM/INM £ INPW=INPW+1 
GO TO 81
80 IF(MAR(INM,1).EQ.-l) GO TO 51 
ISM=MAP(INM,2)-MAP(INM,1)+1
150 IF(ISM.EQ.l) GO TO 52
28
IFdSM.EQ.?) GO TO 53
C .....HAVING REACHED THIS POINT INM HAS THREE DISTINCT ALGEBRAIC FACTORS
C .....SO ALL ALGEBRAIC INTEGERS OE NORM INM**INPW ARE PUT IN THE ARRAYS
C  ( I P W d R W d S W )  .
155 ISl=MAP(INMd) £ IS2=IS1 + 1 £ IS3=IS2+1
IPSl = IPdSl) £ IRS1 = IR(IS1) £ ISSl = ISdSl)
IPS?=IP(IS?) E IRS2=IRdS2) £ ISS2=ISdS2)
IPS3=IPdS3) E IRS3=IR(IS3) £ ISS3=IS(IS3)
IKJPWP=INPW+1 £ IWC=0 
160 DO 82 JMAP1P=1,INPWP
JMAP1=JMAP1P-1 
LTMIT=INPWP-JMAP1 
DO A2 JMAP2P=1,LIMIT 
JMAP2=JMAP2P-1 
165 JMAP3=1NPW-(JMAP1+JMAP2) £ IWC=IWC+1
IE dWC.GT. 100) GO TO 97 
IPWP=0 £ IPWP=0 £ ISWP=1 
I F (JMAPI.e O.O) g o to 84 
DO 83 JPW=1,JMAP1
170 CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP,ISWP,IPS1,IRS1,ISS1,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
IPWP=IPWW £ IPWP=IRWW £ ISWP=ISWW
83 CONTINUE
84 IE(JMAP2.EQ.0) GO TO 86 
DO 85 JPW=1,JMAP2
1 7 5  C A L L  M U L T C ( I P W P , I R W P , I S W P , I P S 2 , I R S 2 , I S S 2 , I P W W , I R W W , I S W W )
IPWP=IPWW £ IRWP=IRWW £ ISWP=ISWW
85 CONTINUE
86 IE(JMAP3.EO.O) GO TO 89 
DO 87 JPW=1,JMAP3
180 CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP,ISWP,IPS3,IRS3,ISS3,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
IPWP=TPWW £ IRWP=IRWW £ ISWP=ISWW
87 CONTINUE
89 I P W d W C ) = I P W P  £ I R W d W C ) = I R W P  E I S W d W C ) = I S W P  
8 2  C O N T I N U E
185 C...THERE ARE IWC INTEGERS OE NORM INM**INPW CONTAINED IN ( I P W d R W d S W ) .
GO TO 99 
53 ISl=MAP(INMd) £ IS2=IS1 + 1
IPS1=IP(IS1) £ IRS1=IR(IS1) £ ISS1=IS(IS1)
IPS2=IP(IS2) £ IRS2=IR(IS2) £ ISS2=IS(IS2)
190 C  HAVING REACHED THIS POINT INM HAS TWO DISTINCT ALGEBRAIC FACTORS.
INPWP=INPW+1 £ IWC=0 
DO 92 JMAP1P=1,INPWP 
j m a p i =j m a r i p - i
JMAP2=INPW-JMAP1 £ IWC=IWC+1 
195 lE(IWC.GT.lOO) GO TO 97
IPWP=0 £ IRWP=0 £ ISWP=1 
IE(JMAPI.EO.O) GO TO 94 
DO 93 JPW=1,JMAP1
CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP,ISWP,IPS1,IRS1,ISS1,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
200 IRWP=IPWW £ IRWP=IRWW £ ISWP=ISWW
29
93 CONTINUE
94 IF(JMAP2.EQ.0) GO TO 91 
DO 95 JPW=1,JMAP2
CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP.ISWP,IPS2,IPS2,ISS2,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
205 IPWP=IPWW e IRWP=IRWW £ 1SWP=ISWW
95 CONTINUE
91 IPW(IWC)=IPWP £ IRW(IWC)=IRWP £ ISW(IWC)=ISWP
9 2  C O N T I N U E
C .... t h e r e  a r e n o w  IWC INTEGERS WITH NORM INM*«INPW.
210 GO TO 99
52 IMAP=MAP(INM,1)
IPS1=IP(IMAP) £ IRS1=IR(IMAP) £ ISS1=I S (IMAP)
C  HAVING REACHED THIS POINT INM HAS JUST ONE LINEAR FACTOR.
IFdNoW.EO.l) GO TO 55 
215 IF(MOD(IDET,INM).EO.O) GO TO 55
C .....INM DIVIDES THE DISCRIMINANT OF THE FIELD IF AND ONLY IF INM HAS A
C .... SQUARE FACTOR, I.E. IN THIS INSTANCE IE INM IS THE CUBE OF AN
C .... ALGEBRAIC INTEGER. HENCE IF INM DOES NOT DIVIDE IDET THEN INM HAS
C .... ONE LINEAR AND ONE QUADRATIC FACTOR.
220 CALL MULTC(IPSl,1RS),ISS1,IPS1,IRS1,ISS1,IPL2,IRL2,ISL2)
CALL Dive(0,0,INM,IPSl,IRSl,I SSI,IPQ,IRQ,I SO)
C .... (IPL2.IRL2,ISL2) AND (IRQ,IRQ,ISO) ARE THE TWO DISTINCT ALGEBRAIC
C .... i n t e g e r s  OF NORM INM**2.
IF(MOD(INPW,2).EQ.O) GO TO 56 
225 INPW2=(INPW-1)/2 £ IMPW=1 € GO TO 57
56 INPW2=INPW/2 £ INPW=0
57 INPW2R=INRW2+1 £ IWC=0 




IE(IWC.GT.100) GO TO 97 
IPWP=n £ IRWP=0 £ ISWR=1 
IE(JMAPI.EO.O) GO TO 65 
235 DO 66 JPW=1,JMAR1
CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP,ISWP,IPL2.IRL2,ISL2,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
IPWP=TPWW £ IRWP=IRWW E ISWP=ISWW 
66 CONTINUE
65 IE(JMAP2.EQ.0) GO TO 63
240 DO 68 JPW=1,JMAP2
CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP,ISWP,IPQ,IRQ,ISO,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
IPWP=TPWW £ IRWP=IRWW £ ISWP=ISWW 
68 CONTINUE
63 IPW(IWC)=IPWP £ IRW(IWC)=IRWP £ ISW(IWC)=ISWP 
245 64 CONTINUE
C  IWC IS THE NUMBER OE INTEGERS WITH NORM INM«*PW WHERE PW=INPW IE
C ..... INPW WAS EVEN AND INPW-1 IF INPW WAS ODD.
IF(INPW.EQ.O) GO TO 99 
GO TO 67
250 55 IWC=1 £ IPW(IWC)=0 € IRW(IWC)=0 £ ISW(IWC)=1
30
c .... 55 IS REACHED EITHER IE INPW WAS ORIGINALLY 1 OR IE INM HAS NO
C .... QUADRATIC FACTOR . IN EITHER OF THESE CASES IF PA IS THE ALGEBRAIC
C .... INTEGER OE NORM INM THEN PA**INPW IS THE ONLY INTEGER OE NORM
C .... INM**INPW.
255 67 DO 62 JWC=1,IWC
IPWP=IPW(JWC) £ IRWP=IPW(JWC) £ ISWP=ISW(JWC)
DO 69 JPW=1,INPW
CALL MULTC(IPWP,IRWP,ISWP,IPSl,IRSl,ISS1,IPWW,IRWW,ISWW)
IPWP=IPWW £ IPWP=IRWW £ ISWP=ISWW 
260 69 CONTINUE
IPW(JWC)=IPWP £ IRW(JWC)=IRWP £ ISW(JWC)=ISWP 
6? CONTINUE
C .... IWC IS THE NUMBER OE ALGEBRAIC INTEGERS OF NORM INM**INPW.
99 MPC=MAPC-i £ LMAP=MAP(INORM,1) £ KMAP=MAPC-LMAP
265 DO BB JMAP=LMAP,MPC
IPP=IP(JMAP) £ IRR=IR(JMAP) £ ISS=IS(JMAP)
DO 88 JPW=],IWC 
KMAP1=JMAP+(JRW-1)*KMAP 
IF(KMAP1.GT.2000) GO TO 90 




IF(MAPC.LE.2000) GO TO 96 
275 90 PRINT 900,MAX
900 FORMAT(IX,68HM0RE THAN 2000 INTEGERS WITH NORM AT MOST MAX IE MAX 
IIS GREATER THAN,15)
GO TO 16 
96 I E (IINORM.FO.1) GO TO 61
280 GO TO 50
51 IF(MOD(INPW,3).NE.0) GO TO 60
C .... THIS POINT IS REACHED IE INM HAS NO ALGEBRAIC FACTORS, THUS THE
C .... ONLY POSSIBLE INTEGERS WITH NORM DIVISIBLE BY INM ARE POWERS OF
C .... INM. t h u s  THERE ARE ONLY INTEGERS OE NORM INM**INPW AND SO OF
285 C ..... INORM IF INPW IS A MULTIPLE OE 3.
INWP=INPW/3 £ MPC=MAPC-1 £ LMAP=MAP(INORM,1)
DO 58 JMAP=LMAP,MPC
IPU=IP(JMAP) £ IRU=IR(JMAP) £ ISU=IS(JMAP)
DO 59 JPW=1,INWP 
290 IPP=IRU £ IRR=IRU £ ISS=ISU
CALL MULTC(IPP,IRR,ISS,0,0,INM,IPU,IRU,ISU)
59 CONTINUE
IP(JMAP)=IPU £ IR(JMAP)=IRU £ IS(JMAP)=ISU 
58 CONTINUE
295 IE(MARC.GT.2000) GO TO 90
IE(IINORM.EQ.l) GO TO 61 
50 CONTINUE
60 MAPC=MAP(INORM, 1) £ MA P (INORM,1)=-l £ GO TO 3
C...MAP(INORM,1)=-1 INDICATES THAT THERE ARE NO INTEGERS OF NORM INORM. 
300 61 MAP(IN0RM,2)=MAPC-1 £ GO TO 3
31
c...MAP(INORM,2) IS THE LAST POSITION IN THE ARRAYS (IP.IR.IS) IN WHICH 
C...AN INTEGER OF NORM INORM APPEARS.
97 PRINT 901,INORM 
901 FORMAT(IX.71HTHERE ARE MORE THAN 100 INTEGERS OF NORM P**A WHERE P 
305 1**A IS A FACTOR OE.IS)
GO TO 16 
8 CALL IDEAL(INORM,ISC)
C...THIS ROINT IS REACHED WHEN INORM IS A RATIONAL RRIME, ITS ALGEBRAIC 
C...FACTORS ARE NOW CALCULATED. THERE ARE ISC SUCH FACTORS WHERE ISC IS 
310 C...AT MOST 3.
IF(ISC.NE.0) GO TO 70 
C...IF INORM IS ALSO AN ALGEBRAIC PRIME THEN THERE ARE NO INTEGERS OE 
C...MORM INORM.
MAP(INORM,1)=-1 £ GO TO 3 
315 70 MAP(INORM,1)=MAPC
DO 10 IFILL=1,1SC
AA=A(TFILL) £ BB=B(IFILL) £ CC=C(IFILL)
DD=D(IEILL) £ EE=E(IFILL) £ FE=E(IFILL)
CALL PRIN(INORM)
320 IP(MAPC)=IPP £ IR(MAPC)=IRP £ IS(MAPC)=ISS
MAPC=MAPC+1
IE(MARC.LE.2000) GO TO 10 
IF (IFILL.EQ.ISC) IZER0=1 
PRINT 900,MAX 






17 DO 6 11 = 1,NFC
C...PUN THROUGH THE POSSIBLE NORM VALUES FOR FACTORS OF E+ICHECK-1 
MP=NP(II) E MF=NF(II)
IF(ME.LE.3) GO TO 23 
335 IE(ME.GT.MAX) GO TO 6
IF(MAP(ME,1).EQ.-l) GO TO 23 
CALL TEST
IE(EUCLID.EQ.l) GO TO 40 
C...IF THE EUCLIDEAN PROPERTY OF THE FIELD IS STILL UNKNOWN FIND IE 
340 C...MF**3 IS A FACTOR OF NORM(IM*Y+JM*X+KM) OTHERWISE STOP.
23 IF(MP.LT.3) GO TO 6 
C...MF**3 DOES NOT DIVIDE NORM(IM*Y+JM*X+KM) GO ON TO NEXT POSSIBLE 
C...PRIME NORM VALUE.
MF=MF**3 £ MP=1 
345 IE(ME.GT.MAX) GO TO 6
CALL TEST
IF(EUCLID.EQ.l) GO TO 40 
6 CONTINUE
C...NOW AS POSSIBLE NORM VALUES OF THE MODULI TO BE CONSIDERED WE HAVE 
350 C...GONE THROUGH ALL THE PRIME FACTORS OF IM*Y+JM*X+KM AND THEIR CUBES.
32
c . . . H A V I N G  R E A C H E D  N O  C O N C L U S I O N  WE GO  O N  T O  A C O N S I D E R A T I O N  O E  T H E
C . . . F A C T O R S  O F  E +1  IE I M * Y + J M * X + K M = E - 1 A N D  E N D  O T H E R W I S E .
20 l E ( I C H E C K . E O . l )  G O  TO 30
I C H E C K = 1  E I M = I  E J M = J  E K M = K + 1  
3 5 5  G O  T O  31
30 P R I N T  1 06
1 06  F O R M A T ; I X , 3 0 H N O  C O N C L U S I O N  H A S  B E E N  R E A C H E D )
G O  T O  40 
E N D
33
S U B R O U T I N E  B A S E  
d o u b l e  l U B M d O B D  
C O M M O N / D l / I  A, I B d C ,  I N D E X d D E T  
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / I L 1 , I L 2 , I L 3 , I T 1 , I T 2 , I T 3 , I P 1 , I P 2 , I P 3  
5 C O M M O N / D 1 0 / H , 7 Z , H H H / 0 9 / I Q , I N N , 0 , V 2
C O M M O N / D  1 5 / 1 U R N , I O B , I O B D S / D 1 6 / 1 U B M , l O B D  
C . . . W H E N  C O N S I D E R I N G  T H E  F I E L D  K(X )  S U P P O S E  H = 3 * X - I A  T H E N  H S A T I S F I E S  AN 
C . . . E Q U A T I O N  H * * 3 - I Q * H - I N N = 0 .  F I N D  H A N D  H * * 2 - I Q  F O R  U S E  IN T H E  
C. . . S U B R O U T I N E  P R I N .
10 I Q = 3 * I A * I A - 9 * I B
I N | N = ? 7 * I C - 9 * I A * I B  + 2*I A * I A * I A  
Q = F L O A T ( I Q )
V l = 0 / 3 . 0  
V ? = F L O A T ( I N N )
IB V 3 = S Q R T ( V 2 * * 2 - 4 . 0 * V 1 * * 3 )
V 4 = ( V 2 + V 3 ) / 2 . 0 
V B = ( V 2 - V 3 ) / 2 . 0  
IF ( V 4 . N E . 0.0) G O  T O  51 
V 6 = 0 . 0  £ G O  T O  5 2  
20 51 D = 1 . 0
I F ( V 4 . G E . 0 . 0 )  GO TO  5 3  
V 4 = - V 4  £ D = - 1 . 0
53 V 6 = E X P ( ( A L O G ( V 4 ) ) / 3 . 0 ) * D  
5 2  IF ( V 5 . N E . 0.0) G O  TO 5 4
25  V 7 = 0 . 0  £ G O  TO 55
5 4  D = 1 . 0
I F ( V 5 . G E . 0 . 0 )  G O  TO 56  
V 5 = - V 5  £ D = - l . O  
5 6  V 7 = E X P ( ( A L O G ( V 5 ) ) / 3 . 0 ) * D  
30 5 5  H = V 6 + V 7  £ H H H = H * H
Z Z = H H H - Q
C . . . N O W  F I N D  IT A N D  IS S U C H  T H A T  ( 1 , X , Y ) ,  W H E R E  Y = ( X * X + I T * X + I S ) / I N D E X ,  
C . . . I S  A B A S I S  F O R  T H E  F I E L D .
IN=IMOEX
35  I N 2 = I N * * 2  £ I N 3 = I N 2 * I N
K]=IA*IA-2-"-IB £ K 2  = I A * I C  £ K 3 = I B * I C  
K 4 = I B * I B - 2 * I A * I C  £ K 5 = I A * I B - 3 * I C  £ I C 2 = I C * I C  
I F ( I N D E X . N E . 1) G O  TO 1 
I T = 0  £ I S = 0  £ GO TO 2 
40  1 D O  3 I T C = 1 , I N
I T = I T C - 1  
D O  4 I S C = 1 , I N  
I S = I S C - 1
J A = K 1 + I T * I A + 3 * I S  
4 5  I F ( M 0 D ( J A , I N ) . N E . O )  G O  T O  4
j p = K 4 + I T * * 2 * I B + 3 * I S * * 2 + I T * K 5 + 2 * I S * K l + 2 * I S * I T * I A  
I F ( M 0 D ( J B , I N 2 ) . N E . O )  G O  TO 4
J C = I S * * 3 + I T * * 3 * I C + I C * * 2 + I S * * 2 * I T * I A + I S * K 4 + I S * I T * * 2 * I 8 + I T * I B * I C  
1 + I T * * 2 * I A * I C + I S * * 2 * K 1 + I S * I T * K 5  







G O  TO 2 
4 C O N T I N U E  
3 C O N T I N U E
C . . . N O W  F I N D  T H E  C O E F F I C I E N T S  O E  Y . X  A N D  1 IN T H E  E X P R E S S I O N S  F O R  Y*Y, 
C...X*X A N D  X*Y...
C . . .  Y*Y=IL1*Y+IL2*X+IL3
r . . .  x*X=ITl*Y+IT2«X+IT3
C . . .  X*Y=IP1*Y+IP2*X+IP3
2 I T 1 = I M D E X  
IT2=-IT 
I T 3 = - T S
M L = 2 * I A * I T + I A * I A + 2 * I S + I T * I T - I B
I L 1 = M L / I N
I L 2 = ( - I T * M L + 2 * I S * I T + I C - 2 * I B * I T - I A * I B ) / I N 2  
I L 3 = ( - I S * M L + 2 * I C * I T + I A * I C + I S * I S ) / I N 2  
M P = I A + I T  
I P 1 = M P
I P 2 = (I S - I R - I T * M P ) / I N  
I P 3 = ( I C - I S * M P ) / I N  
C . . . F I N D  AN U P P E R  B O U N D ,  A P O W E R  O F  10* F O R  T H E  A R G U M E N T S  O F  D N O R M  
C . . . W H I C H  W I L L  N O T  G I V E  R I S E  TO O V E R F L O W .
K 1 P = I A B S ( K 1 )  E K 4 P = I A B S ( K 4 )  £ K 5 P = I A 8 S ( K 5 )
N F = M A X O ( K 1 P , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 P . K 5 P , I C 2 )
I O N F = T O F ( N E )
I 0 N S = ( 2 9 - I 0 N F ) / 3
I U B N = 1 0 * * I O N S
C . . . N O W  F I N D  A N  U P P E R  B O U N D  F O R  T H E  A R G U M E N T S  O E  M U L T 2 .
I O A = I A B S ( I Q )  £ I N N A = I A B S ( I N N )
N O N = M A X O (I O A , INNA)
I Q N = I O F ( N O N )
I 0 M S = 2 9 - I 0 N  
I U B M = 1 0 . 0 D 0 * * I O M S  
C . . . F I N D  S I M I L A R  B O U N D S  F O R  T H E  A R G U M E N T S  O E  M U L T C , D I V C  A N D  D I V C D .  
I L 1 A = I A B S ( I L l )  £ I L 2 A = I A B S ( I L 2 )  £ I L 3 A = I A B S (IL3)
I T 1 A = I A B S ( I T 1 )  £ I T 2 A = I A B S ( I T 2 )  £
I P 1 A = I A B S ( I P 1 )  £ I P 2 A = I A B S ( I P 2 )  £
I O B L = M A X O ( I L 1 A , I L 2 A , I L 3 A )
I O R T = M A X 0 ( I T 1 A . I T 2 A , I T 3 A )
I O B R = M A X 0 ( I R 1 A , I P 2 A , I P 3 A )
I O B A S = M A X 0 ( I O B L , I O B T , I O B P )
1 0 B S S = I 0 F ( I 0 B A S )
I 0 P S = 1 4 - I 0 B S S  
I O B = I O * * I O B S
I F ( I O B L . G T . I O B P )  G O  T O  20 
I F (l O B P . G T . l O B T )  G O  T O  21 
I O B A S = I O P P * I O B T  
G O  TO 22 
21 I O B A S = I O B P * I O B P  
G O  T O  2 2  
20 IF ( l O B P . G T . I O B T )  G O  T O  2 3
I T 3 A = I A B S ( I T 3 )
I P 3 A = I A B S ( I P 3 )
35
I O B A S  = I OBL-»IOBT ' -H-
r Jê —  - : ■ : e
23 ::B::=:5BL:T0B;"^ '^ v5:^ ?;
2? IOBSS=IOF(IOBAS) W.- Mr^SI^LS
1 0 5  I 0 R S = 1 4 - I 0 R S S  £ I 0 B S D = 2 9 - I 0 R S S  ' ' ' : K  I".
1 0 8 0 5  = 1 0 * * 1 0 8 5  £ I 0 8 D = 1 G . 0 0 0 * * l O B S D  Z I
R F T U R M
E N D  -







C . . . T H E  S U B R O U T I N E  F A C T O R  F I N D S  T H E  F A C T O R S  O E  N N  W H I C H  A R E  L E S S  T H A N  
C . . . S O O  A N D  P U T S  T H E M  IN T H E  A R R A Y  N F.  N P ( I ) IS T H E  P O W E R  T O  W H I C H  N F (I ) 
C . . . I S  A F A C T O R  O E  N N .  N L  IS AN U P P E R  B O U N D  O N  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  P O S S I B L E  
5 C . . . D I S T I N C T  P R I M E  F A C T O R S  O E  NN. F R O M  T H E  M A I N  P R O G R A M  N L  IS AT M O S T
C . . . 1 0 0 .
D I M E N S I O N  N F ( N L )  . N P ( N L )
N = N N
E N = E L O A T ( N )  £ R N = S Q R T ( E N )  £ N R = I F I X ( R N )
10 C . . . N R  IS T H E  G R E A T E S T  I N T E G E R  L E S S  T H A N  S Q R T ( N )  A N D  S O  N C A N  H A V E  AT
C . . . M O S T  O N E  F A C T O R  G R E A T E R  T H A N  N R.
1 =0  E J F = 1
3 J F = J F + 1  £ J P = 0  
I F ( J F . G T . N R )  G O  TO 6
IS I E (J F . G T . 5 0 0 )  G O  TO 7
1 I F ( M O D ( N , J F ) . N E . O )  G O  T O  4
J P = J P + 1  £ N = N / J F
E N = F L 0 A T ( N )  £ R N = S Q R T ( E N )  £ N R = I E I X ( R N )
I F ( N . N E . l )  G O  T O  1 
2 0  G O  TO 5
4 I F ( J R . E Q . O )  G O  T O  3
1 = 1 + 1  £ N F ( I ) = J E  E N P ( I ) = J P  
I F ( I . G E . N L )  G O  T O  7 
G O  T O  3 
2 5  6 J F = N  E J P= 1
5  1 = 1 + 1  £ N F ( I ) = J F  £ N P ( I ) = J P  
7 R E T U R N
E N D
37
S U B R O U T I N E  I D E A L ( N , ISC)
I N T E G E R  A , B . C , D , E , G  
C . . . I D E A L  E I N D S  T H E  I D E A L S  ( A ( I ) , R ( I ) * X + C ( I ) , 0 ( I ) * Y + E ( I ) * X + G ( I ) )  
C . . . E O R  1 = 1 . I S C  O F  N O R M  N W H E R E  M IS A R A T I O N A L  P R I M E ,  H E N C E  
5 r . . . I S C = 0 , 1,2. O R  3.
C O M M O N / D  1 /I A , I B , I C , L , I D E T  
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / K X , K Y , K Z , I X , I Y , I Z , J X , J Y , J Z  
C O M M O N / D l l / A ( 3 ) , B ( 3 ) , C ( 3 ) , D ( 3 ) , F ( 3 ) , G ( 3 )  
d i m e n s i o n  M Y ( 6 , 3 )
10 C . . . N O R L ( K B ) = N 0 R M ( X * * 2 + K T * X + K B ) / L
N O R L ( K B ) = ( I C * I C + I C * K T * K T * K T + K B * K B * K B + I B * I C * K T + ( I B * I B - 2 * I A * I C ) * K B  
1 + ( I A * I C + I B * K 8 ) * K T * K T + ( ( I A * I A - 2 * I B ) + I A * K T ) * K B * K B + ( I A * I B - 3 * I C ) * K T  
2 * K B ) / ( L * L * L )
C. . . N O R N  ( J) = N O R M  (X. + J)
IS N O R N (  ))=IC + J * ( I B  + J * ( I A  + J ) )
I M D E X = L
K T = - I Y  f K S = - I Z
20
35
C * * * *  S E C T I O N  1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I S C  = 0
C . . . . L O O R  E O R  V A L U E S  OF J I.E. C ( I S C )
D O  4 J J = ] , N  
J = J J - 1
2 5  C . . . N  M U S T  D I V I D E  N O R M ( X + J )
I E ( M O D ( N O R N ( J ) , N ) . N E . O )  G O  TO 4
C . . . . L O O R  F O R  V A L U E S  O F  K I.E. G ( I S C )
0 0  6 K K = 1 . N  
K = K K - 1
30 K B = K * L + K S
C . . . . N M U S T  D I V I D E  N O R M ( Y  + K ) . . . . .
I E ( M O D ( N O R L ( K B ) , N ) . N E . O )  G O  T O  6
C * * * *  S E C T I O N  2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C   M U L T I P L E S  O E  I D E A L  M E M B E R S  B Y  I N T E G E R S  M U S T  B E  I D E A L  M E M B E R S
C . . . . M Y ( I T , 1 ) * Y  + M Y ( I T , 2 ) * X + M Y ( I T , 3 )  IS T H E  P R O D U C T  O F  O N E  O E  (X,Y)
C . . . . W I T H  O N E  O E  T H E  B A S I S  E L E M I N T S  O F  T H E  I D E A L .  IT V A R I E S  E R O M  1 TO
C . . . . 6 SO  T H A T  E V E R Y  C A S E  IS C O N S I D E R E D .
M Y ( 1 , 1 ) = 0  £ M Y ( 1 , 2 ) = N  £ M Y ( 1 , 3 ) = 0  £ M Y ( 2 , 1 ) = N  £ M Y ( 2 , 2 ) = 0  
M Y ( 2 , 3 ) = 0  £ M Y ( 3 , 1 ) = I X  £ M Y ( 3 , 2 ) = J + I Y  £ M Y ( 3 , 3 ) = I Z  £ M Y ( 4 , 1 ) = J + J X  
M Y ( 4 , 2 ) = J Y  £ M Y ( 4 , 3 ) = J Z  £ M Y ( 5 , 1 ) = J X  £ M Y ( 5 , 2 ) = J Y + K  £ M Y ( 5 , 3 ) = J Z  
M Y ( 6 , 1 ) = K X + K  £ M Y ( 6 , 2 ) = K Y  £ M Y ( 6 , 3 ) = K Z  
D O  B I T = 1 . 6
C . . . C H E C K S  t h a t  M Y ( I T , 1 ) * Y + M Y ( I T , 2 ) * X + M Y ( I T , 3 )  B E L O N G S  T O  T H E  I D E A L .  
N A = M Y ( I T , 1 )  £ N B = M Y ( I T , 2 )  £ N C = M Y ( I T , 3 )
N C = N C - N A * K - N B * J  
I F ( M O D ( N C , N ) . N E . O )  G O  TO 6 
fi C O N T I N U E
I S C = I S C + 1
38
55
A(TSC)=N £ B(TSC)=1 £ C(ISC)=J £ D(ISC)=1 £ E(ISC)=0 £ G(ISC)=K 
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s3^ _
f, ' ; G
Ss^ .
U  LL-b - : : .
mrn^-
4=^ 39
S U B R O U T I N E  P R I N ( I N K )
D O U B L E  X , Y , Z , D A , D B , D C , D D , D E , D F , D G , D H , D I , Y 2  
D O U B L E  l U B M d O B D  
D O U B L E  D A X M U L , D X M U L 1 , D X M U L 2  
5 D O U B L E  D D A , D D B , D D C
C O M M O N / D I / I A , I B , I C , I N D E X , I D E T  
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / K X , K Y , K Z , I X , I Y , I Z , J X , J Y , J Z  
C 0 M M 0 N / D 7 / M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , A , B , C / D 8 / M B ( 3 )
C O M M O N / D  1 0 / H ,Z Z ,H H H / D 9 / 1 Q , I N ,Q ,R N  
10 C 0 M M 0 N / D 1 2 / J A , J B , J C , J D , J E , J E , J P , J R , J S
C O M M O N / D  1 6 / l U B M , I O B D
C O M M O N / D 2 0 / M U 1 , M U 2 , M U 3 , N U 1 , N U 2 , N U 3 , I G U l  
D I M E N S I O N  L I (8) , I A N ( 3 , 9 9 ) , J A N ( 3 , 9 9 ) , N P ( 9 9 ) , K (4,3)
C . . . R H O  IS T H E  S Q U A R E  O E  T H E  D I S T A N C E  O E  T H E  P O I N T  U + V * H + W * H * * 2  F R O M  
15 C . . . T H E  r e a l  a x i s .
R H O ( U , V , W ) = ( ( U + W * Q ) * * 2 - V * ( V * Q + W * R N ) ) + ( W * W * R N - V * U ) * H  
1 + ( V * V - W * ( U + W * Q ) ) * H H H  
N =1
2 0 c * * * *  S E C T I O N  1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
L I ( 1 ) = J A  E L I ( 4 ) = 0  £ L I ( 3 ) = J B * I N D E X  £ L I ( 2 ) = J C * I N D E X  
L I ( 7 ) = J D  £ L I ( 6 ) = J E * I N D E X - I Y * L I ( 7 )
L I ( 5 ) = J F * I N D E X - I Z * L I ( 7 )  £ L I ( 8 ) = I N D E X  
2 5  C . . . B A S I S  E O R  L A T T I C E  IS [ 1 , ( M 1 + M 2 * H + M 3 * H * * 2 ) / I G , ( N 1 + N 2 * H + N 3 * H * * 2 ) / I G 1
I G = 9 * L I ( 1 ) * L I ( 8 )  £ M 1 = 9 * L I ( 2 ) + 3 * I A * L I ( 3 ) + L I ( 4 ) * I A * I A  
N 1 = 9 * L I ( 5 ) + 3 * I A * L I ( 6 ) + L I ( 7 ) * I A * I A  
M 2 = 3 * L I ( 3 ) + 2 * L I ( 4 ) * I A  
N 2 = 3 * L I ( 6 ) + 2 * L I ( 7 ) * I A  
30 M 3 = L I (4) £ N 3 = L I (7)
C   A . B . C  A R E  C O E F E I C I E N T S  O F  T H E  A S S O C I A T E D  B I N A R Y  Q U A D R A T I C  F O R M
A = B = C = 0 .
C . . . P A R T S  ( I ) , . . . ( V I I I )  A R E  T H E  S T E P S  O F  V O R O N O I ' S  A L G O R I T H M  AS 
C . . . D E S C R I B E D  IN D E L O N E  A N D  F A D D E E V .
3 5  C . . . .  ( I ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C   T E S T  T H A T  M 2 * N 3 - M 3 # N 2  IS G R E A T E R  T H A N  0 . . . . . . . . .
10 I F ( M 2 * N 3 - M 3 * N 2 . G T . O )  G O  TO 20 
I 1 = M 1  £ I 2 = M 2  £ 1 3=  M 3
M 1 = N 1  £ M 2 = N 2  £ M 3 =  N 3
4 0  N 1 = I 1  £ N 2 = I 2  £ N 3 = I 3
C .... ( II ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C   P R O D U C T I O N  O F  I N I T I A L  V A L U E S  O F  A , B , C . . . . . ...
20 R 1 = M 1  £ R 2 = M 2  £ R 3 = M 3
S 1 = N 1  £ S 2 = N 2  £ S 3 = N 3  
4 5  G = I G
A=R2*R2+R2*R3*H+R3*R3*ZZ
B=R?*S2+(R2*S3+R3*S2)*H*0.5*R3*S3*ZZ
C = S 2 * S 2 + S 2 * S 3 * H + S 3 * S 3 * Z Z
C . . . .  ( III ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 0  C   (Ill) A N D  (IV) F I N D  T W O  B A S I S  E L E M E N T S  O F  T H E  R E D U C E D  H E X A G O N  O F
40
C . . . 7 E L L I N G .
I F ( r .g T . O . ) G O  t o  22  
C A L L  S U B ( 0 , 1 , - 1 , 0 )
c.... ( IV ) ...........................................................
5 5  2 2  I F ( A - R . L T . O . ) G O  T O  32
I F ( C - R . G T . O . ) G O  T O  50 
3 2  I F ( A - C . G T . O . )  G O  TO 40
I D = I M T ( B / A )
C A L L  s u e d  ,- I D , 0,1)
60 G O  T O  22
4 0  I D = I N T ( P / C )
C A L L  S U B ( 1 , 0 , - 1 0 , 1 )
G O  T O  22
C . ... ( V ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 8  C . . . T O  F I N D  T H E  T W O  7 E L L I N G  H E X A G O N  B A S I S  E L E M E N T S  W H I C H  C O V E R  T H E
C . . . N E G A T I V E  'XSI* A X I S .
50 R 2 = M 2  E R 3 = M 3  £ S 2 = N 2  £ S 3 = N 3
R B = R 2 - R 3 * H  £ P D = S 2 - S 3 * H  
R U P = R D - R B
70 I E ( R R . L T . O . )  G O  TO 60
I F ( R D . L T . O . )  G O  T O  90 
I F ( R U P . G T . O . ) G O  TO 5 5  
C A L L  S U B ( 0 , - 1 , 1 , 1 )
G O  T O  90
7 5  5 5  C A L L  S U B ( - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 )
G O  T O  90 
60 I F ( R D . L T . O . )  G O  TO 70
C A L L  S U B ( - 1 , 0 , 0 , - l )
G O  T O  90
80  70 I F ( R D - R R . G T . O . )  G O  T O  80
C A L L  S U B d , l , - l , 0 )
G O  TO 90 
80 C A L L  S U B ( 0 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 )
C . . . .  (VI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 5  C . . . f i n d i n g  t h e  P I N H E A D S  C O R R E S P O N D I N G  TO ( M 1 + M 2 * H + M 3 * H * * 2 ) / I G  A N D
C. . . ( N 1 + N 2 * H  + N 3 * H * * 2 ) / I G .
9 0  R 1 = M 1  £ R 2 = M 2  £ R 3 = M 3
S 1 = N 1  £ S 2 = M 2  £ S 3 = N 3
T = ( R 1 + R 2 * H + R 3 * H H H ) / G
9 0 I = I F I X ( T )
I F ( T . G T . O . )  G O  T O  4 0 0 1  
1 = 1 - 1
4 0 0 1  M 1 = M 1 - I * I G  
S = ( S 1 + S 2 * H + S 3 * H H H ) / G
9 5  I = I F I X ( S )
I F ( S . G T . O . )  G O  T O  4 0 0 2  
1 = 1-1
4 0 0 2  N 1 = N 1 - I * I G
1 00  C . . . C H O O S I N G  T H E  T W O  E L E M E N T S  O F  T H E  R E D U C E D  B A S I S  O F  T H E  L A T T I C E  F R O M
41
C . . . T H E  S E V E N  P O S S I B I L I T I E S  B Y  F U N D I N G  T H E  T W O  W I T H  M I N I M U M  R H O  V A L U E .
2 0 0  R 1 = M 1  £ S 1 = N 1  £ G2=2.*G
X A = ( 2 . * ( R 1 + R 3 * 0 ) - R 2 * H - R 3 * H H H ) / G 2  
X C = ( 2 . * ( S 1 + S 3 * 0 ) - S 2 * H - S 3 * H H H ) / G 2
1 0 5  I E ( X A - 0 . 5 . G T . 0 . ) G O  T O  201
K ( 1 . 1 ) = M 1  £ K ( 1 , 2 ) = M 2  £ K ( 1 , 3 ) = M 3  
GO  T O  2 0 2
2 01  K ( 1 , 1 ) = I G - M 1  £ K ( l , 2 ) =  - M 2  £ K ( l , 3 ) =  - M 3
2 0 2  I E ( X C - 0 . 5 . G T . 0 .  ) G O  TO 2 0 3
1 1 0  K ( 2 , 1 ) = N 1  £ K ( 2 , 2 ) = N 2  £ K ( 2 » 3 ) = N 3
G O  T O  2 0 4
2 0 3  K ( 2 , 1 ) = I G - N 1  £ K ( 2 , 2 ) =  - N 2  £ K ( 2 » 3 ) =  - N 3
2 0 4  T = ( R 1 + R 2 * H + R 3 * H H H ) / G  
S = ( S 1 + S 2 » H + S 3 * H H H ) / G
1 1 5  I E ( T - S . L T . 0 . )  G O  TO 2 2 0
I F ( X A - X C . G T . 0 . 5 )  G O  T O  2 10
K ( 3 , 1 ) = M 1 - N 1  £ K ( 3 , 2 ) = M 2 - N 2  £ K ( 3 , 3 ) = M 3 - N 3
G O  T O  2 4 0
2 1 0  K ( 3 , 1 ) = I G - M 1 + N 1  £ K ( 3 , 2 ) =  - M 2 + N 2  £ K ( 3 , 3 ) =  - M 3 + N 3
1 20 G O  T O  2 4 0
2 2 0  I F ( X C - X A . G T . 0 . 5 )  G O  TO 2 30
K ( 3 , 1 ) = N 1 - M 1  £ K ( 3 , 2 ) = N 2 - M 2  £ K ( 3 , 3 ) = N 3 - M 3  
G O  T O  2 4 0
2 3 0  K ( 3 , 1 ) = I G - N 1 + M 1  £ K ( 3 , 2 ) =  - N 2 + M 2  £ K ( 3 , 3 ) =  - N 3 + M 3  
1 2 5  2 4 0  R 7 0 = R H 0 ( F L O A T ( K ( 1 , 1 ) ) , F L 0 A T ( K ( 1 , 2 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 1 ,3 1) 1
R 7 1 = R H 0 ( F L O A T ( K ( 2 , 1 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 2 , 2 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 2, 3) 1 )  
R 7 2 = R H 0 ( E L 0 A T ( K ( 3 , 1 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 3 , 2 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 3, 3) ) )
I F ( R 7 2 . L T . R Z 0 )  g o  TO 2 80  
I F ( R 7 2 . L T . R Z 1 )  g o  t o  2 6 0  
1 30  I F ( T + S . G T . 1 . ) G 0  TO 2 5 0
I E ( X A + X C . G T . 0 . 5 )  g o  t o  2 50
K ( 4 , 1 ) = M 1 + N 1  £ K ( 4 , 2 ) = M 2 + N 2  £ K ( 4 , 3 ) = M 3 + N 3  
R Z 3 = R H 0 ( F L 0 A T ( K ( 4 , 1 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 4 , 2 ) ) , F L O A T ( K ( 4, 3) ) )
I F ( R Z 3 . G T . R Z 0 )  G O  T O  2 4 5  
1 3 5  I E ( R Z 3 . G T . R Z 1 )  G O  TO 2 4 4
M 1 = K ( 4 , 1 )  € M 2 = K ( 4 , 2 )  £ M 3 = K ( 4 , 3 )
I F ( R Z O . G T . R Z l )  G O  TO 2 4 3  
N 1 = K ( 1 , 1 )  £ N 2 = K ( 1 , 2 )  £ N 3 = K ( 1 , 3 )
G O  T O  3 0 0
1 40  2 4 3  N 1 = K ( 2 , 1 )  £ N 2 = K ( 2 , 2 )  £ N 3 = K ( 2 , 3 )
G O  TO 3 00
2 4 4  M 1 = K ( 2 « 1 )  £ M 2 = K ( 2 , 2 )  £ M 3 = K ( 2 , 3 )
N 1 = K ( 4 , 1 )  £ N 2 = K ( 4 , 2 )  £ N 3 = K ( 4 , 3 )
G O  T O  3 0 0
1 4 5  2 4 5  I E ( R 7 3 . G T . R Z 1 ) G O  TO 2 5 0
M 1 = K ( 1 , 1 )  £ M 2 = K ( 1 , 2 )  £ M 3 = K ( 1 , 3 )
N 1 = K ( 4 , 1 )  £ N 2 = K ( 4 , 2 )  £ N 3 = K ( 4 , 3 )
G O  T O  3 0 0
2 5 0  I F ( R Z O . G T . P Z l )  G O  TO 2 5 5
























N1=K(2,1) R N2=K(2,2) £ N3=K(2,3) 
on TO 300 
M1=K(2,I)
N1=K(1,1)




IF(RZ1.GT.RZ2) GO TO 290 
M1=K(2,1) £ M2=K(2,2) £ M3=K(2,3) 
N1=K(3,1) £ N2=K(3,2) £ N3=K(3,3) 
GO TO 300
IF(RZ0.GT.R71) GO TO 295 







N 1 = K ( 1 , 1 )
G O  TO 3 00
2 9 5  M 1 = K ( 3 , 1 )  £ M 2 = K ( 3 , 2 )  £ M 3 = K ( 3 , 3 )
N 1 = K ( 2 , 1 )  £ N 2 = K ( 2 , 2 )  £ N 3 = K ( 2 , 3 )
( VTTI ) ..............................
3 0 0  J A N ( 1 , N ) = N 1  £ J A N ( 2 , N ) = N 2  £
I A N ( 1 , N ) = M 1  £ J A N ( 2 , N ) = M 2  £
I F ( I N K . E Q . l )  G O  TO 9 
N Q 0 = N - 1
.... F I N D  T H E  I N V E R S E  O F  T H E  S E C O N D  B A S I S  E L E M E N T , T H E  F I R S T  R E L A T I V E  
.MINIMUM O F  T H E  L A T T I C E .
8988 C A L L  I N V E R ( M l , M 2 , M 3 , J D E T )
I I = M R ( 1 ) * I G  £ I 2 = M 8 ( 2 ) * I G  £ I 3 = M B ( 3 ) * I G  
C A L L  T C F ( I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I F 1 )
C   D I V I D E  L A T T I C E  B Y  S E C O N D  B A S I S  E L E M E N T
C A L L  M U L T ( M R ( 1 ) , M B (2) ,MB ( 3 ) , N 1 , N 2 , N 3 -  
C A L L  T C F (J 1 ,J 2 , J 3 , I F 2 )
C A L L  I C F ( I F 1 , I F 2 , J D E T , I F )
M 1 = J 1 / I F  £ M 2 = J 2 / I F  £ M 3 = J 3 / I F  
N 1 = I 1 / I F  £ N 2 = I 2 / I F  £ N 3 = I 3 / I F  £ I G = J D E T / I F  
I F ( N . F Q . l )  G O  TO 501
C  C H E C K  IF T H E  O L D  L A T T I C E  IS T H E  U N I T  L A T T I C E .
I F ( I A N ( 1 , N ) . N E . M U l )  G O  TO 501 
I F ( I A N ( 2 , N ) . N E . M U 2 )  G O  TO 5 01  
I F( I  A N ( 3, N ) . N E . M U 3 )
I F ( J A N ( 1 , N ) . N E . N U l )
I F ( J A N ( 2 , N ) . N F . N U 2 )
I F ( J A N ( 3 , N ) . N E . N U 3 )
AND PRODUCE 
,J1,J2,J3)









600IF(NR (N).EQ.IGUl) GO TO 
501 N=N+1
C IF N.GT.99 PRINT DIAGNOSTIC
IF(N.LT.99) GO TO 10 
PRINT nil 
nil F0RMAT(38H LATTICE LOOP HAS 
GO TO 7
MORE than 99 MEMBERS)
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c * * * *  S E C T I O N  ? * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C . . . S E C T I O N  2 IS E N T E R E D  W H E N  T H E  L A T T I C E  L O O P  IS C O M P L E T E .  IT 
C . . . M U L T I P L I E S  A L L  T H E  R E L A T I V E  M I N I M A  T O G E T H E R  T O  G I V E  AN I N T E G E R  O F  
2 0 5  C . . . M O R M  INK.
6 0 0  D R = D C = 0  £ D A = L I ( 1 )  £ N R D = 1  
D O  7 0 0  J I M = 1 , N Q Q
D D = I A N ( 1 , J I M )  £ D E = I A N ( 2 , J I M )  £ D F = I A N ( 3 , J IM)
D D A = D A R S ( D A )  £ D D B = D A 8 S ( D 8 )  £ D D C = O A B S ( D C )
2 1 0  D X M U L 1 = D M A X 1 ( D D A , D D B , D D C )
D D A = D A B S ( D D )  £ D D R = D A B S ( D E )  £ D D C = D A 8 S ( D F )
D X M U L 2 = D M A X 1 ( D D A , D D B , D D C )
D A X M U L = D X M U L 1 * D X M U L 2  
I F ( D A X M U L . L T . T UBM) G O  TO 601 
2 1 5  P R I N T  6 5 0 . INK
6 5 0  F O R M A T ( 1 X , 1 0 ( 1 H * ) . 4 0 H D A N G E R  O F  O V E R F L O W  W I T H  I N T E G E R S  O F  N O R M , 15, 
1 1 0 ( 1 H * ) )
601 C A L L  M U L T 2 ( D A , D 8 , D C , D D , D E , D F , D G , D H , D I )
N P D = N O D * N P (JIM)
2 2 0  X = N P O
C A L L  T C F 2 ( X , D G , D H , Y )
Y ? = Y
C A L L  T C F 2 ( Y , Y 2 , D I , Z )
D A = D G / Z  £ D B = D H / Z  £ D C = D I / Z  
2 2 5  N P D = X / Z
7 0 0  C O N T I N U E
D D = D C * 9 . D 0  £ D E = 3 . D 0 * D B - D C * 6 . D 0 * I A  
D F = I A * I A * D C - I A * 0 8 + D A  £ D G = N P D  
C A L L  T C F 2 ( D G , D D , D E , D H )
2 3 0  C A L L  T C F 2 ( D H , D F , D H , D I )
D D = D D / D I  £ D E = D E / D I  E D F = D F / D I  £ D G = D G / D I  
D D A = D A B S ( D D )  £ O D B = D A B S ( D E )  £ D O C = D A B S ( D F )
I F ( D D A . G E . 1 . 0 D 1 4 )  G O  TO 701 
I F ( D O B . G E . 1 . 0 0 1 4 )  G O  TO 701 
2 3 5  I F ( D D C . L T . 1 . 0 D 1 4 )  G O  TO 7 0 2
7 01  P R I N T  6 5 0 , INK
7 0 2  J R 1 = D 0  £ J R 1 = D E  £ J S 1 = D F  £ J D = D G  
C A L L  C H A N G E ( J P 1 , J R 1 , J S 1 , J D , J P , J P , J S )
G O  T O  7
2 4 0  9 M U 1 = M 1  £ M U 2 = M 2  £ M U 3 = M 3  E N U 1 = N 1  £ N U 2 = N 2  £ N U 3 = N 3  £ I G U 1 = I G





C D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  V E R S I O N  OF M U L T
C
5 D O U B L E  A , B , C , D . E , F , G , H , I , D O , D N
C 0 M M 0 N / D 9 / I 0 , I N , Q , R N  
0 0 = 0  E D N = R N  
G = A * D + D N * ( B * F + C * E )  
H = A * E + B * D + D 0 * ( 8 * F + C * E ) + D N * C * F  
10 l = A * F + B * E + C * D + D O * C * F
R E T U R N  
E N D
45
S U B R O U T I N E  C H A N G E ( I , J , K , L , I I , J 1 . K l )
C . . . C H A N G E  F I N D S  I 1 , J 1 , K 1  S U C H  T H A T  I I * Y + J I * X + K 1 = ( I * X * * 2 + J * X + K ) / L ,  
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / I L 1 , I L 2 , I L 3 , I T 1 , I T 2 , I T 3 , I P 1 , I P 2 , I P 3  
I 1 = ( I * I T 1 ) / L  £ J 1 = ( I * I T 2 + J ) / L  £ K 1 = ( I * I T 3 + K ) / L




C . . . T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  T R I E S  C O N G R U E N C E S  T O  M O D U L I  O F  N O R M  M F  W H E R E  M E  IS A 
C . . . F A C T O R  O F  N O R M (E +1  C H E C K ) A N D  S E T S  E U C L I D  T O  1 IF N O T  A L L  T H E  R E S I D U E  
C . . . C L A S S E S  T O  O N E  O F  T H E  M O D U L I  O F  N O R M  M F  C O N T A I N  A N  I N T E G E R  O F  N O R M  
S C . . . L E S S  T H A N  M F.
I N T E G E R  E U C L I D
D O U B L E  I M . J M , K M , J P , J R , J S
C 0 M M 0 N / D 3 / M F , M P , M A R (50 0, 2 )
C O M M O M / D 4 / I P ( 2 0 0 Q ) , I P ( 2 0 0 0 ) , 1 5 ( 2 0 0 0 )
10 C 0 M M 0 N / D 5 / I I M , J J M , K K M / D 6 / E U C L I D
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 1 / I ,J , K  
C O M M O M / D 3 0 / I T H E T A , I L A M , I P R I M E
D I M E N S I O N  I C P ( 5 0 0 )  , I C R ( 5 0 0 ) , I C S ( 5 0 0 )  , I C D ( 5 0 0 ) , L I C ( 5 0 0 )
I M = I I M  £ J M = J J M  £ K M = K K M  
1 5 J C 0 U N T = - 1
L M A P 1 = M A P  (MF, 1 ) £ L M A R 2 = M A P (M F ,2)
D O  7 J J = L M A P 1 . L M A P 2  
C . . . N O W  U S E  IN T U R N  E A C H  O F  T H E  A L G E B R A I C  I N T E G E R S  O F  N O R M  M E.
J P = I P ( J J )  £ J R = I R ( J J )  £ J S = I S ( J J )
20 J J P = J P  £ J J R = J R  £ J J S = J S
C . . . C H E C K  T O  S E E  IF J P * Y + J R * X + J S  IS A F A C T O R  O F  I M * Y + J M * X + K M  IF IT IS 
C . . . N O T  G O  O N  T O  T H E  N E X T  N U M B E R  O F  N O R M  M E.
I F ( I A L M 0 D ( I M , J M , K M , J P , J R , J S ) . E Q . l )  G O  T O  7 
T C L = M F - 1
2 5  C . . . I C L  IS T H E  N U M B E R  O F  N O N - Z E R O  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  M O D U L O  ( J P , J R , J S ) .
C A L L  I N C O N ( J P , J R , J S , I C L , I C R , I C R , I C S , L I C )
C . . . L I C ( I )  IS S E T  T O  1 I N I T I A L L Y  A N D  TO 0 W H E N  AN I N T E G E R  O F  N O R M  L E S S  
C . . . T H A N  M F  IS F O U N D  TO B E L O N G  TO I C P ( I ) * Y + I C R ( I ) * X + I C S ( I ) .  N O W  R U N  
C . . . T H R O U G H  T H E  I N T E G E R S  W I T H  N O R M  L E S S  T H A N  M E  A N D  E L I M I N A T E  T H E  
30 C . . . R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  T O  W H I C H  T H E Y  B E L O N G .
I P R Î M P = 0
I T H E T A = 0  £ I L A M = 0  
C . . . I P R I M E = 1  W H E N  X A N D  Y A R E  C O N G R U E N T  TO R A T I O N A L  I N T E G E R S  A N D  
C . . . T P R I M E = 0  O T H E R W I S E .
3 5  I F d C S d C L )  . N E . I C L )  G O  T O  20
I P R I M E = 2
C . . . I P R I M E = 2  w h e n  f i n d i n g  t h e  V A L U E S  O F  I L A M  A N D  O F  I T H E T A .
C A L L  M O D A L ( 1 , 0 , 0 , I C R , I C R , I C S , L I C , I C L , J R , J R , J S )
D O  21 J J C = 1 , I C L  
4 0  I F ( L T C ( J J C ) . N E . O )  G O  TO 21
I L A M = J J C  
L I C ( J J C ) = 1  
G O  T O  22 
21 C O N T I N U E
4 5  2 2  C A L L  M O D A L ( 0 , 1 , 0 , I C R , I C R , I C S , L I C , I C L , J P , J R , J S )
D O  23 J J C = 1 , I C L  
I F ( L i e ( J J C ) . N E . O )  G O  TO 23 
i t h e t a = j j c  
L I C ( J J C ) = 1  
50 G O  T O  2 4
47
2 3  C O N T I N U E
2 4  I P R I M P = 1
P R I N T  9 9 9 , I T H E T A , I L A M  
9 9 9  F O R M A T ( 2 6 H  M O D U L U S  IS P R I M E ,  I T H E T a = , I 5 , 6 H  I L A M = , I 5 )
5 5  C . . . X  IS C O N G R U E N T  T O  I T H E T A  A N D  Y T O  I LA M .
20 CALL MODAL(I,J,K,ICP,ICR,ICS,Lie,ICL,JP,JR,JS)
0 0  R J J C = 2 . I C L
I F ( M A P ( J J C , 1 ) . E Q . - l )  G O  T O  R 
M M A P 1 = M A P ( J J C , 1 )  fi M M A P 2 = M A P (J J C , 2 )
60 D O  9 J J D = m m a P 1 , M M A P 2
K P = I P ( J J D )  £ K R = I R ( J J D )  £ K S = I S ( J J D )
CALL MODAL(KR,KR,KS,ICP,ICR,ICS,LIC,ICL,JR,JR,JS)
9 C O N T I N U E  
J C O U N T = 0
6 5  D O  10 I C 0 U N T = 1 , I C L
I F C L I C d C O U M T )  . E O . O )  G O  T O  10 
J C 0 U N T = J C 0 U N T + 1  
I C D (J C O U N T ) = I C O U N T  
10 C O N T I N U E
70 C  J C O U N T  IS T H E  N U M B E R  O F  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  S T I L L  U N C O V E R E D .  IF T H E
C . . . R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  A R E  A L L  C O V E R E D  G O  O N  TO C O N G R U E N C E S  T O  A N O T H E R
C . . . M O D U L U S ,  O T H E R W I S E  G O  O N  TO I N T E G E R S  O F  A G R E A T E R  N O R M .
I F ( J C O U N T . F Q . O )  G O  TO 11 
B C O N T I N U E
75  C . . . N O W  T H E  O N L Y  R E M A I N I N G  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  W I T H  L I C = 1  A R E  T H O S E  W H I C H
C . . . D O  N O T  C O N T A I N  AN I N T E G E R  O F  N O R M  L E S S  T H A N  M E.
C . . . I F  J C O U N T = - I  T H E N  T H E R E  A R E  N O  I N T E G E R S  W I T H  N O R M  L E S S  T H A N  M E  
C . . . O T H E R  t h a n  E A N D  SO WE G O  O N  TO F I N D  W H I C H  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  A R E  
C . . .u n c o v e r e d  S I N C E  T H I S  H A S  N O T  B E E N  D O N E .
8 0 I F (J C O U N T . N F . - l )  G O  T O  13
J C O U N T = 0  
D O  12 I C T = 1 , I C L  
I F ( L T C d C T )  . E Q . O )  G O  TO 12 
J C 0 U N T = J C 0 U N T + 1  
8S I C D ( J C O U N T ) = I C T
12 C O N T I N U E
I F ( J C O U N T . E Q . O )  G O  TO 11 
C . . . I F  T H E R E  A R E  S T I L L  S O M E  U N C O V E R E D  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  T H E N  T H E  F I E L D  IS 
C . . . N O N - E U C L I D E A N  S O  T H I S  F A C T  IS P R I N T E D  T O G E T H E R  W I T H  T H E  M O D U L U S  A N D  
9 0  C . . . U N C O V E R E D  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S .
13 P R I N T  1 0 2 , J J P , J J R , J J S
1 0 2  E 0 R M A T ( 1 X , 6 7 H T H E  F I E L D  IS S H O W N  TO B E  N O N - E U C L I D E A N  W H E N  C O N S I D E R I  
I N G  C O N G R U E N C E S , / , I X , 1 4 H T 0  T H E  M O D U L U S , 3 1 1 6 , / , I X , 3 9 H W H E N  T H E  U N C O V E  
2 R E D  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  A RE - )
9 5  D O  14 I C T = 1 , J C O U N T
I D = I C D ( I C T )
P R I N T  1 0 3 , I C P ( I D ) , I C R ( I D ) , I C S ( I D )
1 03  F 0 R M A T ( 1 5 X , 3 I 1 6 )
14 C O N T I N U E  
1 00  E U C L T D = 1
4%
c... S E T T I N G  E U C L I D  T O  1 I N D I C A T E S  T H E  F I E L D  IS N O N - E U C L I D E A N .  
G O  TO 15 
11 M P = M P - 1
I F ( M P . E Q . O )  G O  TO 15 
1 0 5  7 C O N T I N U E
15 R E T U R N  
E N D
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SUBROUTINE INCON(J P ,J R ,J S ,M ,ICP,ICR,ICS,LIC )
C . . . I N C O N  F I N D S  T H E  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  M O D U L O  J P # Y + J R * X + J S  E X C L U D I N G  T H E  
C . . . 7 E R 0  R E S I D U E  C L A S S .  T H E S E  A R F  I C P ( I ) * Y + I C R ( I ) * X + I C S ( I )  F O R  1 = 1 , M, 
C . . . T H E  C O R R E S P O N D I N G  L I C ( I )  IS S E T  T O  1. M = N 0 R M ( J P * Y + J R * X + J S ) - 1 .
5 D O U B L E  D J , D J J , J P , J R , J S , D A R G 1 , D A R G 2
C O M M O N / D l / I A , I B , I C , I N D E X , l O E T  
D I M E N S I O N  I C P ( M ) , I C R ( M ) , I C S ( M ) , L I C ( M )
C . . . N O R N ( J J , J ) = N O R M ( J J * X + J ) .
N O R N ( J J , J ) = J J * J J * J J * I C + J * ( J J * J J « I B + J * ( J J * I A + J ) )
10 M M = M + 1
J J P = J P  £ J J R = J R  £ J J S = J S  
P R I N T  1 6 0 , J J P , J J R , J J S , M M  
1 6 0  F O R M A T ( / , I X , 3 5 H C 0 N G R U E N C E S  A R E  C O N S I D E R E D  M O D U L O  ( , 1 1 5 , I H , , 1 1 5 , IH, 
1 , 1 1 5 , I H ) , / , I X , 1 4 H W H I C H  H A S  N O R M , 115)
15 D O  1 1 = 1 , M
I C R ( I ) = I C R ( I ) = I C S ( I ) = 0  £ L I C ( I ) = 1
1 CONTINUE 
1P=IR=IS=0
I P P = I P R = I S S = 1
20 C . . . F I R S T  C A L C U L A T E  IS S U C H  T H A T  0 , 1 , . . , IS A R E  I N C O N G R U E N T  M O D U L O
C...JP*Y+JR*X+JS.
D O  2 1 = 1 , M M
I F ( M O D ( J * J * J , M M ) . N E . O )  G O  T O  2 
J J P = J P  £ J J R = J R  £ JJS=JS 
2 5  D J = J
D A R G 1 = 0 . D 0  £ D A R G 2 = 0 . D 0
I F ( I A L M 0 D ( 0 A R G 1 , 0 A R G 2 , D J , J P , J R , J S ) . E Q . l )  G O  T O  2 
I S = J - 1  £ G O  T O  3
2 C O N T I N U E  
30 3 I S S = I S + 1
I F (I S S . F Q . M M )  G O  T O  7 
I S 2 = M I N 0 ( I S S , M M / I S S )
C . . . N O W  F I N O  IR S U C H  T H A T  R*X+S F O R  R = 0 , I R  A N D  S = 0 , I S  A R E  I N C O N G R U E N T  
C . . . M O D U L O  JP*Y+JR*X+JS.
3 5  D O  4 J J = 1 , I S 2
D O  10 J L = 1 , I S S  
J = J L - 1
I F ( M O D ( N O R N ( J J , J ) ,M M ) . N E . O )  G O  T O  10 
D J J = J J  £ D J = J  
4 0  0 A R G 1 = 0 . D 0
I F ( I A L M 0 D ( D A R G 1 , D J J , D J , J P , J R , J S ) . E Q . l )  G O  T O  10 
I R = J J - 1  £ G O  T O  5 
10 C O N T I N U E  
4  C O N T I N U E  
4 5  5 I R P = I R + I
I F ( ( I S S * I R R ) . E Q . M M )  G O  T O  ?
T P P = M M / ( T S S * 1 R R )
I P = I P P - 1
C . . . T H E  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  A R E  N O W  ( R * Y + R * X + S )  P = 0 , I P ,  R = 0 , I R ,  S = 0 , I S .
5 0  7 I J K = 0
50
0 0  A 1 1 = 1 , I PP  
1=11-1
D O  8 J J = 1 , I R R  
J = J J - 1
5 5  D O  8 K K = 1 , I S S
K = K K - 1
I F ( ( I . E Q . O ) .AND.( J . E Q . O ) .AND.( K . E Q . O ) ) G O  TO 8 
I J K = 1 J K + 1
I C P ( I J K ) = I  P I C R ( I J K ) = J  £ I C S ( I J K ) = K  
6 0  8 C O N T I N U E
P R I N T  1 6 1 , I P , I R , I S  
161 F O R M A T ( 4 X , 4 6 H T H E  R E S I D U E  C L A S S E S  A R E  ( P * Y + R * X + S )  W H E R E  P = 0 , , I 4 ,  
1 5 H  R = 0 . . I 4 , 5 H  S = 0 ,  , 1 4 , / , I X , 1 8 H P , R , S  N O T  A L L  Z ER O)
R E T U R N  
6 5  E N D
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S U B R O U T I N E  M O D A L ( K P , K R , K S , T C P , I C R , I C S , L I C , M , J P , J R , J S )
C . . . M O D A L  F I N D S  W H I C H  I C P ( I ) * Y + I C R ( I ) * X + I C S ( I )  IS C O N G R U E N T  TO  
C . . . + O R - ( K P * Y + K R * X + K S )  M O D U L O  J P * Y + J R * X + J S  A N D  S E T S  T H E  C O R R E S P O N D I N G  
C . . . L  I C( I)  T O  0.
5 D O U R L E  I P , I R , I S , J P , J R . J S
COMMON/D30/ITHETA.ILAM,IPRIME 
d i m e n s i o n ICP(M),ICR(M),ICS(M),Lie(M)
I E ( I P R I M E . N E . 1) G O  T O  5 
M M = M + 1
10 K K P = M O D ( K R . M M )
K K R = M O D ( K R . M M )
K K S = M O O ( K S . M M )
K P R S = K K P * I L A M + K K R * I T H E T A + K K S  
K P R S = M 0 D ( K P R S . M M )
IS I F ( K P R S . L T . 0) K P R S = M M + K R R S
L I C ( K P R S ) = 0  
k p r s = m m - k p r s
L i e ( K R R S ) =0 
R E T U R N
20 5 0 0  1 1 = 1 , M
I P = K P - I C P ( I )  £ I R = K R - I C R ( I )  E I S = K S - I C S ( I )
M O D I A L  = I A L M O D ( I P , I R , T S , J P , J R , J S )
I F ( L i e ( I ) . N E . O )  L I C ( I ) = M O D I A L  
I F ( M O D I A L . E Q . O )  G O  T O  3 
2 5  1 C O N T I N U E
3 I F ( I R R I M E . E 0 . 2 )  R E T U R N  
D O  2 1 = 1 , M
I P = K P + I C P ( I )  £ I R = K R + I C R ( I )  £ I S = K S + I C S ( I )
M 0 D I A L = I A L M 0 D ( I P , I R . I S , J P , J R , J S )
30 I F ( L i e ( I ) . N E . O )  L I C ( I ) = M O D I A L
I F ( M O D I A L . E Q . O )  G O  TO 4 
? C O N T I N U E
4 R E T U R N  
E N D
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FUNCTION lALMOO( I P , I R , I S , J P , J R , J S )
C . . . T H E  F U N C T I O N  I A L M O D  T A K E S  T H E  V A L U E  0 IF J P * Y + J R * X + J S  D I V I D E S  
C . . . I P * Y + I R * X + I S ,  O T H E R W I S E  IT T A K E S  T H E  V A L U E  1. 
d o u b l e  I P , I R , I S , J P . j r ,j s , i d ,j d ,l p ,l r ,l s ,l d  
S I A L M O D = 0
I D = 1 . D 0  E J D = 1 . D 0
C A L L  D I V C D ( I P , I R , I S , I D , J P , J R , J S , J D , L P , L R , L S , L D )
I F ( L D . N E . 1 .DO) I A L M 0 D = 1  
R E T U R N  
10 E N D
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S U B R O U T I N E  D I V C ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , L , M , N )
C . . . T H E  s u b r o u t i n e  D I V C  F I N O S  T H E  Q U O T I E N T  O F  T H E  T W O  A L G E B R A I C  N U M B E R S  
C . . . L I * Y + M l * X + N l  A N D  L2*Y+M2*X+N2 IN T H E  C U B I C  F I E L D  W I T H  I N T E G R A L  
C . . . B A S I S  ( l . X , Y ) ,  W H E R E  X * * 3 - I A * X * * 2 + I B * X - I C = 0 ,  A N D  S E T S  T H I S  Q U O T I E N T  
5 C . . . T O  L * Y + M * X + N .
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / I L I , I L 2 , I L 3 , I T 1 , I T 2 , I T 3 , I R 1 , I P 2 , I P 3  
C O M M O N / D I S / I U B N , I O B , l O B D S
K D E T ( I 1 . I 2 , I 3 . J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) = I 1 * J 2 * K 3 + I 2 * J 3 * K 1 + I 3 * J 1 * K 2
1-II*J3*K2-I2*J1*K3-I3*J2*K1 
10 C . . . F I R S T  T E S T  F O R  T H E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  O F  O V E R F L O W .
L A = I A B S ( L 1 )  E M A = I A R S ( M 1 )  E N A = T A B S ( N 1 )
I D I V 1 = M A X 0 ( L A , M A , N A )
L A = T A B S ( L 2 )  E M A = I A B S ( M 2 )  E N A = I A B S ( N 2 )
I D I V 2 = M A X 0 ( L A , M A , N A )
IB IF(inTVl.GT.IDIV2) G O  T O  1
iniv=IDIV2*IDIV2*IDIV2 
G O  T O  2
1 I D I V = I D I V 1 * I D I V 2 * I D I V 2
2 I F ( I D I V . L T . I O B D S )  G O  T O  3
2 0  P R I N T  50
BO  F O R M A T ( I X , 1 0 ( 1 H * ) , 2 6 H D A N G E R  O F  O V E R F L O W  IN D I V C , 1 0 (IH*))
3 I 1 = L 2 * I L 1 + I P 1 * M 2 + N 2  
I 2 = L 2 * I L 2 + I P 2 * M 2  
I 3 = L 2 , * T L 3 + I P 3 * M 2
2 5  J 1 = I P 1 * L 2 + M 2 * I T 1
J 2 = I P 2 * L 2 + M 2 * I T 2 + N 2  
J 3 = I P 3 * L 2 + M 2 * T T 3  
K 1 = L 2  E K 2 = M 2  E K3=N2
j n E T = K n E T ( I l , I 2 , I 3 , J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , K 1 ,k 2 , K 3 )
3 0  L = K D E T ( L l  ,M1 , N 1 , J l ,J 2 , J 3 , K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) / J D E T
M = K D E T (1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) / J D E T  
N = K D E T ( I I , 1 2 , 1 3 , J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , L I , M 1 , m 1 ) / J D E T  
R F T U R N  
E N D
54-
S I J R R O U T T N F  M U L T C  ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , L , M , N )
C . . . T H E  S U B R O U T I N E  M U L T C  F I N D S  T H E  P R O D U C T  O F  T H E  T W O  A L G E B R A I C  N U M B E R S  
C . . . L 1 * Y + M 1 * X + N 1  A N D  L 2 * Y + M 2 * X + N 2  IN T H E  C U B I C  F I E L D  W I T H  I N T E G R A L  
C . . . B A S I S  ( l . X , Y ) ,  w h e r e  X * * 3 - I A * X * * 2 + I B * X - I C = 0 ,  A N D  S E T S  T H I S  P R O D U C T  
B C . . . T O  L * Y + M * X + N .
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / I L 1 , I L 2 , I L 3 , I T 1 , I T 2 , I T 3 , I P 1 , I P 2 , I P 3  
C O M M O N / D I B / I U B N , l O B , l O B D S  
C . . . F I R S T  T E S T  F O R  T H E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  OF O V E R F L O W .
L A = T A B S ( L 1 )  £ M A = I A B S ( M 1 )  £ N A = I A B S ( N 1 )
10 M U L T 1 = M A X 0 ( L A , M A , N A )
L A = I A R S ( L 2 )  £ M A = I A B S ( M 2 )  £ N A = I A B S ( N 2 )
M U L T 2 = M A X 0 ( L A , M A , N A )
M U L T = M U L T 1 * M U L T 2  
I F ( M U L T . L T . lOR) G O  T O  1 
IB P R I N T  BO
50 F O R M A T ( I X , 1 0 ( 1 H * ) , 2 7 H D A N G E R  O F  O V E R F L O W  IN M U L T C , 1 0 ( I H * ) )
1 I P = L 1 * M 2 + L 2 * M 1
L = L 1 * L 2 * I L 1 + I R * I P 1 + M 1 * M 2 * I T 1 + L 1 * N 2 + N 1 * L 2  
M = L 1 * L 2 * I L 2 + I P * I R 2 + M 1 * M 2 * I T 2 + M 1 * N 2 + N 1 * M 2  
2 0  N = L 1 * L 2 * I L 3 + I P * I P 3 + M 1 * M 2 * I T 3 + N 1 * N 2
R F T U R N  
E N D
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D O U B L E  F U N C T I O N  D N O R M (I P , I P , I S )
C . . . D N O R M ( I P . I R , I S ) = N O R M ( I P * Y + I R * X + I S ).
D O U B L E  I P , T R , I S , P , R . S , A D , B D , C D , D E X , D E X 3 , D I U P N , D T 2 , D T 3  
D O U B L E  P A , R A , S A  
5 C O M M O N / D l / I A , I B , I C , I N D E X . I D E T
C 0 M M 0 N / D 2 / I L 1 , I L 2 , I L 3 , I T 1 , I T 2 , I T 3 , I P 1 , I P 2 , I P 3  
C 0 M M 0 N / D 1 5 / T U B N , I 0 B , I 0 B D S  
A D = I A  f. B D = I B  £ C D  = IC £ D E X  = I N D E X  
D F X 3 = 0 F X * D E X * D E X  
10 D I U B N = I U B N  E D T 2 = I T 2  £ D T 3 = I T 3
C . . . N O W  F I N D  P , R , S  S U C H  T H A T  ( P * X * * 2 + R * X + S ) / I N D E X = I P * Y + I R * X + I S .
P = I P
R = I R * n E X - D T 2 * T P
S = I S * n E X - D T 3 * I P
15 C . . . I F  A N Y  O F  P , R , S  A R E  S O  L A R G E  T H A T  T H E Y  M A Y  C A U S E  ' O V E R F L O W  IN T H E
C . . . C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  D N O R M  T H E N  P R I N T  A D I A G N O S T I C .
P A = D A B S ( P )  £ R A = D A 8 S ( R )  £ S A = D A B S ( S )
I F ( P A . G E . D I U B N )  G O  T O  1 
I F ( R A . G E . D I U B N )  G O  TO 1 
2 0  IF ( S A . L T . O I U B N )  G O  T O  2
1 P R I N T  1 00
1 00  F O R M A T ( / , 1 X , 1 0 ( 1 H * ) , 4 8 H D A N G E R  O F  O V E R F L O W  W H E N  U S I N G  T H E  F U N C T I O N  
I D N O R M . l O d H * )  )
2 D N O R M = ( P * P * R * C D * C D + R * R * R * C D + S * S * S + P * P * ( R * B D * C D + S * ( B D * B D - 2 . 0 D 0 * A D *  
2 5  I C O ) ) + R * R * ( R * A D * C D + S * 8 D ) + S * S * ( P * ( A D * A D - 2 . 0 D 0 * B D ) + R * A D ) + P * R * S * (A D * B D
2 - 3 . 0 D 0 * C D ) ) / D E X 3
3 R F T U R N  
E N D
56
D O U B L E  F U N C T I O N  FDET ( I I , 1 2 . 1 3 , J 1 , J 2 ♦J 3 ,K 1 , K 2 , K 3 )  
d o u b l e  T 1 , I 2 , I 3 , J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , K 1 , K 2 , K 3
F D E T = I 1 * J 2 * K 3 + I 2 * J 3 * K 1 + I 3 * J 1 * K 2 - I 1 * J 3 * K 2 - I 2 * J 1 * K 3 - I 3 * J 2 * K 1
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THE PROGRAMS CUBOID, FCUB AND CUBX
CUBOID 59
F C U B  62
CUBX 65
SU BR OU TIN ES - A L L  L IS T E D  IN THIS SE C T IO N
BASIS 68 C O V E R  (CUBOID ONLY) 7 3
USE 70 C l 74
b o u n d  72 C O V E R  (F C U B  AND CU BX )75
58
PROGRAM CUBOID(INPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH)
C O M M O N / D l / I A , I B , I C , I N D E X , I D E T / D 2 / R ( 3 ) , U ( 3 ) , H ( 3 )
C O M M O N / D 3 / P M (  1 0 0 0 ) , P N  ( 1 0 0 0 ) , P O ( 1000) , K Z / D 4 / B K  , C I N  
5 C 0 M M 0 N / D 7 / X L , X U , Y L , Y U , Z L , Z U , X E , Y E , Z E
c o m m o m / d b / i r c
d i m e n s i o n  X ( 1 1 ) , Y ( 1 1 ) , Z ( 1 1 ) , L ( 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 )  
C N O M ( C X , C Y , C Z , D X , D Y , D Z ) = C X * D X + C Y * D Y + C Z * D Z
10 C . . . R E A D  IN T H E  D E T A I L S  O F  T H E  F I E L D  A N D  F I N D  A B A S I S .  T H E N  F I N D  T H E
C . . . S M A L L E S T  C U B O I D  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  F U N D A M E N T A L  R E G I O N  O F  P O I N T S  
C . . . ( X C , Y C , Z C )  R E L A T I V E  T O  T H E  B A S I S  F O R  W H I C H  - 0 . 5 < X C < 0 . S ;  - 0 . 5 < Y C < 0 . 5 ?  
C . . , - 0 . S < 7 C < 0 . 5 .
Ill E 0 R M A T ( I 6 , I 2 , 3 T 5 )
I S R E A D  1 1 1 , I D E T , I N D E X , l A , I B , I C
C A L L  B A S I S  
C A L L  B O U N D ( R , X L , X U )
X F = X U - X L
C A L L  B O U N D ( U , Y L , Y U )
20 Y E = Y U - Y L
C A L L  B O U N D ( H , Z L , Z U )
Z F = Z U - Z L
X U = X E / 2 . 0  £ X L = - X U
Y U = Y E / 2 . 0  e Y L = - Y U
2 5  Z U = Z E / 2 . 0  e. Z L = - Z U
1 1 6  F O R M A T ( / , 2 X . * T H E  S M A L L E S T  C U B O I D  W I T H  E D G E S  P A R A L L E L  T O  T H E  C O - O R D  
I I N A T E  A X E S * , / , 1 X , * W H I C H  C O N T A I N S  A F U N D A M E N T A L  R E G I O N  C O N T A I N S  T H O  
2 S E  P O I N T S  ( X , Y , Z )  W H E R E * , / , 5 X ,* X  IS B E T W E E N * ,F 8 . 4 , 1 X ,* A N D * , F 8 . 4 ,/, 
3 5 X , * Y  IS B E T W E E N * , F 8 . 4 , 1 X , * A N D * , F 8 . 4 , / , 5 X , * Z  IS B E T W E E N * , F 8 . 4 , IX, 
3 0  4 * A M D * , F 8 . 4 )
P R I N T  I 1 6 . X L , X U , Y L , Y U , Z L , Z U  
C . . . T H E  S M A L L E S T  C U B O I D  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  F U N D A M E N T A L  R E G I O N  IS G I V E N  B Y  
C . . . X L < X < X U ,  Y L < Y < Y U ,  Z L < Z < Z U .
3 5  C . . . R E A D  IN T H E  D E T A I L S  O F  T H E  S U B - D I V I S I O N .
C . . . F I N D  T H E  S U I T A B L E  I N T E G E R  P O I N T S  W I T H  C O E F F I C I E N T S  L E S S  T H A N  I BC .  
C . . . I N I T I A L I Z E  T H E  M A R K E R  A R R A Y  L- S E T T I N G  L ( I , J , K )  T O  2 F O R  T H O S E  
C . . . S U B - R E G I O N S  O F  T H E  C U B O I D  W H I C H  D O  N O T  I N T E R S E C T  T H E  F U N D A M E N T A L  
C . . . R E G I O N  A ND  T O  1 O T H E R W I S E .
4 0  1 1 2  F O R M A T ( F 7 . 4)
R E A D  1 1 2 , BK 
R E A D  1 1 2 , AM 
C I W = . 1 0 0 0  
1 1 9  F O R M A T (15)
4 5  R E A D  1 1 9 , I BC
C A L L  U S E  
R E A D  1 1 9 , L I M I T  
D O  12 1 = 1 . 1 0  
D O  12 J = 1 ,10 
5 0  D O  12 K = 6 , 1 0
59
12 L ( I , J . K ) = 1  
D O  13 1 = 1 , 1 1
F T = F L 0 A T (I-l) £ R X = F I * C I N
X ( I ) = X L + R X * X E  £ Y ( I ) = Y L + R X * Y E  £ Z ( I ) = Z L + R X » Z F  
5 5  13 C O N T I N U E
B D E t = R ( 1 ) * U ( 2 ) * H ( 3 ) + R ( 2 ) * U ( 3 ) * H ( 1 ) + R ( 3 ) * U ( 1 ) * H ( 2 ) - R ( 1 ) * U ( 3 ) * H (2) 
1 - R ( 2 ) * U ( 1 ) * H ( 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * U ( 2 ) * H ( 1 )
X 1 2 = ( U ( 1 ) * H ( 2 ) - U ( 2 ) * H ( 1 ) I / P O E T  
X ? 3 = ( U ( 2 ) * H ( 3 ) - U ( 3 >  * H ( 2 ) ) / B D E T  
6 0  X 3 1 = ( l ) ( 3 ) * H ( l ) - U ( l ) * H ( 3 )  )/ B D E T
Y 1 2 = ( H ( 1 ) * R ( 2 ) - H ( 2 ) * R ( 1 ) ) / B D E T  
Y 2 3 = ( M ( 2 ) * R ( 3 ) - H ( 3 ) * P ( 2 ) )/ B D E T  
Y 3 1 = ( W ( 3 ) * R ( I ) - H ( l ) * R ( 3 ) ) / B D E T  
Z 1 P = ( R ( 1 ) * U ( 2 ) - R ( 2 ) * U ( 1 ) ) / B D E T  
6 5  Z 2 3 = ( 0 ( 2 ) * U ( 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * U ( 2 ) ) / B D E T
Z 3 l = ( R ( 3 ) * U ( l ) - R ( l ) * U ( 3 ) ) / H D E T  
D O  3 5  1 = 1 , 1 0  
0 0  2 5  J = l , 1 0  
D O  15 K = 6 , 1 0  
7 0  D O  3 6  1 1 = 1 , 2
D O  2 6  J l = l , 2  
D O  16 Kl = l ,2
1 2 = 1 + 1 1 - 1  £ J 2 = J + J 1 - 1  £ K 2 = K + K 1 - 1  
X C = C N O M ( X ( 1 2 ) , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 2 3 , Y 2 3 , Z 2 3 )
7 5  Y C = C N O M ( X ( 1 2 ) , Y (J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 3 1 , Y 3 1 , Z 3 1 )
Z C = C N 0 M ( X ( I 2 ) , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 1 2 , Y 1 2 , Z 1 2 )
I F ( ( A B S ( X C ) . L E . 0 . 5 ) . A N D . ( A B S ( Y C ) . L E . 0 . 5 ) . A N D . ( A B S ( Z C ) . L E . 0 . 5 ) ) 
1 0 0  T O  15 
16 C O N T I N U E
80 2 6  c o n t i n u e
7 6  C O N T I N U E  
L ( T . J , K ) = 2  
15 C O N T I N U E  
2 5  C O N T I N U E  
8 5  35 C O N T I N U E
C . . . M O W  F I N D  W H I C H  R E G I O N S  A R E  L E E T  U N C O V E R E D .  B Y  A L T E R A T I O N  O F  BK, 
C . . . I F  N E C E S S A R Y ,  R E D U C E  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  U N C O V E R E D  R E G I O N S  T O  L E S S  T H A N  
C . . . L I M I T .
9 0  1 1 «  F O R M A T ( / , 1 X , * B K = * , F 7 . 4 )
8 P R I N T  1 1 8 . BK
C A L L  C O V E R ( X , Y , Z , L , I C O U N T )
P R I N T  1 1 3 . I C 0 U N T  
1 1 3  F O R M A T ( I X , * T H E R E  A R E  N O W * , 1 5 , 1 X ,^ U N C O V E R E D  R E G I O N S * )
9 5  I F ( I C O U N T . G T . L I M I T )  G O  T O  19
IF ( I C O U N T . E Q . O )  G O  T O  3 
2 01 F O R M A T (16)
P U N C H  2 0 1 , I D E T  
101 f o r m a t (I X , * T H E S E  H A V E  V E R T I C E S : * )
1 0 0  P R I N T  101
60
D O  17 1 = 1 , 1 0  
D O  17 J = l , 1 0  
D O  17 K = 6 , 1 0
IF(L ( I , J , K )  . N E . l )  G O  TO 17 
1 0 5  1 0 ?  F O R M Û T ( 2 X . 3 F 1 5 . 1 0 )
P R I N T  1 0 2 , X(I) , Y ( J ) , Z ( K )  
2 0 2  f o r m a t ( 3 F 1 5 . 10)
P U N C H  2 0 2 , X ( I ) , Y ( J ) , Z ( K )
17 C O N T I N U E  
1 1 0  G O  T O  3
19 I F ( I C O U N T . L E . I O O )  G O  T O  9 
A M = A M  £ G O  T O  11 
9 A N = 0 . 1 * A M  
11 B K = R K + C I N * A N  £ G O  T O  8 
1 1 5  3 S T O P
E N D
61
p r o g r a m  FCUB(INPUT.OUTPUT,PUNCH)
C O M M O N / D l / I A , I B , I C , I N D E X , I 0 F T / D 2 / R ( 3 ) , U ( 3 ) , H ( 3 )
C 0 M M 0 N / D 3 / P M ( 1 0 0 0 ) , P N ( 1 0 0 0 ) , P O ( 1 0 0 0 ) , K Z / D 4 / B K , C I N  
5 C 0 M M 0 N / 0 7 / X L , X U , Y L - Y U , Z L , Z U , X E , Y E , Z E
C O M M O N / 0 8 / I B C
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 1 ) , Y ( 1 1 ) , Z ( 1 1 ) , L ( 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 )  
C N O M ( C X , C Y , C Z , D X , D Y , D Z ) = C X * D X + C Y * D Y + C Z * D Z
10 C . . . P E A D  IN T H E  D E T A I L S  O F  T H E  F I E L D  A N D  F I N D  A B A S I S .  T H E N  F I N D  T H E
C . . . S M A L L E S T  C U B O I D  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  F U N D A M E N T A L  R E G I O N  O F  P O I N T S  
C . . . ( X C . Y C . Z C )  R F L A T I V E  T O  T H E  B A S I S  F O R  W H I C H  - 0 . 5 < X C < 0 . 5 ;
C . . . - 0 . 5 < Y C < 0 . 5 ;  - 0 . 5 < Z C < 0 . 5 .
Ill F O R M A T ( 1 6 . 1 2 , 3 1 5 )
15 R F A D  1 1 1 , T D E T , I N D E X . I A , I B , I C
C A L L  B A S I S  
C A L L  B O U N D ( R , X L , X U )
XE=XU-XL
C A L L  B O U N D ( U , Y L , Y U )
2 0  Y F = Y U - Y L
CALL BOUND(H.ZL.ZU)
ZE=ZU-ZL
X U = X F / 2 . 0  f X L = - X U  
Y l J =Y E /2 .0  e Y L = - Y U  
2 5  ZU=ZE/2.0 £ Z L = - Z U
C . . . R E A D  T H E  D E T A I L S  O F  T H E  S U B D I V I S I O N  A N D  F I N D  T H E  S U I T A B L E  
C . . . I N T E G E R  P O I N T S .  T H E N  R E A D  IN T H E  N U M B E R  O F  R E G I O N S  W H I C H  A R E  
C . . . T O  R E  C O N S I D E R E D .
30 1 1 2  F O R M A T ( F 7 . 4)
r e a d  1 1 2 , BK 
r e a d  1 1 2 . C I N
1 1 9  F O R M A T (15)
R E A D  1 1 9 . I BC
35  C A L L  U S E
R E A D  1 1 9 , L I M I T  
R E A D  1 1 9 , M
D O  3 I C T = 1 , M
4 0  C . . . N O W  W O R K  T H R O U G H  E A C H  R E G I O N  IN T U R N .  F I R S T  I N I T I A L I Z E  T H E  M A R K E R
C. . . A R R A Y  L, s e t t i n g  L ( I , J , K )  T O  2 F O R  T H O S E  S U B R E G I O N S  O F  T H E  
C . . . C U B O I D  W H I C H  D O  N O T  I N T E R S E C T  T H E  F U N D A M E N T A L  R E G I O N  A N D  T O  1 O T H E R W I S E .
1 2 0  f o r m a t ( 3 F 1 5 . 10)
R F A D  1 2 0 , X B , Y B , Z B
4 5  121 F O R M A T ( / , I X , * T H E  R E G I O N  B E I N G  S U B D I V I D E D  H A S  V E R T E X * , / , I X , 3 F 1 5 . 10)
P R I N T  1 2 1 , X B , Y B , Z B  
D O  13 1 = 1 , 1 1
F T = F L 0 A T (I - l ) £ R X = F I * C I N
X ( I ) = X 8  + R X * X E  £ Y ( I ) = Y B  + R X * Y E  £ Z ( I ) = Z B  + R X * Z E  
50 13 C O N T I N U E
62
no 12 1=1,10 
DO 12 J=l,10 
no 12 K=1,10 
12 L(I,J.K)=1
5 5  B O E T = R ( 1 ) * U ( 2 ) * H ( 3 ) + P ( 2 ) * U ( 3 ) * H ( 1 ) + R ( 3 ) * U ( 1 ) « H ( 2 ) - R (1 > * U ( 3 ) * H (2)
1 - P ( 2 ) * U ( 1 ) * H ( 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * U ( 2 ) * H ( 1 )
X 1 2 =  (IJ ( 1 ) * H  (2) - U ( 2 )  * H( 1 ) ) / R O E T  
X 2 3 = ( U ( 2 ) * H ( 3 ) - U ( 3 ) * H ( 2 ) ) / R D E T  
X31 = ( I J ( 3 ) * H ( 1 ) - U ( I ) * H ( 3 )  ) / P O E T  
6 0  Y 1 ? = ( M ( 1 ) * r ( 2 ) - H ( 2 ) * R ( 1 ) ) / R D E T
Y 2 3 = ( H ( 2 ) * R ( 3 ) - H ( 3 ) * R ( 2 ) ) / R D E T  
Y 3 1 = ( H ( 3 ) * R ( l ) - H ( l ) * R ( 3 ) ) / R D E T  
Z 1 2 = ( R ( 1 ) * U ( 2 ) - R ( 2 ) * U ( 1 ) ) / R D E T  
Z 2 3 = ( R ( 2 ) * U ( 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * U ( 2 ) ) / R D E T  
6 5  Z 3 1 = ( R ( 3 ) * U ( 1 ) - R ( 1 ) * U ( 3 ) ) / B D E T
D O  41 1 = 1 , 1 0
n o  31 j = i , i o
D O  21 K = l , 1 0  
D O  4 2  1 1 = 1 , 2  
7 0  D O  3 2  J l = l , 2
D O  2 2  K l = l , 2
1 2 = 1 + 1 1 - 1  E J ? = J + J 1 - 1  £ K 2 = K + K 1 - 1  
X C = C N O M ( X ( 1 2 ) , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) ,X 2 3 ,Y 2 3 ,Z 2 3 )
Y r = C N 0 M ( X ( I 2 )  , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 )  , X 3 1 , Y 3 1 , Z 3 1 )
7 5  Z C = C N O M ( X ( 1 2 ) , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 1 2 , Y 1 2 « Z 1 2 )
I E ( ( A B S ( X C ) . L E . 0 . 5 ) . A N D . ( A B S ( Y C ) . L E . 0 . 5 ) . A N D . (A B S (Z C ) . L E . 0 .5)) 
1 0 0  T O  21 
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
3 2  C O N T I N U E  
8 0  4 2  C O N T I N U E
L ( T , J , K ) = 2
21 c o n t i n u e
31 c o n t i n u e  
41 C O N T I N U E
8 5
C . . . N O W  F I N D  W H I C H  S U B - R E G I O N S  A R E  L E F T  U N C O V E R E D  W I T H  T H E  G I V E N  V A L U E  
C . . . D F  B K.  IF T H I S  N U M B E R  IS L E S S  T H A N  O R  E Q U A L  T O  L I M I T  T H E N  P R I N T  
C . . . O U T  T H E  V E R T I C E S  O F  T H E  U N C O V E R E D  R E G I O N S .
C A L L  C O V E R ( X , Y , Z , L , I C O U N T )
9 0  1 1 3  F O R M A T ( I X , * I T  C O N T A I N S * , 1 5 , I X , * U N C O V E R E D  R E G I O N S * )
P R I N T  1 1 3 , 1 C O U N T  
I F ( I C O U N T . E Q . O )  G O  TO 3 
I F ( I C O U N T . G T . L I M I T )  G O  T O  3 
101 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , * T H E S E  H A V E  V E R T I C E S * )
9 5  P R I N T  101
2 01  F 0 R M A T ( I 6 )
P U N C H  2 0 1 , I D E T  
D O  17 1 = 1 , 1 0
D O  17 J = l , 1 0
1 00  D O  17 K = l , 1 0
63
I F ( L ( I , J , K )  . N E . l )  G O  T O  17 
1 0 2  F O R M A T  ( 2 X . 3 F 1 5 . 10) . r_-_ _ ^
P R I N T  1 0 2 . X ( I )  , Y( J)  ,Z(K)
PUNCH 1 2 0 . X ( I ) , Y ( J ) , Z ( K )  ^
1 0 5  17 C O N T I N U E  " "
3 C O N T I N U E  _  - ^
S T O P
E N D  , ■
‘ - FYC A. _n;
-= n #  / 'Z -Tu;;j. ::CM , p,
1 ^  lîîvirw
—r : ■- A, -
-- Y w  -■ - -
=irA:- _  
 ^' 1 V-
" - ' , , ■ 7
1^ . - - ULATi-Vn : #








10 C...READ IN THE DETAILS OF THE FIELD AND FIND A BASIS. THEN FIND THE
C...SMALLEST CUBOID CONTAINING THE FUNDAMENTAL REGION OF POINTS 











XU=XE/2.0 e XL=-XU 
YU=YF/2.0 £ YL=-YU 
25 ZU=ZE/2.0 £ ZL=-ZU
C...READ IN THE DETAILS OF THE SUBDIVISION AND FIND THE SUITABLE 










C...NOW WORK THROUGH EACH REGION IN TURN. EIRST INITIALIZE THE MARKER 
40 C. ..ARRAY L, SETTING L(I,J,K) TO 2 FOR THOSE SUBREGIONS OF THE
C...CUBOID WHICH DO NOT INTERSECT THE FUNDAMENTAL REGION AND TO 1 OTHERWISE.
120 FORMAT (3F15.10)
READ 120,XB,YB,ZB




X(I)=XB+RX*XE £ Y (I)=YB+RX*YE £ Z (I)=ZB+RX*ZE 
13 CONTINUE 
50 DO 12 1=1,10
65
D O  12 J = l , 1 0  
D O  12 K = l , 1 0  
12 L ( I , J . K ) = 1
B 0 E T = R ( 1 ) * U ( 2 ) * H ( 3 ) + R ( 2 ) * U ( 3 ) * H ( 1 ) + R ( 3 ) * U ( 1 ) * H ( 2 ) - R ( 1 ) * U ( 3 ) * H ( 2 )  
5 5  1 - R ( 2 ) * U ( 1 ) * H ( 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * U ( 2 ) * H (1)
X 1 2 = ( U ( 1 ) * H ( 2 ) - U ( 2 ) * H ( 1 ) ) / B D E T  
X . 2 3 = ( t J ( 2 ) * H ( 3 ) - U ( 3 ) * H ( 2 )  )/ B D E T  
X 3 1 = ( U ( 3 ) * H ( 1 ) - U ( 1 ) * H ( 3 ) ) / R D E T  
Y 1 2 = ( H ( 1 ) * R ( 2 ) - H ( 2 ) * R ( 1 ) ) / B D E T  
6 0  Y23=(H(2)*R(3)-H(3)*R(2))/ B D E T
Y 3 1 = ( H ( 3 ) * R ( 1 ) - H ( 1 ) * R ( 3 ) ) / R D E T  
Z 1 2 = ( R ( 1 ) * U ( 2 ) - R ( 2 ) * U ( 1 ) 1 / R D E T  
Z 2 3 = ( R ( 2 ) * U ( 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * U ( 2 ) ) / R D E T  
Z 3 1 = ( R ( 3 ) * U ( 1 ) - R ( 1 ) * U ( 3 ) ) / R D E T  
6 5  D O  41 1 = 1 , 1 0
D O  31 J = l , 1 0  
D O  21 K = 1 . 1 0  
D O  4 2  1 1 = 1 , 2  
D O  3 2  J l = l , 2  
70 D O  2 2  K l = l , 2
1 2 = 1 + 1 1 - 1  E J 2 = J + J 1 - 1  fi K 2 = K + K 1 - 1  
X C = C N O M ( X ( 1 2 ) , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 2 3 , Y 2 3 , Z 2 3 )
Y C = C N 0 M ( X ( I 2 ) , Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 3 1 , Y 3 1 , Z 3 1 )
ZC=CN0M(X(I2), Y ( J 2 ) , Z ( K 2 ) , X 1 2 , Y 1 2 , Z 1 2 )
75 I E ( A B S ( X C ) . G T . 0 . 5 ) GO TO 22
I E ( A B S ( Y C ) . G T . 0 . 5 ) G O TO 22
I E ( A P S ( Z C ) . L E . 0 . 5 ) GO TO 21
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
32  C O N T I N U E  
8 0  4 2  C O N T I N U E
L ( T , J , K ) = 2  
21 C O N T I N U E  
3] C O N T I N U E  
41 C O N T I N U E
8 5
C . . . N O W  F I N D  W H I C H  S U B - R E G I O N S  A R E  L E F T  U N C O V E R E D  W I T H  T H E  G I V E N  V A L U E  
C . . . O F  B K.  IF T H I S  N U M B E R  IS L E S S  T H A N  O R  E Q U A L  T O  L I M I T  T H E N  R R I N T  
C . . . B O U N D S  F O R  T H E  R E G I O N  C O N T A I N I N G  T H E  U N C O V E R E D  R E G I O N S .
C A L L  C O V E R ( X , Y . Z , L , I C O U N T )
9 0  1 1 3  F O R M A T ( I X , * I T  C O N T A I N S * , 1 5 . I X , ^ U N C O V E R E D  R E G I O N S * )
R R I N T  1 1 3 . I C O U N T  
I E ( I C O U N T . E Q . O )  G O  T O  3 
101 F O R M A T ( I X , * T H E S E  H A V E  V E R T I C E S  B E T W E E N * )
P R I N T  101 
9 5  2 01 F O R M A T (16)
P U N C H  2 0 1 , I D E T  
X L W = 1 0 . 0  £ X U P = - 1 0 . 0  
Y L W = 1 0 . 0  £ Y U P = - 1 0 . 0  
Z L W = 1 0 . 0  £ Z U P = - 1 0 . 0  
1 0 0  D O  17 1 = 1 , 1 0
66
DO 17 J=l,10 
DO 17 K=l,10













XUP=XUP+CIN*XE £ YUP=YUP+CIN*YE £ ZUP=ZUP+CIN*ZE 














A=FLOAT(IA) £ 8=FL0AT(IB) £ C=FLOAT(IC) £ IN=INDEX 
=5 C...FIND H(P) WHERE THE FIELD IS K(H(2)) AND ALSO R(2) AMD U(2) WHERE
C...R(?)+I.U(2) AND R(2)-I.U(2) ARE THE CONJUGATES OF H(2). 





IF(V4.NE.0.0) GO TO 51 
V6=0.0 £ GO TO 52
51 D=1.0
15 IF(V4.GE.O.O) GO TO 53
V4=-V4 £ n=-i.o 
53 VG=FXP((ALOG(V4))/3.0)*D
52 IF(V5.NE.0.0) GO TO 54 
V7=0.0 £ GO TO 55
20 54 0=1.0






H(l)=1.0 £ R(l)=1.0 £ U(1)=0.0 
C...(R(1),U(1),H(1))=(1,0,1) IS THE LATTICE POINT CORRESPONDING TO UNITY
30 C...FINO T AND S WHERE Y=(H(2)t2+T.H(2)+S)/INDEX IS SUCH THAT
C...(1,H(2),Y) IS A BASIS OF THE FIELD.
IF(INDEX.NE.1) GO TO 57 
T=0.0 £ S=0.0 £ GO TO 58
57 Ki=TA**2-2*IB £ K4=IB**2-2*IA*IC £ K5=IA*IB-3*IC 
35 IN2=IN**2 £ IN3=IN2*IN
DO 59 ITC=1,IN 
IT=ITC-1 
DO 60 ISC=1,IN 
IS=ISC-1
40 JA=K1+IT*IA+3*IS
IE(MOD ( JA, IN).NE.0) GO TO 60
JB=K4+IT**2*IB+3*IS**2+IT*K5+2*IS*K1+2*IS*IT*IA 
IF(M0D(JR,IN2).NE.O) GO TO 60
JC=IS**3+IT**3*IC+IC**2+IS**2*IT*IA+IS*K4+IS*IT**2*I8+IT*IB*IC 
45 i+iT**2*IA*IC+IS**2*Kl+IS*IT*K5
I F ( M O D(JC,IN3).NE.O) GO TO 60 





H (3)= ( H (2)**2+T*H(2)+S)/XIN 
R(3)=(R(2)**2_U(2)**2+T*R(2)+S)/XIN 
U( 3 ) = ( 2 . 0 * R ( 2 ) * U ( 2 ) + T * U ( 2 ) ) / X I N  
C...R(3)+T.i)(3) AND R(3)-I.U(3) ARE THE CONJUGATES OF H(3).
55 lOETMc-lDET
PRINT 501,IDETM,INDEX,IA,IB,IC,H(2),T,S,H(3)
501 FORMAT(IHl,IX,*THE FIELD HAS DISCRIMINANT*,17,* INDEX*,14,/,IX,*AN 
10 POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS A=*,I4,* R=*,I4,* C=*,I4,//,2X,*A BASIS 
2F0R THIS FIELD IS (1,H,L), L = (H .H+T.H+S)/INDEX,*,/,1X ,*WHERE H=*,
60 3F7.4,* T=*,F6.1,* S=*,F6.1,* AND L=*,F7.4)
C...FROM THE BASIS FOUND ABOVE FIND ANOTHER SUCH THAT THE FUNDAMENTAL 
C...REGION IS 'ALMOST RECTANGULAR'.
I D = 1




A1=R(3)+H(3) £ B1=P(2)+H(2) £ Cl=2.0 










8 0  I F ( A B S ( P - A P ) . G T . 0 . 5 )  A P = A P + D P
I O = I E I X ( Q )  £ A O = F L O A T ( I O )
I F (ABS(O-AO).GT.0.5) AQ=AQ+DQ
R ( 3 ) = R ( 3 ) - A P * R ( 2 ) - A Q
U(3)=U(3)-AP*U(2)
8 5  H ( 3 ) = H ( 3 ) - A P * H ( 2 ) - A Q
R ( 2 ) = R ( 2 ) - A K  
H ( ? ) = H ( 2 ) - A K
502 FORMAT(/,2X,*THE NEW BASIS IS 1 ,H-AK,L-AP.H-AQ WHERE AK=*,E6.1,
1* AP=*,E6.1,* AQ=*,F6.1)
90 PRINT 502,AK,AP,AQ
503 FORMAT(IX,*THUS GIVING THE BASIS FOR THE LATTICE OF INTEGERS*) 
PRINT 503
5 0 4  f o r m a t ( I X , 3 F 1 5 . 10)
DO 61 1=1,3





COMMON/D2/R(3),U(3),H(3)/D3/PM(1000),P N (1000),P C (1000),KZ 
C0MM0N/D4/BK,CIN/D7/XL,XU,YL,YU,ZL,ZU,XE,YF,ZE 
5 COMMON/na/IBC





A1=XL-SQTI £ A2=XU+S0T1 
B1=YL-SQT1 £ B2=YU+SQT1 
C1=7L-SQT2 £ C2=ZU+SQT2
15 C...WORK THROUGH ALL THE INTEGER POINTS WITH COEFFICIENTS LESS THAB IBC
C...TN ABSOLUTE VALUE. STARTING WITH THOSE 'NEAREST' TO THE 
C . ..FUNDAMENTAL REGION.
KZ = 0
IACT=3*IBC+1 £ IBCP=IBC+1 
20 DO 35 ISIG=1,IBCT
IMU=MINO(ISIG.IBCP)
DO 31 IM21=1,IMU 
IM2=IM21-1
INU=MINO((ISIG-IM2),IBCP)
25 DO 30 IN21=1,INU
IN2=IN21-1
I02=ISIG-(IM2+IN2+1)




no 42 INT=1,2 
INN=1
IF(INT.EO.2) INN=-1 
35 DO 37 I0T=1,2
100=1
IE(I0T.EQ.2) I00=-1
IM1=IMM*IM2 £ IN1=INN*IN2 £ 101=100*102 
r M=FL0AT(IM1) £ RN=FL0AT(IN1) £ R0=EL0AT ( 101)
40 lE(KZ.EQ.O) GO TO 36
C...TEST TO SEE THAT THIS INTEGER IS NOT ALREADY IN THE LIST, WHICH 
C...MAY HAPPEN WHEN ONE OF THE COEFFICIENTS IS ZERO.
IZ2=MAX0(1,(KZ-8))
DO 39 JZ=IZ2,K7
45 IF((RM.EQ.PM(JZ)).AND.(RN.EQ.PN(JZ)).AMD.(RO.EQ.PO(JZ))) GO TO 37
39 CONTINUE
C...TEST TO FIND WHETHER THE INTEGER IS 'SUITABLE'
36 RJ=CI(RM,RM»RO,R) € UJ=CI(RM,RN,RO,U) £ HJ=CI(RM,RN,RO,H) 
IF(PJ.LT.(XL-0.1)) GO TO 34 £ IE(RJ.GT.(XU+0.1)) GO TO 34 
50 32 IE(UJ.LT.(YL-0.1)) GO TO 34 £ IE(UJ.GT.(YU+0.1)) GO TO 34
70
IF(HJ.LT.Cl) GO TO 34 £ IF(HJ.LT.CE) GO TO 33
34 IF(HJ.LT.(7L-0.1)) GO TO 37 fi IF(HJ.GT.(ZU+0.1)) GO TO 37 
IFCRJ.LT.Al) GO TO 37 £ IF(PJ.GT.AE) GO TO 37
TF(UJ.LT.Bl) GO TO 37 £ IF(UJ.GT.B2) GO TO 37
55 33 K7=KZ+1 £ PM(KZ)=RM £ PN(K7)=RN £ PO(KZ)=RO
C...TEST WHETHER THE ARRAYS HOLDING THE INTEGERS ARE 'FULL'. 







302 FORMAT(/,2X,*E0R DISSECTING THE FUNDAMENTAL REGION INTO (l/ClN)f3 
65 ISUB-PFGIONS WHERE CIN=*,F 7 .4,/,1X ,*AND TAKING THE VALUE OF BK TO E
2F*,F7.4,*, THEN*,15,* INTEGER POINTS ARE USED*)





C...AL IS THE MINIMUM OF THE EIGHT *R' CO-ORDINATES AND AU IS THE 
C . ..MAXIMUM.
5 d i m e n s i o n  R(3)
ZFRO=0.0
ARG1=R(1)+R(2) £ ARG2=R(2)+ R (3) £ ARG3=R(3)+ R (1)
ARG4=D(1)+ R (2)+ R (3)





SUBROUTINE COVER(X .Y ,Z ,L ,ICOUNT)
COMm OM/02/R(3),U(3)»H (3)/D3/PM(1000),PN(1000),PO(I000),KZ 
C0MM0N/D4/BK,CIN 
5 DIMENSION X(ll),Y(ll),Z(ll),L(10,10,10)
C...EOR EACH INTEGER SET THE L MARKERS OF THE REGIONS WHICH IT COVERS 






DO 20 1=1,10 
DO 19 J=l,10 
IS DO 18 K=6,10
IF(L(I,J,K) .NE.l) GO TO 18
XD = AMAX1(ABS(X(I)-PX) ,ABS(X(1 + 1)-PX))
YD=AMAX1(ABS(Y(J)-PY),A B S (Y (J+1)-PY ))
Zn=AMAXl(ABS(Z(K)-PZ),A B S (Z (K +1)-PZ))
20 TD=ZD*(XD**2+YD**2)
IF(TD.LT.BK) GO TO 12 
IC0IJNT=IC0UNT+1 £ GO TO 18




C...IF ALL THE REGIONS ARE NOW COVERED RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM.





f u n c t i o n  c i (X,Y,Z,P)
C...THIS GIVES THE 'R' CO-ORDINATE OF THE POINT WITH COEFFICIENTS (X,Y,Z) 
d i m e n s i o n  R(3)




SUBROUTINE COVER(X ,Y ,Z ,L,I COUNT)
C0MM0N/D2/R(3),U(3),H (3)/D3/PM(1000),PN(1000),P O (1000),KZ 
C0MM0M/D4/RK,CIN 
5 DIMENSION X ( 11 ) , Y (1 1 ) , Z (11),L (10 » 10,10)
C...FOR EACH INTEGER SET THE L MARKERS OF THE REGIONS WHICH IT COVERS 






00 ?0 1=1,10 
DO 19 J=l,10 
IS DO 18 K=1,10
IF(L(I,J,K).MF.l) GO TO 18 
XD=AMAX1(ABS(X(I)-PX),AB S (X (I+1)-PX))
YD=AMAX1(ABS(Y(J)-PY),A B S (Y (J*1)-PY))
ZD = AMAX1 (ABS(Z(K)-PZ),A BS(Z (K+1)-PZ))
20 TD=ZD*(XD**2+YD**2)
IF(TD.LT.BK) GO TO 12 
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 £ GO TO 18




C...IF ALL THE REGIONS ARE NOW COVERED RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM. 





TH E PR O G RA M  TRA N S 
SU B RO U TIN ES
















C...THIS PROGRAM TRANSFORMS THE N UNCOVERED REGIONS AND DETERMINES THE 
C . ..INTERSECTION OF THE TRANSFORMS WITH THE ORIGINAL REGIONS. 
C0MM0N/D1/IA,IB,IC.INDEX,I0ET/D2/R(3),U(3),H(3)
5 d i m e n s i o n  X (2,100),Y(2,100),Z(2,100)
C...(R(I),U(I),H(I)) 1=1.3 IS A BASIS FOR THE LATTICE OF INTEGERS.
C...A MAXIMUM OF 100 UNCOVERED REGIONS MAY BE CONSIDERED WHERE THE ITH
C...REGION HAS LOWER LIMITS ON ITS CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES
C... (X(l.I) .Y(1,I) ,Z(1,I)) AND UPRER LIMITS (X(2,I).Y(2,I),Z(2,I)).
10 CNOM(CX,CY,CZ,DX,DY,DZ)=CX*DX+CY*DY+CZ*DZ
C...THIS FUNCTION IS USED TO CALCULATE THE CO-ORDINATES OF A POINT 
C...RELATIVE TO THE BASE WHEN ITS CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES ARE KNOWN. 




C...THE COEFFICIENTS OE THE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT RELATIVE TO THE BASIS 
C . . . (H(1),H(2),H(3)) FOR THE FIELD ARE READ.
READ 101,EXC,EYC,EZC 
20 101 FORMAT(3F15.10)
C...THE CARTESIAN THEN THE CYLINDRICAL POLAR CO-ORDINATES OF THE






112 FORMAT(/,47H THE UNIT HAS CO-ORDINATES RELATIVE TO THE BASE,
13F15.10,/,23H CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES,3F15.10,/,35H AND CYLINDRICAL 
30 2 POLAR CO-ORDINATES,3F15.10)
PRINT 112,FXC,EYC,EZC,EX,EY,EZ,ER,EALP,EZ 














C . BOET IS THE DETERMINANT OF THE REAL LATTICE. THE FOLLOWING NINE 












C...READ Ml.M2 WHERE REGIONS Ml UP TO M2 ARE TO BE CONSIDERED IN THIS 
C . ..RUN.
60 r e a d  102,Ml
r e a d  102.M2
104 FORMAT(3H1 R,I3)
DO 2 T=M1,M2 
C...WORK THROUGH THE REGIONS ONE BY ONE.
65 PRINT 104,1
C...FIRST FIND THE CYLINDRICAL POLAR CO-ORDINATES OF THE VERTICES OF THE 
C...ITH REGION AND THEN THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE VERTICES OF THE TRANSFORM 
DO 4 11=1.2 
DO 5 JJ=1,2
70 RA=SORT(X(II,I)*X(II,I)+Y(JJ,I)*Y(JJ,I))




75 TY = TRA*SIN (TALP)
DO 6 KK = 1 .2 
T7=Z(KK,I)*EZ





PRINT 113,X(II,I) ,Y(JJ,I),Z(KK,I) ,RA. ALPtZ(KK,I),TRA,TALP,T Z,T X, 
1TY,TZ,TXC,TYC,TZC
85 113 FORMAT!/,38H THE POINT WITH CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES,3F15.10,/,
135H HAS CYLINDRICAL POLAR CO-ORDINATES,3F15.10,/,64H IT IS TRANSFO 
2RMED INTO THAT WITH CYLINDRICAL POLAR CO-ORDINATES,3F15.10,/,
333H WHICH HAS CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES,3F15.10,/,38H AND CO-ORDINATE 
45 RELATIVE TO THE BASE,3F15.10)
90 C...XL,YL,ZL APE TO BE THE LOWER LIMITS ON THE CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES OF
C...r e g i o n  I AND XU,YU,ZU THE UPPER LIMITS. XLC,YLC,ZLC AND XUC,YUC,ZUC 
C...ARE TO BE THE BOUNDS ON THE CO-ORDINATES RELATIVE TO THE BASE.
IF(II.NE.l) GO TO 7 
IF(JJ.NE.l) GO TO 7 
95 IF(KK.NE.l) GO TO 7
XL=XU=TX e YL=YU=TY £ ZL=TZ 
XLC=XUC=TXC £ YLC=YUC=TYC £ ZLC=ZUC=TZC 
GO TO 6 




9 IF(II.NE.I) GO TO 8 
I E (JJ.NE. 1 ) GO TO a 
ZU=TZ






C...NOW FIND THE LIMITS ON THE CO-ORDINATES RELATIVE TO THE BASE OF 









114 FORMAT(//,5X,1HL,3F20.10,/,5X,1HU,3F20.10,/,13H INTEGERS: L,3I6,/
1»12X,1HU,3I6)
IFLAG=0
C...IFLAG=0 WHEN NO REGION HAS BEEN FOUND WHICH INTERSECTS WITH A 
125 C...TRANSLATE OF THE TRANSFORM OF REGION I, IFLAG=1 WHEN AT LEAST ONE
C...SUCH REGION HAS BEEN FOUND. FOR EACH POSSIBLE TRANSLATING INTEGER 
C...MOW FIND WHICH REGIONS INTERSECT.
----- —  -= LFXTT=IXU-IXL+1 E MEXTT = IYU-1YL+1 E NEXTT = IZU-IZL+1
^ RLAST=FLOAT(IXL)-1.0 E RMAST=FLOAT(IYL)-1.0 £ RNAST=FLOAT(IZL)-1.0
J 3 0 r ^ - -  ^  RL=RLAST
________ _ DO 10 JL = 1,LEXTT
--=== RL=RL + 1.0
  IL=IFIX(RL)
- RM=RMAST










145 C...FOR THIS INTEGER RUN THROUGH THE ORIGINAL UNCOVERED REGIONS.
DO 15 J=1,N
C...CALCULATE THE BOUNDS ON THE TRANSLATE OF ORIGINAL REGION J BY 
C...THE INTEGER (L,M,N)
ZUC=Z(2,J)+ZC £ ZLC=Z(1,J)+ZC 
150 XUC=X(2,J)+XC £ XLC=X(1,J)+XC
79
YUC=Y(2,J)+YC e YLC=Y(1,J)+YC 
MJ=J
C...MJ IS SET TO J WHEN CONSIDERING THE JTH REGION AND TO -J WHEN 
C . ..CONSIDERING ITS 'NEGATIVE'.
155 14 lE(ZL.GT.ZUC) GO TO 17
IE(ZU.LT.ZLC) GO TO 17 
IE(XL.GT.XUC) GO TO 17 
IF(XU.LT.XLC) GO TO 17 
IF (YL.GT.YUD GO TO 17
160 IF(YU.LT.YLC) GO TO 17
PRINT 105,MJ,IL»IM.IN
105 FORMAT(/,42H THIS REGION'S TRANSFORM INTERSECTS WITH R,I3,4H ♦ [, 
1315,IHl)
GO TO 16
165 17 IF(MJ.LT.O) GO TO 15
ZLC=-Z(2,J)+ZC £ ZUC=-Z(1,J)+ZC 
XLC=-X(2,J)+XC £ XUC=-X(1,J)+XC 
YLC=-Y(2, J)+YC £ YIJC=-Y ( 1, J ) + YC 
M J=-J






IF(IFLAG.FO.l) GO TO 2
PRINT 106













IE(RL.LE.TR) GO TO 10 




























SU B R O U TIN ES
IN  THIS SE C T IO N  IN  PR E V IO U S SE C T IO N S
BASES 91 CH AN CE 4 6
M U L T D  93 DNORM  56
L O W U P 94 DC I 23
L IM IT E  95 lO F  24
L IM IT U  96
D A J 97
85
 ^ ] ^ û T  ^_  ___ -:v:
C . . . THLS PROGRAM F I T H E  j{ÏN I MUM OF THE "ALGEBRAIC NUMBER Â .
------ rBZ, an . B E , B P . A8P ,CK,ANV, ANW, BEVj B.EW , A.BD
   ABV «ABW ySB,TLl ,TU1 ,TL,TU,VL,VU.WL,WU,PT,PV.PW,OT.nv.qW______
= - %gOBLE PL^PU3@L,gU,8DET,R,0,S,PUA,QLT,0UT,PR,SLT,SUT,QUA   -= ’ "
  OOMBLE PLT,PUT,QR . “
D 0 ' BL F QCI ,DAJ,P Q rX , Y » Z , BN 0 RM , ARNO R M , DNORM
1^ 0   ^—  COMMOM/DI / IDET . INDEX, I A , IB. IC/njJ/R ( 3 ) .11 ( 31 . H f 11 _ _ _ _ _ _  1 _
 - ;-:^ Ê0MM0NAD3/TL ,VLj, WL , TU , VÜ , WU/D4/1L1,1L2, IL3. I T 1,1T2 , IT3,1 P I , IP2 , IP3
 ____________ COMMON/05/RDET___________    ' '
_Cy_yj, :.H^31Wt32:5lLl*H(3> +IL2*H (?) +IL3
^ ___  C... H(2)*H(2)=IT1*H(3)+IT2*H(2)+IT3
15 ■ -G_... - :H m )  *Fl( 2) = IPl *H ( 3 ) tIP2*H ( 2 ) ^ TP3
____________C^..PEAD IN THE DETAILS OF THE FIELD.
READ IOO,IDET,INDEXsIA,IB,IC _ 
100 FORMAT(16,12,315)
m d et= - id e t --. P -
20 ______________  PRINT 200,MDET,INDEX,lA,IB,IC _______________ ____________________
200 F0aMA;T(lHl,28H THIS FIELD HAS DISCRIMINANT,17,6H INDEX,12,28H AND 
IPOLYNOMTAL COEFFICIENTS,316)
_ _ C . ^ , . Ç A I ^ E # E  ZEROS OFL.THE DEFINING POLYNOMIAL AND A SA^IS FUR THE-
C...PEAL LATTICE FOR THIS F IELD USING BASES._________
2S__
-C^ «-,H12.)_^ .R (2) ^ IjJlLgl-AND, R (?) "I^U (2) ARE THE ZEROS. J H  (I) ,H(2) ,H(3) ) _
C...FS^A=eASIS FOR THE FIELD. ~-----------------------------------------
C
U  . y. ( Tr#T( 2 ) * * 2 IY * HT 2 ) + IX ) / 1D IS THE NUMERATOR AND
30 C.,.FJZ*H(2)**2+JY*H(2)+JZ)/JD IS THE DENOMINATOR OF THE ALGEBRAIC
e-».,NUMBER A, NOW READ THEIR COEFFICIENTS AND CALCULATE THEIR VALUES. 
READ 101,JZ,IY,JX,ID.JZ,JYiJX,J.0__ _  ..
 ^— 1-01 FURMATHaTTTlT::::AT ' - —  ------ ----
CALL CHANGE(IZ,IY,IX,ID,I1Z,I1Y,I1X)_______________ _________________
35 C A U P U H  ANGETJ2 , J Y , JX ,30 , J 17 , J 1Y , JIX )
AX=FL0AT(I1X) £ AY=FLOAT(IlY) £ AZ=FLOAT(11Z ) _________
r ^  BXPFLOAT(JIX) £ BY=FLOAT ( J1Y) £ BZ=FLOAT ( JIZ) -------------
A N=D CI ( A X , A Y , A Z , H_L _____ ___
 R£»eUl:(BX,BY>BZ,H)- &
40 C . ..THE_ TRANSFORMATION ON THE LATTICE WHICH TAKES P INTO ITSELF IS____
- : -=C. . . ( l ^ r m ^ W ^ C U M E )  , Stt.&AVE THE VALUES OF 1-BE AND OF -AN/(1-BE).
_____  BP=1.0DQ-BE____________ __________________________________________________
:&BP=-AN/BP
C...THE TRANSFORMATION IS NOW Qr^Q/BP + ABP.
45 C. . .REAS THeJUTMTTTN(T;iVALUE OF ABS (NORM (P-Q) ) .
READ 102,SK . ____________
102 FORMATTFU Ôïlû"^  -BUI 
CK=SK _________
-  2 Um rZ j I l T ^ , T r X , J lZ , J l Y , J l X , S K







. AB.WS ( -ANV*aEW +BEV.*ANWZABD
BMOa.M=DNOSM ________ _ _________
C^. .READ THF LQWEP.-BQ.UMILjaN_THE^ TNTFGfRS T ifJWTfW A^f
- C. ..-AND CAL CUL AT F  THELUQBRESemO I N.6 U P P E R L g m B B
PÊLMI_205^iJ
_ - __2û5 FORMAT (Z,4W_^Ti:^, 




70 - ^  _C. . .CALCULATF THE LIMITS ON-V AND W WHERE V + I.W ANDl_V-I.A
________________ RMTNTM = SK
 C . ^ I F i  ^ ^ i t 3 L + Q * H H 2-1+3«btîii-AMD T-HÀS CONJUGATES ^
C-^.^..FINÛ THE £QEFF.ICJ.£NT3--ÜF-T,.V-,M-IN-THE FOLLOWIMGL FJCERESSIQNS poR P,Q
P=PT*T+PV*V+PW*W
S=ST*T+RV*V+SW*W





lïîFXT= L : :
N E X X W  FOR-THE-FXRST-BRANCH OF VALUES OF T
Êè SA=DSORT (CK/(TL- ( ANZBE) ) )
3 VL=ABV-SB_,^- —  
VU=ABV + S&
NQW..£ALCLU_ALE-tHE-BOUNDS ON AND Q
Li: _ CALU JU SU PC PT ïR V , PëaRLiRU)
r A i  I l O J e a j P . C Q T A Q V . , Q W D L , Q U )
nHE-LNTEGFF LIMITS ON P A 
THF SMAI LFR RANGE




_ c a l l  LIMITU(QU,IQU)
5^=-^ IF( ï P L .L E . I P W  GO- TO 70 
71 PRINT 2 0 2 , IPL, IPU, IQL,I OU 
. —  202^F0RMÀT (/ ,_19H THÈ RANGE FOR P 
I3H T O ,15) '
70 IFdQL.GT.ÎQU) GO TO 71
IF ( (IPU-IPL).GT.(IQU-]
110 ..NOW P HAS THF SMALLER RANGE SO USING THF FACT THAT U(1)=0 AND SO
. - W=Q*U ( 2 ) +P*U131 - -LlE U F  L__      ^
Q=(W-P*U(3))/U(2).
. .THUSuPSUA/fMD- UÏ2)>0, WHICH r S ^ ^ i d M E  BOUNDS ON W AND EACH POSSIBLE 
y,VALUE OF P Q MAY BE FURTHER RESTRICTED._____________ ' ■ ■- . V  ' " __
 -1. -G-.
^ ____ 4y _________
1 IS- — —  Ç» . . ALSO -USING R(l)=l AND SO 
__________C. _S=V-Q*R(2)-P*R(3),
12ÏL
..THE BOUNDS-ON V AND EACH POSSIBLE PAIR OF VAl;
..POSSIBLE VALUES OF S MAY BE FOUND. RUNLTHROUGH THE J
..TPL TO IPU.
 IPC0UNT=IPU-IPL + 1__________ ^
P=FL0AT ( TPL)-1 . 0 - Uy-
 DO 12 IPC=l,IPCdUNT _______









..AS SUITABLE VALUES OF 0 ARE FOUND FOR EACH VALUE OF P? FOf EACH
...PAIR P.O FINO^OSSIBLE S USING___________ = ----   ~




IE(IQUT.LT.IQLT) GO TO 12 
-30 TOCQUNT^XO#T+-i@LT +1 
Q=FLOAT(IOLI)zl.O : 
PR=P*R (3 ) = - F  :
DO 13 IQC=1.1QCOUNT 
i r ,1'
 P Q = - Q * R ( 2 ) - P R
SUTsgLfPD"
SUT=VU+PQ
CALL LIMIXL ( SLTF ISLI 
CALL LIMITU(SUT,ISUT)
31
-IF ( I SUT.L TVTSLT ) GO^dff Ll 3 -■ —
ISC0UNT=ISUT-ISLT + 1 ____________
S=F L 0 A T ( Ï SET ) -1 V£
DO 2 4  1SC=1. ISCOUNT —
■S=S+1.0D0 
IP=P e IQ=Q £ IS=S
 X=X=AX_JEL2C=YjyAX_iL Z=2^ AZ-
_1S5_
4PN0O^=DN0RM(2^%âXI ;1F 
— r r  £ P - l N 3 L 2 . 0 a , _ l £ j ü L Û jX S  .  A P N O B M  .  RNIORM
Zaa-FOPMAIJL/AfiH SITM R = S i S 3 I H  S æ Ë L l O i r A â l t N Q ^ ^ S È ï O ^ ^ H  THEN —
------ ^ _ J S  E Q U AI 1 0 ^ 2 4 .  1A_dH/.n?6via)
 ^ R^MNMBDAB&j APNORgZmiom^ U^M '
I£_( P M N M  . LL.-RMI N I M i f i M l N m = R M N g
_ 2 éuGL
2L4 CONTINUE^ 
2 i  CONTINUA
2_C2NJ t N H E _ _  
GO TO 2
2 .  . .REACHING, HEP£_IN D I C A T E S  J H A T  0 HAS THE SMALLER^ RANGE SO US T N G THF
-165--- -C-.-..EXPRESSION FQR^li _P_NAY__BE RESTRICTED ASSUMING U(3)>0,1
  C^^^THEN -USING THE EXPRESSION FOR V, S..MAY BE SIMILARLY
- -  _ :Q=FLOAT(TQL)-1.0
DO IS IQC=I,IQCOUNI_______
0=0+1.000
170 __ C ... f
_ -QUA =QMllZlZlti31 
PLT=WL/U(3)-QUA
- T - ^ P U T = 8 U / : U  ( 3) -0UA:=z22a:^i2i.:Lr 










 IF(ISUT.LT.ISLT) GO TO 16
 S=FLOAT(TSLT)-I.O ___
195-
DO 17 2SC=1,ISCOUNT 
S=S+1.0D0
IS = S £;.IQ=Q £ IP = P :•- ■-„ -
,_CAI I. MULTD (P,Q,S_>.aZ-yB-YjLBAyZjjPtX)- 
X=X-AX £ Y=Y-AY £ 2=Z*'AZ
A P N O R M = n N Q R M  (7.Y.XJ________
PR INI-203,IP,IQ,15, APNORM,BNORM 
RMNM=DARS(APNORM/BNÛRMUL
CWINUE":# 
15 C O N T I N U E
IF { N E X T . E Q . 2 )  G O  TO
c... W H E N  T U  R E A C H E S  T H E  VA O F V A L U E S IS
T L  = T U
TU=0M T N 1 (TU,TU 
GO:-T O hr JümN E X T = N E X T + 1
TU1=5U1
PRT Atr 2{36 i SÜ1
. 2 0 6  -_FOR.H A T ( / , 4 H  T U = , F Î Q . l )
C. . ^ N O W  R E A D  T H E  U P P E R  B O U N O : ^  T H E  L O W E R  B R A h K g G g W #  
C . . . C A L C U L A T E T H E  L O W E R  BOIJMO 
T L l = T U f / B P + A a P
T L = D M A X 1 ( T L , T L 11
C . . .,.N0 W__REPEAJ. THE. A B O L I M I T S  O N  T A N D  T H I S  V A L U E  O F  S B
A- I f m ^ L E  TO 7 ____
230
C . . . W E N  : T L - R E A C ± f E E - T H E  V A L U E  TL I T H E N  T H I S  B R A N C H  O F  V A L U E S  IS  
C . . . C O M P L E T E D  S O  T H E  M I N I M U M  O F  T H I S  P O I N T ,  R M I N I M ,  IS P R I N T E D .
.turn:.
 ILf IL-1__________________________
-  -  T isD w xizftcfii:! > : ;
_ _ _ _ _ G O  T O  8
- 7 ^ T N  T 2 0 4 ^  R M  I NI M









A=FLOAT(IA) e B=FL0AT(1B) £ C=FLOAT(IC) £ IN=INDEX 
C...FIND H(2) WHERE THE FIELD IS K(H(?)) AND ALSO R(2) AND U(2) WHERE 






IF(V4.NE.0.0D0) GO TO 51 
V6=0.0D0 £ GO TO 52
51 0=1.000
IF(V4.GF.0.0D0) GO TO 53 
20 V4=-V4 £ D=-1.000
53 V6=DEXP((DL0G(V4))/3.0D0)*D
52 IF(V5.NE.0.0D0) GO TO 54 
V7=0.0D0 E GO TO 55
54 0=1.000






H(1)=1.0D0 £ R(1)=1.QD0 £ U(1)=0.0D0 
C...(R(D,U(1),H(1))=(1,0,1) IS THE LATTICE POINT CORRESPONDING TO UNITY 
C
C...FIND T AND S WHERE Y=(H(2)**2+T*H(2)+S)/INDEX.
35 C...(1,H(2),Y) IS A BASIS OF THE FIELD.
IM2=IN*IN £ IN3=IN2*IN 
K1=IA*IA-2*I8 £ K2=IA*IC £ K3=IB*IC 
K4=TB*IB-2*IA*IC £ K5=IA*IB-3*IC £ IC2=IC*IC 
IF(INDEX.NE.l) GO TO 57 
40 IT=0 £ IS=0
T=0.0 £ S=0.0 £ GO TO 58
57 DO 59 ITC=1,IN 
IT=ITC-1
DO 60 ISC=1,IN 
45 IS=ISC-1
JA=K1+IT*IA+3*IS
IF(MOD(JA,IN).NE.O) GO TO 60
JB=K4+IT**2*IB+3*IS**2+1T*K5+2*IS*K1+2*IS*IT*IA 




IF(M00(JC,IN3).NE.O) GO TO 60 
























101 FORMAT(/,10X,2HH(,I1,4H)*H(,I1,2H)=,I10,6HH(3) +,I10,6HH(2) +,110, 
14HH (1))
C...FIND AN UPPER BOUND, A POWER OF 10, FOR THE ARGUMENTS OF DNORM WHICH 
80 C...WILL NOT GIVE RISE TO OVERFLOW.





C...FIND ROUNDS FOR THE RELEVANT PRODUCTS OF MULTD SUCH THAT OVERFLOW 
C...WILL NOT OCCUR.
IL1A=IABS(IL1) £ IL2A=IABS(IL2) £ IL3A=IABS(IL3)
IT1A=IABS(IT1) £ IT2A=IABS(IT2) £ IT3A=IABS(IT3)








SUBROUTINE MULTD ( II, J 1 ,K1,12,J2,K2 ,1 »J»K)
C
C...M(JLTD FINDS THE PRODUCT OF I1*H(3)+J1*H(2)+K1*H(1) AND 






10 IA=DABS(I1) E JA=DABS(J1) E KA=DABS(K1)
NULTI=DMAX1(IA,JA,KA)
IA=DABS(I2) £ JA=DA8S(J2) £ KA=DABS(K2)
M|JLT2 = DMAX1 (IA,JA,KA)
MULTP=MULT1*MULT2 
IS IF(MULTP.LT.IOBD) GO TO 1
PRINT 50










C...THIS 5UPR0UTINE FINDS XL,XU SUCH THAT 
C"'" X=XT*Y(1)+XV«Y(2)+XW*Y(3)




X(1)=XT £ X(2)=XV £ X(3)=XW 
10 XL=XU=0.0D0
no 1 1=1,3
IF(X(I).LT.O.ODO) GO TO 2 
XL=XL+YL(I)*X(I)
XU=XU+YU(I)*X(I)













IF(XXLA.LT.1.0014) GO TO 1 
PRINT 50














IF(XXUA.LT.1.0D14) GO TO 1 
PRINT 50








DOUBLE FUNCTION DAJ(R,U,I,J) 
DOUBLE BDET,R(3),U(3) 
C0MM0M/D5/BDET
DAJ=(P(I)*U(J)-R(J)*U(I))/BDET
RETURN
END
97
